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Cover 
Pilar and Joan Mir6 Foundation, 
Palma de Mallorca, Spain, by Jose 
Rafael Moneo (page 52). Phocograph 
by Lluis Casals. 

Next Month 
Context and responsibility 
Fire protection 
Teleconferencing 
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45 Rafael Moneo 
This month 's issue is dedicated co the work 
of an internationaUy recognized architect 
who balances tradition and innovation. 
By Kenneth Frampton 

48 Works in Progress 
Project Portfolio 
By Peter Buchanan 

52 Garden Fortress 
Pilar and Joan Mir6 Foundation 
Palma de Mallorca, Spain 
By Vernon Mays 

62 Grand Terminus 
Arocha Railway Station 
Madrid , Spai11 
By Colin Davies 

70 Palace Treasures 
Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum 
Madrid, Spain 
By Colin Davies 

78 Campus Culture 
Davis Museum and Cultural Center 
Welles ley, Massachusercs 
By Mildred F. Schmet"tz 

Technology & Practice 

89 Introduction 

99 Permanent Formwork 
A new system enables insulated formwork 
co become part of concrete structure, in
creasing a building's durability and decreas
ing construction time and material costs. 
By Barry Abrams 

103 Preparing a Presentation 
Architects who research a client's organiza
tion, philosophy, and track record stand a 
better chance of winning the commission 
than those who don't do their homework. 
By Nonnan Kader/an 

107 Increasing Profits 
A guide co how architecture firms can re
assert control over project scope, overhaul 
tracking methods, and adapt fee structures 
co maximize potential earnings . 
By Bradford McKee 

115 Extracting 2D From 3D 
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New software enables architects tO design 
electronic models in 3D and then extract 
various 2D projections from a single model, 
tO create working drawings. 
By BJ. Novitski 
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By this 

philosophy, 

you design 

your homes. Each created as a 

striking art form that speaks in its 

every detail to the personalities 
and nuances of those who will live 
within . For you, the artist inside 

the architect, CertainTeed intro
duces Carriage House Shangle '~ 

a powerful design tool that takes 

you to new heights of artistic 

expression. 
The d1st1nct1ve design* of a 

'Pat pend 
IC1993 CertainTeed Corporation 

Carriage House 

roof is created 

by wide, cham

fered corners which give the look 

of scalloped edges. Dimensional 

shadow lines and 8-inch tabs 

interplay, appearing as natural 
slate. Classic designer colors 

enhance the excitement and 

charm. At home on Victorian , 

traditional or contemporary 

homes, Carriage House Shangle 

can be used alone, or as a design 

accent with Grand Manor Shangle". 

And as form follows function, 

Carnage House is built to last. 

Made using only premium-grade 

materials and our exclusive Super 
Shang1e• construction, two full

size base shingles become a 

SureStart • 7 provides 100% 

replacement cost for the first seven 
years following application, includ

ing roof tear-off and disposal costs. 

Carriage House Shangle. As 

chisel to sculptor, it responds to 
remarkable four-layer roof once the architect whose passion is 
applied. So durable, it's backed designing 1nhab1table art. For 

with a lifetime limited transferable more information and a brochure, 
warranty (see warranty for spec1f1c please call 1-800-233-8990 or 

details and limitations). An~dheck with your nearest 
in the unlikely event of a H Certain Teed supplier. 

manufacturing defect. R(])f 
extra protection from COLLECTIO 

Certain Teed C-1 

CARRIAGE*HOUSE 
SHANGLE ,.,. 

Circle 84 on informat ion card 
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Cover 
MBTA Operations Control Center, 
Boston, Massachusetts, by Leers, 
Weinzapfel Associates (page 48). 
Phot0graph by Steve Rosenthal. 

Next Month 
Research laboratories 
Value engineering 
Plotter review 
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47 Context and Invention 
True contextual sensitivity relies on interpre
tation and innovation, not on mere copying 
of surrounding structures. 

48 Romantic Machine 
MBTA Operations Control Center 
Bosron, Massachusetts 
Leers, Weinzapfel Associates 
By Vernon Mays 

54 Community Garden 
Y erba Buena Gardens 
San Francisco, California 
By Heidi Land.ecker 

58 Street Theater 
Center for the Arts Theater 
San Francisco, California 
Jam es Stewart Polshek and Partners 
By Heidi Landecker 

68 Howard's Villa 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 
The Hillier Group, Architect 
By M. Lindsay Bierman 

78 Arcadian Acropolis 
Bard College Library 
Annandale-on-Hudson, New York 
Venturi , Scott Brown and Associates 
By M. Lindsay Bierman 
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89 Introduction 

95 Profile: John Portman 
The Aclanran who invented che role of 
developer-architect still wanes tO lure 
people back downtown. 
By Robert A. Ivy, J r. 

101 Continuing Education Update 
The AlA's new continuing education 
programs are designed co close che gap 
berween theory and practice. 
By Bradford McKee 

105 Strategic Planning 
To boost profits and productivity, architects 
muse sec realistic goals for their practices, 
then strive ro meet chem. 
By Ellen Flynn Heapes 

111 Engineering Fire Safety 
Performance-based fire protection 
systems free designers from rigorous 
codes while increasing safety. 
By Virginia Kent D orris 

117 Designing by Long Distance 
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A combination of computer-based tech
nologies is allowing architects t0 design 
in tandem in spice of long distances. 
By BJ. Novitski 
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~ That's the goal for 

'=' builders and architects 

who care about the envi ronment. 

And one way to reach that 

goal is by selecting Homasote 

building products. Made from 

100% post-consumer recycled 

newsprint for the past 85 years. 

By recycling 50-80,000 tons 

of newspaper each year, our 

manufacturing process keeps 

over a million trees from being 

How to 

Without 

cut down. While eliminating 160 

million pounds of solid waste 

annually. We don 't contaminate 

or pollute the environment, 

and our final products are free 

of any harmful formaldehy de 
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Cover 
Harvard Apartments, Los Angeles, 
by Kanner Architects (page 86). 
Illustration by Georganne Deen. 
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Annual review of American arch itecture 
AJA Honor Awards 
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49 Los Angeles Architects 
The work of Angeleno architects 
encapsulates the leading edge of 
practice, from cross-disciplinary 
design to environmental sensitivity . 

50 Angelil/ Graham Architecture 
Solar Infrastructure 
Esslingen Town Center 
Hollywood House 
By M. Lindsay Biem1a11 

60 Rios Associates 
Furniture Designs 
Martel Child Development Center 
By Heidi Landecker 

66 ROTOndi 
New J ersey Offices 
QWFK House 
Nicola 
By J oseph Giovannini 

78 Michaele Pride-Wells 
Sr. Elmo Village 
By Heidi Landecker 

82 Kanner Architects 
Plinth Houses 
Harvard Apartments 
By Leon Whiteson 
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95 Introduction 

99 Civic Visionary 
Developer Robert Maguire is changing the 
face of downrown Los Angeles by commis
sioning rop archirecrural talent ro design 
pedestrian-oriented public spaces. 
By Bi·adford McKee 

107 Seismic Base Isolators 
Movable rubber-and-lead elements installed 
between the base of structural columns and 
foundations reduce damage during earth
quakes by absorbing seismic shocks. 
By Michael Bordenaro 

115 Recrafting a Los Angeles Landmark 
Restoring rhe Central Library required 
Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates to deftly 
combine seismic strengthening with preser
vation of historic finishes and lighting. 
By Vernon Mays 

127 From Drawing Board to CAD 
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The switch from conventional drafting to 
CAD can temporarily disrupt firm opera
tions, bur the long-term benefits of ever
developing automation are enormous. 
By BJ. Novitski 
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Cover 
Corning Child D evelopment Center, 
Corning, N ew York, Scog in Elam and 
Bray Architects (page 58). Phoro by 
Timothy Hursley. 

Next Month 
Urban infras tructure 
Military base conversions 
Tensile roofing 
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4; Designing for America's Children 
Responsible a rchitects and enlig htened social 
service agencies set their sig hts on improving 
the lives of our country's younges t clients. 

; o Concrete Foundations 
Lucy Daniels Foundation and Preschool 
Cary, N orth Carolina 
Clark & Menefee Architec ts 
By M . Lindscty Biermcm 

;8 Children in Motion 
Corning Child D evelopment Center 
Corning, N ew York 
Scog in El am and Bray Architects 
By j ose/1h Giovannini 

68 Tectonic Teaching 
W est Middle School at The Shipley School 
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 
Kieran, Timberl ake & H arris 
By Vernon Mays 

74 Modular Learning 
Corrine A. Seeds 

80 

University Elementary School 
Los Angeles, Cali fo rnia 
Barron Phelps & Associates 
By J oseph Giovannini 

Village of Hope 
Burron E. Green Child and Family 
D evelopment Center 
Los Angeles, Cali fo rnia 
Barron Myers Associates, Architect 
By Leon \.Vhiteson 

Technology & Practice 

89 Introduction 

93 Customizing Hardware 
D esig ning hardware, such as door pulls, re
quires attention ro ergonomics, craft, and 
mechanics in order ro communicate an ar
chitectural vision on a small scale. 
By Raul A. Barreneche 

101 Investing in Building Research 
The National Inst itu te of Standards and 
T echnology seeks to streng then its t ies wi th 
the architecture community through build
ing-related research p rog rams. 
By Nancy B. Solomon 

101 Design/ Build Gains Appeal 
More clients are at t rac ted to desig n/build 
because of price caps and fixed schedules, but 
this project delivery method d raws m ixed re
views, as case studies of four buildings reveal. 
By Bradford M rKee 

1 u CAD Systems at a Glance 
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136 

Our review of the top 10 CA D software pro
grams covers essential points-from the ba
sics to the bottom line-to help archi tects 
evaluate high-tech alternatives. 
By J on Pepper 
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~ That's the goal for 

\i:I builders and architects 

who care about the environment. 

And one way to reach that 

goal is by selecting Homasote 

building products. Made from 

100% post-consumer recycled 

newsprint for the past 85 years. 

By recycling 50-80,000 tons 

of newspaper each year, our 

manufacturing process keeps 

over a million trees from being 

How to 

Without 

cut down. While e liminating 160 

million pounds of solid waste 

annually. We don't contaminate 

or pollute the environment, 

and our final products are free 

of any harmful formaldehyde 
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Cover 
Elrey J eppesen Terminal , D enver Air
port, C.W . Fentress J .H . Bradburn 
and Associares (page 44). Pha ro by 
Nick M errick, H edrich-Blessing. 

Next Month 
New buildings in Europe, 
Ausrra]ja, and Asia 
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Design Technology & Practice 

43 Rethinking Urban Infrastructure 85 Introduction 
Infrasrructure has moved beyond drab func-
tionalism ro create a sense of urban identity. 89 Denver's Tensile Roof 

The tent- like fiberg lass roof over the coun-
44 Peak Performance rry 's newest a irpo rt hig hlig hts borh rhe 

Elrey J eppesen T erminal fo rm-making and environmental benefits 
Denver Intern ational Airport of tensile membrane technology. 
D enver, Colorado By /~au! A. Barreneche 
C.W. Fentress J .H. Bradburn and 
Associates, Arc hi teer 99 Military Base Conversions 
By H eicli Lancleckei· Architects are responding ro the large-scale 

urban design opportunities afforded by rhe 
54 Urban Gateway t ransformation of dozens of closed milirary 

Midway Airport Exir T oll Pl aza bases into new civilian uses. 
Chicago, Jllinois By B1•ctd/orcl McKee 
A. Epstein and Sons 
Internac ional , Architecr 107 Freedom of Form 
By Donctfcl A fbrecht Innovative CAD software allows archjtects 

ro creare complex building geom etries and 
58 Ecological Control dera il complicared connecrions, while mini-

O ceanside W arer Pollurion Control Pl ant mizing consrrucrion cosrs. 
San Francisco, Cali fo rnia By BJ. Novitski 
Si mon Marrin-Vegue Winkelsrein 
Moris, Archirecr 
By Mile/reel F. Schmertz Department 

66 Ship to Shore 
13 Ediror's Page 

Berrh 30 
Pe rr of O akland , Cali fornia 14 Letters 
J ordan W ood man Dobson 

17 Events By Mile/red F. Schmertz 

2 1 News 
72 Aerodynamic Transit 

Lyon-Sare las Airport 33 On rhe Boards 

Railroad Srarion 
Lyon, France 

35 P roresr 

Santiago Calarrava, Architect 37 Opinion 
By Barbara Shortt 
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LOOK AT IT THIS WAY 
NOT EVERYONE SEES THINGS FROM THE SAME PERSPECTIVE. THAT'S WHY WEYERHAEUSER CAN MAKE DOORS 

IN VIRTUALLY ANY DESIGN IMAGINABLE. WHATEVER YOU SEE IN A DOOR, WE CAN CRAFT IT. FROM CUSTOM LITE 

PATTERNS TO INTRICATE INLAYS OF VENEERS, WEYERHAEUSER DOORS ARE THE MOST LASTING AND EFFECTIVE 

WAYS TO PERSONALIZE THE INTERIORS OF YOUR BUILDINGS . EVEN THOUGH OUR DESIGNS CAN BE AS 

INDIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE, WE ENSURE THE CONSISTENCY OF APPEARANCE OF EVERY DOOR IN YOUR PROJECT. IT'S 

THIS COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH THAT MAKES WEYERHAEUSER THE RIGHT CHOICE 

FOR YOUR DESIGNS, NO MATTER HOW YOU LOOK AT IT. FOR MORE INFORMATION 

ABOUT WEYERHAEUSER ARCHITECTURAL WOOD DOORS , CALL 1-800-869-DOOR. Weyerhaeuser 

WEYERHAEUSER ARCHITECTIJRAl. DOOR DIVISION SALES AND SERVICE CENTER 1401 EASf 4TH ST .• MARSHFIELD. WI 54449-nBo. There Is No Equal"' 
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Cenrer for Conremporary Galician Arr, 
Sanriago de Composrela, Spain, Alvaro 
Siza, Archirecr (page 54). Photo by 
Duccio Malagamba. 
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H ousing innovations 
D esig n for rhe elderly 
Virrual reality 

ARCHITECTURE 
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53 Adapting to Place 101 Introduction 

54 Monastic Modern 105 American Architects in Asia 
Cenrer for Contemporary Galician Art U.S. architects are adapting to foreign 
Sanriago de Compostela, Spain codes and customs and transforming the 
Alvaro Siza, Architect skylines of Southeast Asian ciries. 
By Raym11nd Ryan By B1,adford M cKee 

60 Aboriginal Shelter 11 7 Exploring the Boundaries 
Marika H ouse of Laminated Glass 
Yirrkala, Australia European and J apanese archirecrs' inventive 
Glenn Murcurr , Archirecr applications of g lazing technology include 
By Philip Drew energy-effic ienr roofing and cladding. 

By Raul A. Bai'reneche 

64 Parisian Jewel 
Carrier Foundation for Conremporary Arr 125 Legal Risks of Design/Build 
Paris, France Because des ig n/build risks can ourweigh 
J ean Nouvel, Emmanuel Carrani & chose fo r conventional delivery approaches, 
Associares, Archirecr archirecrs need to be adequately insured. 
By Barba1-a Shortt By Kenneth H. Natkin 

70 Finnish Wood 129 Linking Up the Building Team 
Finnish Foresr Museum and Research Cenrer New software will close rhe information gap 
Punkaharju , Finland between archirecrs and eng ineers during 
K aira-Lahdelm a-Mahlamaki, Archirecr rhe design srage, saving rime and money. 
By Peter MacKeith By BJ. Novitski 

74 Machine for Governing 
H ore! du D eparremenr Departments 
M arseille, France 
Alsop and Srormer, Archirecr 15 Editor's Page 
By Colin Davies 

18 Letters 

80 Teutonic Teaching 
23 Evenrs 

Ohringen Commercial Hig h School 
Ohringen, Germany 27 News 
Behnisch & Parm er, Archirecr 

On rhe Boards By Heidi umdecker 35 

41 Proresr 
84 Cosmic Order 

Nagi Museum ofConremporary Arr 43 Opinion 

Nagi, Japan 
Arara Isozaki & Associares 

133 Info 

By M. Lindu1y Bierman 135 Products 

Canadian Civitas 
15 1 Project Credirs 

88 

Kitchener Ciry H all 152 Near File 
Kitchener, Onrario 
Kuwahara Payne M cK enna 
Blumberg Architects 
By M. Lindsay Bier111a11 
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Cover 
Reriremenr Cohousing, Mendocino 
Counry, California, Fernau & Harrman 
Archirecrs (page 76). Phorograph by 
Richard Barnes . 

Next Month 
The Classical rradition 
Terra-corra resroration 
New microprocessors 

ARCHITECTURE 

Design Technology & Practice 

61 Housing Innovations 101 Introduction 
Architecrs are incorporaring flexible spaces 
and communal areas inro housing for Amer- 103 Framing Alternatives 
ica's poor and elderly. Engineered wood and lighr-gauge sreel 

offer alrernarives to rraditional lumber 
62 Rural Education framing, alrhough rhe merits of these 

Shepard Bryanr House sysrems are open to debate. 
Masons Bend , Alabama By Raul A. Barreneche 
Remote Rural Studio 
Auburn Universiry 109 Federal Design/ Build 
By Robert A. lvy, jr. The third arricle in our series on design/ 

build examines the risks and benefirs of 
66 Row House Redux rhis projecr de]jvery merhod for federal 

Race Srreer Row Houses governmenr commissions. 
Charleston, Sourh Carolina By Bradford McKee 
Srudio A and Mark Aln Rawlings, 
Archirecrs 117 Controlling Rain and Wind 
By Vernon Mays Canadian researchers have derermined rhar 

pressure-equalized walJs prevenr rajn from 
68 Courtyard Fiesta enrering buildings, allowing archirecrs co 

Sunrise P lace specify lighrer weighr cladding. 
Escondido, California By Dale D. Ken· 
Davids Killary, Archirecr 
By Leon Whiteson 12 1 Virtual Reality for Architects 

New inreractive devices-from wheelchairs 
72 Mission Possible co rhearers-are enabling archirects co move 

Del Carlo Courr rhrough compurer-generared space and im-
San Francisco, California merse rhemselves in their desig ns. 
Solomon Architecture and Urban Design By BJ. Novitski 
By H eidi Landecker 

76 Common Ground Departments 
Rerirement Cohousing 
Mendocino Counry, California 

15 Editor's Page 
Fernau & Hartman Archirecrs 
By H eicli Lanclecke,. 18 Letrers 

82 Housing the Elderly 21 Evenrs 

A crirical look ar seniors ' housing reveals a 27 News 
lack of innovarive design co march diverse 
characrerisrics of our aging popularion. 37 On rhe Boards 

By Edward G11nts 
47 Protesr 

88 New Visions for Old Age 51 Opinion 
ARCHITECTURE asked archirecrs co design 

Info new rypes of environmenrs for rhe elderly, 127 

with provocative results. 13 1 Produces 

144 Near File 
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Cover 
The News Building, Athens , Georgia, 
Allan Greenberg, Architect (page 72). 
Photograph by Tim Buchman . 

Next Month 
Buildings for the arts 
Acoustics 
Construction management 

ARCHITECTURE 

Technology & Practice 

l l5 Introduction 

1 l 7 Classical Education 
Rigorous courses of study in Classical archi
tecture are chang ing the way students learn 
at the University of Miami , University of 
Notre Dame, and the Prince of Wales's 
Institute of Architecture in London. 
By Stephen Falatko 

127 Restoring Terra-Cotta 
Popular in the late 19th century, terra
cotra adorns many historically important 
buildings that are being preserved . This 
art icle discusses methods fo r repairing 
and replacing clay-based units. 
By l~a11/ A. Barreneche 

131 Controlling the Cost of Preservation 
By obtaining prices for specific resroration 
tasks-from cleaning brick to replacing 
iron brackers-archirecrs and clients can 
assess the real price of restoration. 
By Denis G. K.!thn 

145 New Chips Empower CAD 
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New microprocessors allow for much faster 
use of software applicat ions for architects, 
transforming personal computers into 
powerful graphics workstations. 
By Douglas Macleod 
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~ That's the goal for 

"'=' builders and architects 

who care about the environment. 

And one way to reach that 

goal is by selecting Homasote 

building products. Made from 

100% post-consumer recycled 

newsprint for the past 85 years. 

By recycling 50-80,000 tons 

of newspaper each year, our 

manufacturing process keeps 

over a million trees from being 

How to 

Without 

cut down. While eliminating 160 

million pounds of solid waste 

annually. We don't contaminate 

or pollute the environment, 

and our final products are free 

of any harmful formaldehyde 
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Cover 
Seiji Ozawa Hall, T anglewood Music 
Center, Lenox, Massachusetts . WiJliam 
Rawn Associates, Architect (page 58). 
Phorograph by Steve Rosenthal. 

Next Month 
Hubs of transportation 

and communication 
New cladding systems 
lnfo rmacion networks 

ARCHITECTURE 

47 

Design 

Building for the Arts 
A new generation of an museums and 
concert haJls, many of chem additions co 
revered cultural institutions, offe rs sophis
ticated spaces in which co look and listen. 

48 Arts Fusion 
California Center for the Arts 
Escondido, California 
Moore Ruble Yudell , Architect 
By Leon \Vhiteson 

58 Decorated Shed 

66 

72 

78 

Seiji Ozawa H all 
Tang lewood Music Center 
Lenox, Massachusetts 
William Rawn Associates , Architect 
By M. Lindsay Bierman 

American Debut 
J oslyn Art Museum Addition 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Norman Foster and Partners, Architec t 
By J oseph Giovannini 

Historic Tapestry 
Daphne Farago Wing 
Museum of Art , 
Rhode Island School of D esig n 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Tony Atkin & Associates, Architect 
By Donald Albrecht 

English Diva 
G lyndebourne Opera H ouse 
Glyndebourne, Eng land 
Michael H opkins & Partners, Architect 
By Colin Davies 
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128 

Technology & Practice 

Introduction 

Acoustic Performances 
The architects and acouscicians of three 
new audiroriums return co classical cheater 
designs ro improve sound transmission. 
By RaNI A. Barreneche 

Building to Recycle Nature 
California's Center for Regenerative Studies 
offers lessons in green architecture throug h 
recyclable materials and susrainable planning. 
By Leon Whiteson 

Architects as Construction Managers 
Small firms are undertaking construction 
management ro exert more cont rol over 
projects and ro enhance their revenues. 
By Bradford McKee 

Start Small With CAD 
Slowly acquiring computer equipment can 
be more productive and cost effect ive than 
bu yi ng integrated, cop-of-the- line systems. 
By BJ. Novitski 
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The Cost of Building 
A House Is Ridiculous. 

L-P WINDOWS AND PATIO DOORS 
MEET THE MOST DEMANDING 
ENERGY CODES. 

INNER-SEAL© SIDING, SOFF/TS, 
FASCIA, AND TRIM. A .COMPLETE 
SYSTEM. 

LANDSCAPERS PRIDE® BARK 
NUGGETS AND MULCH. 
NOTHING GOES TO WASTE. 

DEVELOPING INNOVATIVE, AFFFORDABLE PRODUCTS 
HAS ALWAYS BEEN THE KEY TO OUR SUCCESS AT 
LOUISIANA-PACIFIC. AS INCREASING ENERGY AND 
LABOR COSTS, SHRINKING RESOURCES, STRICTER 
CODES AND HIGHER FEES MAKE IT MORE 

INNER-SEAL OSB SHEATHING 
OUR GREATEST REVOLUTION. 

ENGINEERED STUDS AND BOARDS. 
STILL THE WORKHORSES. 

EXPENSIVE TO BUILD, L-P IS DOING SOMETHING 
ABOUT IT. OUR BUILDING PRODUCTS SAVE ENERGY, 
AND LABOR, PREVENT WASTE AND REDUCE OUR 
COUNTRYS DEPENDENCE ON EXPENSIVE OLD
GROWTH TIMBER. TAKE A LOOK AT OUR PRODUCT 



Louisiana-Pacific Is 
Doing Something About It. 

FIBERBON~ PANELS. GYPSUM, 
REINFORCED WITH RECYCLED 
NEWSPRINT. SHEATHING, 
WALLBOARD AND UNDERLAYMENT. 

NATURE GUAR~ 100% 

INNER-SEAL TOP-NOTC~ T&G 
A RESOURCE-SAVING 
PERFORMER. 

LINES, AND SEE WHAT SETS L-P APART. FOR MORE 
INFORMATION ON OUR PRODUCTS, WRITE L-P, P.O. BOX 
19010, PORTLAND, OR 97280. 
tlll!· Lou1sian~-Pac1f ic, Inner-Seal, Nature Guard. Gang-Lam, FiberBond, Top Notch and Landscapers 
Pride are reg1s1ered trademarks of Louisiana-Pacific Corporalion Doing someth1ng about it and LPI are 
nademarks of Louisiana-Pac1lic Corporation C Louis1ana-Paclllc Corporation 1993. All rights reserved 
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LP/r"' JOISTS, GANG-LAM" LVL. 
ENGINEERED PERFORMANCE. 

REDWOOD. NATURAL BEAUTY 
AND DECAY RESISTANCE. 

PARTICLEBOARD, HARDBOARD, 
VENEER, MEDIUM DENSITY 
FIBERBOARD. 



Letters Mix masters 
In your article "Octagon's Progress" 
(November 1993, pages 107-113) 
you state that previous repair work 
had been done with a mortar that 
was hard, gray, and Portland-cement 
based. You add that this hard mortar 
was being replaced with a more com
patible mortar. It would be helpful 
ro know the exact ingredients. 
Norbert Schaaf 
Norbert Schaaf Architect 
Michigan City, Indiana 

Editor's reply: The Octagon's origi
nal mortar comprised lime and white 
sand, while mortars in 20th-century 
restorations all contained gray Port
land cement. The morrar applied in 
the latest resroration is made of white 
Portland cement, hydrated calcium 
lime, and white sand. 

Partnering guidance 
While the professional liability insur
ance carrier's atromey quoted in your 
article "Project Partnering" (October 
1993, pages 111-11 3) was critical of 
the concept, this view is not held 

Power. 

5 minute plots 

throughout our industry. In fact, 
DPJC recently introduced Partnered/ 
TeamCover, a new program that 
pays for most if not all of the cost of 
a partnering faciliraror on projects in
sured under our project policies. 

Like the AlA, ACEC, AGC, and the 
design professionals quoted in your 
article, we feel that partnering will 
go a long way roward ending project 
disputes. And we plan to promote A 
Design Professional Partnering Guide, 
co-authored by the AlA and ACEC, ro 
our 7,000 policy holders. 
Peter Hawes 
DPIC Companies 
Monterey, California 

Liability unleashed 
Your article "Liability on a Leash" 
(Ocrober 1993, pages 99-101) did 
an excellent job of capturing the is
sues relative ro professional liability 
insurance for arcl~itects. l must point 
out, however, that the insurance 
market sampler included with your 
article did not properly reflect the 
coverage available through Lloyd 's of 
London. First of all, AVRECO is only 

The new HP DesignJet 200 
monochrome inkjet plotter 
makes fast plotting affordable 
for everyone. 

It's true. For about the price of the aver
age pen plotter, the HP DesignJet 200 
gives you crisp, 300-dpi, D-size plots in 
under five minutes. 
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one, relatively small player in the 
Lloyd's marker. Our London affili
ate-Johnson & Higgins Limited
is the largest single producer of A/E 
insurance in the Lloyd 's market. This 
is especially important as, unlike rhe 
A VRECO program, J&H has been 
able ro secure coverage in excess of 

l 5 million from Lloyd 's. 
Dan Knise 

J ohnson & Higgins 
Washington, D.C. 

In "Liability on a Leash," you srate 
that "selecting a policy begins with 
choosing a broker. The best refer
ences come from colleag ues, or rhe 
local or srate AJA chapter. Another 
option is ro call A/E ProNet, a net
work of independent underwriters." 
l question whether simply reiterat
ing the AIA 's endorsement of A/E 
ProNet is in the besr interest of ar
chitects. Such endorsements limit 
your readers ' access ro competitive 
resources that are available. 
Luciano M. Elias, Jr. 
Building lndmtry Insurance Services 
Newport Beach, California 

Of course, HP's proven inltjet technology 
means more than just fast plotting. It 
means no more pen-related problems. 
No more skipped lines. No more pen 
clogging. And our smooth, quiet writing 



Events January 15-20 
1994 Roof Coatings Manufacturers 
Association convention in San 
Diego. Contact: (301) 230-2501. 

January 21-24 
National Association of Home 
Builders annual convention at the 
Las Vegas Convention Center. 
Contact: (202) 822-0200. 

January 28 
Registration deadline for A Youth 
Center for Your Community, a de
sign competition sponsored by the 
New J ersey Institute of Technology. 
Contact: (201) 596-3080. 

February 1 
AlA's Accent on Architecture at the 
National Building Museum in 
Washington, D.C. Contact: Melissa 
Houghton, (202) 626-7514. 

February 2 
Reg istration deadline for Urban Infill 
Housing, a competition sponsored by 
the Columbus Ohio Neighborhood 
Committee. Contact: (614) 274-4141. 

February 10-12 
Conference on Therapeutic Environ
ments sponsored by AlA Academy of 
Architecture for Health/Healthcare 
Facilities and the AJA Task Force on 
Therapeutic Environments. Contact: 
(202) 626-7429. 

February 12-16 
National Wood Window and Door 
Association's annual meeting in Palm 
Beach. Contact: (708) 299-5200. 

February 15 
Deadline for American Society of Ar
chitectural Perspectivists' drawing 
competition. Contact (6 17) 846-4766. 

February 15-18 
A conference on Total Quality Man
agement hosted by the Design and 
Construction Quality Institute in 
Tampa. Contacr: (301 ) 588-0967. 

February 20-May 10 
Frank Lloyd Wright-Architect , an 
exhibit at the Museum of Modern 
Arr in New York City. Contact : 
(2 12) 708-9500 . 

February 22 
Reg istration deadline for Public 
Space in the N ew American City , a 
competition sponsored by the Archi 
teeture Society of Atlanta. Contact: 
(404) 872-0330. 

February 22-26 
Making Cities Livable, a conference 
sponsored by the Urban Initiatives 
and the lstimto N azionale de Ur
banistica. Contact: (408) 626-9080. 

February 23 
Entry deadline for the New England 
H ealthcare Facilities 1994 Design 
Awards. Conract: (800) 662-1235. 

February 25-26 
ADA and Courthouse D esign, a con
ference sponsored by the AJA Justice 
Facilities Committee in Washington, 
D.C. Contact: (202) 626-7437. 

March 1 
Deadline for The Paris Prize, a com
petition sponsored by the National 
Institute fo r Architectural Educa
tion. Conract: (212) 924-7000. 

To the people. 

$3,695* 
system makes the HP DesignJet 200 ideal 
for any office environment. And with the 
addition of legs, the DesignJet 200 corwerts 
from a desktop to a free-standing plotter. 

So get the plotter that saves you as much 
time as it does money. Call 1-800-851-
1170, Ext. 7720 for the location of your 
local HP demo dealer.' 

F//0'9 HEWLETT® 
9:/.:a PACKARD 

0 1993 Hewlcu-Packard Company •£-size model priced atjust $4,695. Suggested 
US. list prices. Price does not. include optional legs and bin. Plot. images cour
tesy of Aut<Xlesk , Inc. ' In Canada, call l-800-387-3867, ExL n20. PE12316 Circle 62 on information card 
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JOSLYN ART MUSEUM: Expansion of Omaha landmark will be Foster's firs t U.S. build ing when completed in Occober. 

LYCEE DE FREJUS: Represencs a new enviro nmenra l concern in Foster's work. 

Norman Foster Wins 
AIA Gold Medal 

British architect N orman Fos ter was 
awarded rhis yea r's AI A G old Med al 
by t he lnst it u re 's board las t month. 
Foster first came ro prominence in 
rhe !are 1960s as one of rhe pioneers 
of the architectural sryle known as 
Bri t ish Hig h T ech. Jn rhe !are 1970s 
and early '80s, Fos ter demonsrrared 
char his disrincrive sryle could be 
successfull y applied ro a wide range 
different building types and loca
tions. And in 1983, rhe Royal l nsti 
rure of British Architects recognized 
Foster's achievements by awarding 
h im its G old Medal. 

T he completion of rhe H ong K ong 
Bank headquarters in 1986 es tab
lished Foster's international reputa
tion. Since rhen, Foster 's architecture 
has become more sober and less ex
press ive, bur without any loss of fo r-

m al, spatial, and strucrnral inven
tiveness. The Century T ower in 
T okyo ( 199 1) is a more austere and 
economical ve rsion of rhe H ong 
K ong Bank . The Stansted Ai rport in 
Essex ( 199 l ) has an extremely re
fi ned , minimalist structure of shal
low square domes supported on 
slende r, rree- like steel frames. ln t he 
Carree d ' Arr , a lib rary and a rt 
ga lle ry in Nimes, France (ARCHJTEC

TURE, September 1993, pages 108-
109), Foster's archi recrure takes on 
an almost monumental characte r. 

In Foster's mosr recent bui ld ings, 
such as rhe M icrorechnology Park at 
Duisburg in Germany (ARCHITEC

TURE, September 1993, pages 11 2-
113) and t he Lycee Polyvalenr 
Regional in Frejus, France, a new en
vironmental concern is evident . 
These buildings a re exercises in rhe 
rational application of modern build
ing rechnology ro the problem of 

COMMERZBANK: Fos ter in Frankfurt . 

low-energy archi tecture. Currently, 
Norman Foster's offi ce is working on 
comm iss ions rh roughour Europe and 
t he Far Ease, incl ud ing rhe rem odel
ing of rhe Reichsrag Parliament 
Build ing in Berlin and the new 
H ong Kong Airport. Curiously, 
the re are as yet no com pleted Fos ter 
buildi ngs in t he U.S., t houg h an ex
tension ro rhe J os lyn Arts Museum 
in O maha, Nebraska, is due ro be 
fi nished rh is Ocrober. 

Commencing on th e A1A Go\d 
Medal, Foster reca lls the rwo years 
he spent as a graduate srudent at 
Yale: "Jt was a liberating experience 
fo r someone t rained in a very trad i
t ional Bri t ish university. I stud ied 
under teachers like Paul Rudolph , 
Serge Chermayeff, and Vincenr 
Scu lly and reall y fe lr ar home al most 
fo r rhe fi rst rime in my li fe. Thar is 
one reason why rhis award means so 
m uch ro me."-Cofin Davies 
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HAYSTACK: Shingle-clad cabin. 

SITE PLAN: Walkways connect cabins. 
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HAYSTACK SCHOOL: Barnes' 1961 complex integrates wood structures into landscape, offering coastal vistas. 

Maine School Receives 
25-Year Award 

Edward Larrabee Barnes' Haystack 
Mountain School of Crafts in Deer 
Isle, Maine, is being honored with 
this year's AlA 25-Year Award . The 
prize is given each year ro a building 
between 2 5 and 3 5 years old that 
"exemplifies design of enduring sig
n.ificance," according to the AlA. 

Sited on a dramatic rocky slope in 
coastal Maine, Barnes' l 96 l arrs 
and crafrs school was planned as a 
village of simple frame structures 
clad in wood shingles . The scheme's 
central feature is a grand wooden 
stair that leads from the main en
trance of the complex ro an overlook 
90 feet below. Individual work
shops, studios, and dormirories
connecred ro rhe stair by a series of 
elevated decks and walkways-are 
consrructed on piers . 

Donlyn Lyndon of Lyndon/ 
Buchanan Associares served as jury 
chair. "For architecrs who have stud
ied the complex," explains Lyndon, 
"it has provided a profound example 
of the liberating fusion of vernacular 
building rraditions with the rarional
ity and discipline of Modern archi
tecture. "-Rau/ .II. Barreneche 

AIA's CEO Resigns 
James P. Cramer has announced 
that he will leave his position as the 
Execurive Vice President and CEO of 
the American lnstimte of Archirects 
lacer this year. "l believe that there 
should be renewal in an organization 
that brings in fresh leadership," ex
plains Cramer. "For me, ir's time ro 
go back ro the private secror. But it 
is my hope ro continue to do some
rhing for the profession." Cramer 
was named P resident of t he AlA Ser-

vice Corporarion in l982 . He was 
lacer appointed President of the 
American Architectural Foundation 
and Deputy CEO of the AJA, before 
assuming his current position in 
1988. During Cramer's si.x-year 
tenure, the AlA has successfully lob
bied for federal legislarion ro im
prove rhe environment, public 
rransit , hisroric preservation, and 
universal access; introduced profes
sional development and continuing 
education programs; and boosted its 
financial base by over $5 million. 

A search committee, including cur
rent AJA President L. WiJJiam 
Chapin II , pasr President Susan A. 
Maxman, and 1995 President 
Chesrer Widom, has been formed ro 
appoinr Cramer's successor. Cramer 
wiJJ acr as an advisor ro rhe commir
ree and will continue ro serve in his 
current posirion until a replacement 
is named lacer this year.-R.A.B. 



GALLERY INTERIOR: Scheme blurs distinctions between inside and our. 

Holl and Acconci 
Reface Storefront 

Across from a barren park in a no
man 's-land between Manhaccan 's 
SoHo and Litde Italy, che Srorefront 
fo r Arc and Archicecrure is present
ing a new face over the next cwo 
years. New York a rchitect Steven 
H oll and artist Viro Acconci, a 
Bronx native known for his aggres
sive public arc, have revamped the 
public image of this not-for-profit 
gallery devoted ro showing art and 
archicecrure outside che mainstream, 
with an elegantly austere facade chat 
changes throughout the day. 

Before noon, the 90-foot srorefront 
gallery resembles a bunker faced in 
battleship-gray concrete boards chat 
appear ro be riveted shut aga inst the 
winds on chis corner site. Lacer in 
che day, che severe walls seem ro dis
solve, as four large, well-spaced pan-

els swing out over che sidewalk 
while reaching back into the galle ry. 
Interspersed among these solid pan
els , smaller pieces of the wall fold 
out and down into lively, abstracted 
bench-and-cable configurations rhar 
could well accracc a regular summer 
lunchtime crowd . 

When all the panels are fully 
opened and sec at various angles, che 
space shifts dramatically with che 
viewer, whether seen while walking 
past che white-walled gallery or 
from inside where the entire wall can 
appear as little more than a skeletal 
structure fo r viewing the street 
scene. From ocher points, the larger 
masses become intrusive-blunt, 
out-of-scale protrusions chat create a 
claustrophobic interior. This menac
ing qualiry, aided by rhe military-in
dustrial colo rs and marerials chat 
fl ow seamlessly into one another and 
blend with rhe ragged surroundings, 

SITE: Storefront distinguishes locale. 

keeps the piece off balance. The pro
ject was designed fo llowing a seri es 
of meetings between H oll and Ac
conci , Storefront Directors Kyong 
Park and Shirin Neshac, and curator 
Claudia Gould . N ew York-based 
Face Fabrications served as che pro
ject's contractor. 

ro refronr's on ly rule , says Park , 
was chat the collaborative commis
sion be integ ral with che gallery. By 
using the space as material, it would 
serve ro "alleviate the problem of 
making a distinction between art 
and architecture. " 

Althoug h Park admits the collabo
ration was not a blissful enterprise, 
che rough-edged Holl-Acconci fa
cade eloquently expresses che un
easy codependence between 
archicecrure and art, a relat ionship 
in w hich each party often tries ro as
sume che other's role before set tling 
into its own.- Peter Slatin 

Details 

Architect L. William Chapin II of the 
Rochester, New York, firm Chapin & 
Tomaselli was inaugurated lase 
month as the AlA's 70ch President. 
Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates has 
been commissioned ro design the 
new $ 176 million Internal Revenue 
Service headquarters in New Carroll
ton, M aryland . N ew York architects 
Thomas Hanrahan and Victoria Mey
ers have been named winners of che 
1993 Eugene McDermott Award by 
the Council fo r che Arcs at MIT. 

Charles Gwathmey has set up the 
Robert Gwachmey Chair ac Cooper 
Union, a roracing professorship in 
art and architecture in honor of his 
father. Santa Monica-based Moore 
Ruble Yudell Architects has been 
commiss ioned co design a new fac il
ity for the School of Business Ad
ministration ac the University of 
Southern California. Schwartz/Silver 
Architects has been selected ro design 
che expansion of Boston's New Eng
land Aquarium, orig inally designed 
by Cambridge Seven Associates. 
Bentel and Bentel Architects of Lo
cus c Valley, New York, will desig n 
the National Purple Heart Museum 
in Enfield, Connecticut. The Center 
fo r American Architecture and De
sig n at che University of Texas at 
Austin has nam ed Michael Benedikt 
ics new directo r. Centerbrook Archi
tects has been selected ro renovate 
five historic buildings and design a 
new science building ac W estern 
Maryland College in W estminster, 
Maryland . Siegel Diamond Architects 
of Los Angeles is designing the new 
$55 million central utility plant at 
the University of California, D avis , 
Medical Center. The project was se
lected over schemes by Antoine Pre
dock Architect, James Stewart 
Polshek and Partners, Austin Hansen, 
and Michael Willis & Associates. 
Babson College has commiss ioned 
Goody, Clancy & Associates to de
sign a new graduate school building 
for its campus. Edward Larrabee 
Barnes/ John M.Y. Lee Architects will 
design che new $60 million Brook
lyn Sporrsplex on Coney Island. Su
san Henshaw Jones, former president 
of che New York Landmarks Con
servancy, will succeed Robert W. 
Duemling as Director and President 
of the N ational Building Museum in 
W ashington, D .C. In her ABC televi
sion special lase month , Barbara 
WaJrers cited architect James lngo 
Freed as one of the "12 Most Fasci
nating People of 1993. " 
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News 

GALLERIES: Trusses punctuate space. 

Weisman Art Museum 
Opens in Minneapolis 

Already nicknamed rhe "rin can cas
tle" and rhe "s tainless sreel arti
choke," rhe Frederick R. Weisman 
Art Museum, which is located on the 
University of Minnesota's Twin 
Cities campus, is Frank Gehry 's lat
est cacophonous assembly of frac
tured forms. Developed with local 
architects Meyer, Scherer & Rockcas
tle, rhe free-form, stainless sreel seg
menrs seem to boil over the plain 
brick base that sits four-square to 
the campus, spilling over the bluff 
coward the Mississippi River below. 

The Weisman Museum is Gehry's 
third major building to be com
pleted in the Midwest. like the Iowa 
Advanced Technology laboratories 
in Iowa City (ARCHITECTURE , 

March 1993, pages 58-67), the 
building juxraposes an explosion of 
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WEISMAN MUSEUM: Gehry's stainless steel forms over brick base change in color according ro sunlighr and wearher. 

metal-clad forms ro a simple ma
sonry box, and like the recently 
opened Center for the Visual Arts in 
Toledo, it explores a quirky vocabu
lary of curvilinear forms . The Weis
man 's forms are even wilder and 
more curvaceous than these Gehry 
projects. Due ro sire constrictions, 
the museum's sculptural energy is 
concentrated into a single masklike 
facade, which seems ro come alive in 
the evening as stray rays from the 
serring sun bounce pink and gold off 
the cladding of stainless steel plates. 
Although the exterior is bold and 
brash, the inrerior defers subtly ro 
the arr. Cool and quiet galleries-all 
white except for their serene maple 
floors-are animated by the natural 
light that pours in through sculp
tured skylights, which are controlled 
by elecrronicalJy operated louvers. 

This spacious, attention-grabbing 
new building focuses the spotlight 

on the university 's art museum, 
which has languished in a cramped 
aerie galJecy for the past 60 years, 
with its colJecr ion of works by such 
noted American painters as Marsden 
Hartley, Alfred Maurer, and Georgia 
O 'Keeffe packed away in srorage. 
The museum 's director, Lyndel 
King, raised the 14 million ro cover 
the cost of constructing the new fa
cility through contributions from 
over 400 donors, including a $3 .5 
million g ifr from Minneapolis nacive 
and University of Minnesota gradu
ate Frederick R. Weisman, a philan
thropist and art collecror who now 
makes his home in Los Angeles. 

Gehry curated one of rhe mu
seum 's open ing shows: "The Archi
tect's Eye," which highlights works 
by mu11erous artists that have influ
enced his design. The exhibition's 
works range from the whimsical 
"Shoestring Potaroes Spilling From a 

Bag" by Claes Oldenburg ( 1966) to 
a minimalist steel box construction 
by Donald Judd (1991). 

local acceptance of Gehry's con
troversial design was helped by a 
$100,000 advertising campaign do
nated by the Minneapolis newspa
per, the Star Trib11ne, which 
positioned the Weisman Museum as 
playful rather than pompous, pop
ulist rather than pretentious, and 
diffused criticism of the design with 
humor. ln response to complaints 
that g lare from the sta.inless steel fa
cade was blinding passing motorists , 
opening-day visitors to the museum 
were handed futuristic wraparound 
sung lasses. Gehry, however, seems 
ro shrug off the conrroversy, claim
ing, "They cold me not to build an
other brick lump."-l~obert Gerloff 

Robert Gedojf is an associate of Mu/fin
ger, Smanka & Mahady Architects. 



EGYPTIAN GALLERY: Renowned coUection displayed in minimalist rooms. 

Brooklyn Museum 
Renovation Unveiled 

America's art , the French artist Mar
cel Duchamp once quipped, is in her 
plumbing. As the newly renovated 
galleries of the Brooklyn Museum 
anest , it's also in her ductwork, 
lig hting, and fireproofing. The re
modeled spaces, officially unveiled 
last month , complete the first phase 
of the master plan for the museum, 
developed in 1986 by architects 
Arata lsozaki and James Stewart 
Polshek. Comprising three floors of 
art galleries, including handsome 
quarters for the museum's celebrated 
Egyptian collection, as well as one 
level of sraff offices, the project re
srores almost half the museum's 
west wing , the oldest section of its 
1897 structure designed by McKim , 
Mead & White. An earlier stage of 
the 3 1 million renovation yielded 

l 0,000 square feet of new art stor
age and the beautiful Cantor Audi
torium, which opened in 1991. 

The lsozaki/Polshek scheme suc
ceeds best by balancing the contem
porary demands of museum-quality 
climate control, fire safety, and 
lighting flexibility with the historic 
imperatives of the building's Beaux
Arrs architecture. Working with 
mechanical engineers Goldman 
Copeland Associates and lighting 
designers Jules Fisher & Paul 
Marantz, the architects created ele
gant galleries with plaster surfaces 
free of omlets, switches, and other 
mechanical controls. On ly a linear 
air-supply diffuser disguised as a pic
ture rail interrupts the walls' purity. 
All other mechanical components 
have been concealed within deep, 
limestone-trimmed portals between 
the individual galleries. The most 
complex lighting occurs on the skylir 

RENOVATED GALLERY: Limestone-trimmed portal conceals mechanical system. 

fifth floor , where motorized, sun
controlled louvers allow for a variety 
of adjustable lighting conditions. 
Arranged as an enfilade along an 
axis established by Charles McKim, 
rhe galleries are loftily proportioned, 
superbly detailed, and finished in 
time-honored materials. 

Unfortunately, lsozaki and Polshek 
overstate their penchant for abstract 
reductionism , and the galleries con
vey an antiseptic chill that makes 
them seem vacant. The root of this 
problem, however, may lie less with 
the architecture than with the tepid 
installation design . The worst gallery 
is the fifth floor of the west wing, 
which houses selections from the 
museum's contemporary art collec
tion . The gallery 's sparse and hap
hazard arrangement of walls and 
artwork neither engages nor chal
lenges the room's classic severity. 

More successful are the galleries 

that currently display a retrospective 
of Isozaki's work. "Arata Isozaki: 
Works in Architecture" remains on 
view until February 27 and has been 
designed by the 62-year-old Japan
ese architect in a manner suited to 
his cool, monumental minimalism. 

Included in rhe exhibition is 
Isozaki's and Polshek's master plan 
for the Brooklyn Museum. Like the 
original 1.5 million-square-foot 
structure proposed by McKim , 
Mead & White, the new design ex
tends a pair of symmetrical struc
tures into the adjacent botanical 
garden. Also, like the original mu
seum design, the new master plan 
promises to remain unfinished. Nev
ertheless, as their 19th-century 
coun cerparts sec a Beaux-Arcs prece
dent for our century, lsozaki and 
Polshek have set new standards for 
the Brooklyn Museum to follow into 
the 2 lsc century.-Donald Albrecht 
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HARIRI & HARIRI : Scheme for new millennium house cha llenges gender roles. Interiors plug into digital information wall, which cakes the place of central living room. 

Cincinnati Exhibit of 
Dream Houses 

Radical quescions abour the form of 
the house helped inaugurate 20th 
century architecture: Le Corbusier's 
"machine for living," AdolfLoos's 
Raumplan, and Frank Lloyd Wright's 
"broken box. " For a new exhibition 
titled "The Architect's Dream: 
Houses for the Next Millennium," 
which opened November l9 and 
runs until J anuary 23, The Contem
porary Arcs Center (CAC) in Cincin
nati commissioned 16 architects to 
take up this question once again by 
designing the house of their dreams 
on the site of their dreams. Guest 
curator Daniel Friedman, ass istant 
professor of architecture at the Uni
versity of Cincinnati, invited partici
pants to reconsider the house in 
response to our increasingly complex 
domestic experience. The program 

encouraged speculation on the 
changing constitution of marriage, 
family, place, and community ac
cording to five themes: body, health , 
and hygiene; new technology ; public 
and private spaces; production and 
consumption; work and leisure life. 

The new exhibition displays pro
jects by New York architects Karen 
Bausman and Leslie Gill of Baus
man-Gill Associates; and Gisue 
Hariri and Mojgan Hariri of Hariri 
& H ariri; California architects Pam 
Kinzie of Kinzie & Associates Archi
tects and Les Taylor; Hank Koning 
and Jul ie Eizenberg of Koning 
Eizenberg Architecture; Eric Owen 
Moss of Eric Owen Moss Architects; 
Atlanta architects Merrill Elam of 
Scogin Elam Bray Architects; and 
Frederick Pearsall and Stuart Romm 
of Romm + Pearsall Architects; 
Philadelphia architects Marco Fras
cari and Claudio Sgarbi; Cincinnati-

based John C. Senhauser; and 
Chicago architect Joseph M . Vale rio 
of Valerio-Associates. 

The curators originally invited 30 
architects. They chose them to rep
resent a range of established practi
tioners and emerging designers, 
educators, and specialists in innova
tive affordable housing. Friedman 
and former CAC chief curator Cyn
thia Goodman selected the final 12 
schemes based on the portfolios sub
mitted by all the participants. 

The winner of a national design 
competition cosponsored by AlA 

Cincinnati joined the selected 
schemes developed by the invited 
exhibitors. Jurors Deborah K. 
Dietsch, Michael Rotondi , and 
Charles Gwathmey selected a design 
by Peter Moore and Kevin Kennon 
of New York-based Moore/Kennon 
from among 65 schemes. 

The exhibition's l 3 projects in-
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News 

elude aerodynamic forms and poetic 
constructions that examine the ethe
real properties of shelter and time. 
Some of the schemes prophesize an 
ecologically sound technology, while 
others renounce the centrality of the 
house and the sanctity of the 
ground. Most of the schemes, how
ever, explore a dream 's abstract and 
hallucinarory qualities , not the com
mercial dream of suburbia. 

According ro the exhibition 's orga
nizers, most competition entries did 
not seem to question the changing 
constitution of the family, but sev
eral winners did. Hariri & Hariri 's 
house, for example, is occupied by a 
family of "four independent beings 
free from preconceived notions of 
gender roles, domination, and sexual 
orientation ." The architects propose 
three interior "habirats" that can be 
plugged into a huge digital informa
tion wall, which obviates the central
ized living room. J oseph Valerio's 
scheme translates the numbing MERRIU ELAM: Aerial house proposed for posrrechnology age. FRASCARI AND SGARBI: Tower house recalls Scarpa project. 
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repetitiveness of the suburbs into a 
"city without community, " creating 
austere rooms arranged in an end
less, nonhierarchical grid. 

But such references to the loss of 
community and the implications of 
the collective house are, for the most 
part, embodied in individual, ab
stract projects that only point ro so
cial context indirectly. 

Save the hauntingly apocalyptic vi
sion of Leslie Gill and Adi Shamir 
Zion, who embedded their house in 
the contaminated earth of Cher
nobyl, the exhibition is silent on 
complex problems related to basic 
human needs, economic disenfran
chisement, and urban decay. 

Accompanying the exhibition is a 
chronology of houses designed by ar
chitects-from Hadrian to Malcolm 
Holzman-for themselves and their 
families. Researched and compiled 
by assistant guest curator Merrie 

Stillpass, the house design timeline 
underscores the premise that archi
tects often use their own houses as 
laboratories for generating and test
ing key ideas later applied to larger 
scale public works. 

To know something of the next 
house is to know something of the 
next city. The Cincinnati show 
avoids both a Jules Verne-style evo
cation of the future and the thornier 
problem of the architect's responsi
bilities in a society unable to ensure 
its citizens safe, affordable housing. 
It concentrates instead on the per
sonal dreams and the theoretical ex
cavations of a strikingly diverse 
gathering of practitioners. In their 
varying contemplations, these archi
tects offer rich, ironic, and disturb
ing images of the antemillennial 
house, notable not only for what 
they proclaim as for what they leave 
ro doubt.-Ann Marie Borys 

Ann Marie Borys is a Cincinnati-based 
architea and educator. 

ERIC OWEN MOSS: Bowstring trusses recall industrial history of building sire. 
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On the Boards 

A gallery addition at the 
University of W ashington 
forms a new campus gateway. 

AXONOMETRIC: Stainless steel- and concrete-clad museum addition wraps 1927 Beaux-Arts orig ina l (left). 

NORTH-SOUTH SECTION: Outdoor sculpture court (center) connects existing Beaux-Arts museum (left) and new galleries (righr). 

SOUTH-NORTH SECTION: Bermed addition comprises galleries (left), booksrnre (center), and aud irnrium (right). 

Henry Art Gallery 
University of Washington, Seattle 
Gwathmey Siegel & Associates 

In 1992, the N ew York firm 
Gwarhmey Siegel & Associates won 
a desig n comperir ion tO renovate 
and expand che University of W ash
ington 's H enry Art G allery in Seat 
tle . The state will p rovide $8.3 mil
lion in funding, with the rem ainder 
of the $ l 5 million budget raised 
th roug h private contributions. 

G wathmey Siegel's 45,000-sguare
foo t add ition will house flexible gal
leries illuminated by sky lig hts; 
conservation and administrative 
spaces; a new lobby and 150-seat 

aud iroriLun ; below-grade visiror 
park ing ; and improved loading dock 
and srorage fac ilities. The existing 
1927 building-a Beaux-Arts struc
ture desig ned by Carl F. G ould
will be converted in to exhibition 
sp ace fo r rhe museum's permanent 
collec tion, as well as photog raphic 
archives and curaro rial offi ces. The 
expansion will alJow the museum to 
display objects cu rrently in srorage, 
including paintings by Winslow 
H omer and Mark T obey. 

The architects will berm the addi
tion-which wraps the south and 
east sides of the existing m useum
into an adjoining hiUside. A new 
pedes trian bridge wi ll connect a roof 

terrace atop the Gwathmey Siegel
designed galleries co the adjoining 
campus lib rary. The bridge wi ll pro
vide a major gateway to t he west 
side of the campus. T o hig hlig ht the 
orig inal museum's brick and stone 
exteriors, Gwarhmey Siegel will clad 
the addition in lead-coared srainless 
steel panels and p recast concrete . 
Skylig hts above the new galleries 
wilJ be fi tted wirh fros ted g lass and 
auromated louvers, which will re
spond to variations in natu ral lig h t . 

Sea ttle-based Loschky M arg uardt 
& Nesholm will serve as associate ar
ch itect. Construction is slated to be
g in in summer 1995 and should be 
completed by late 1996.-R.A.B. 
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Protest 

A proposed theme park near 
a Civil W ar battlefield 
sanitizes history and 
threatens the environment. 

MINIATURE ELLIS ISLAND: Immigrant scruggle reduced to multimedia entertainment. 

Disney's America 

Despite EuroDisney's net loss of 
$898 million in only one year, the 
Walt Disney Company has an
nounced plans ro develop a 3,000-
acre theme park in rura.l Haymarket, 
Virginia, 25 miles from Washing
ron, D.C. "Disney's America" wi ll be 
t he company's third U.S. entertain
ment venue, and its theme will focus 
on important events in U .S. hisrory . 

Curiously, the park wi ll be built 
just 4 miles away from the historic 
Manassas National Battlefield Park , 
where 4 ,200 soldiers lost their lives 
in 186 L-62. Given the proximity ro 
this hisroric site and the monuments 
ofWashingron, D .C., why would 
visirors travel ro Disney's re-c reation 
of hisrory when the real events rook 
place a scone's throw awayJ 

Disney bets t hat visiro rs will enjoy 
such attractions as Enterprise, a ride 

devoted ro the Industrial Revolu
tion; We the People, a miniaturized 
version of Ellis Island; and Vicrory 
Field , which "lets guests experience 
what America's soldiers faced in the 
defense of freedom, " albeit without 
getting shot. In other words, this 
country 's labor movement, immi
grant st ruggles, and bloody wars 
will be reduced ro cheap thrills , tri
vializing our hisrory in the process. 

Thematic content aside, the new 
Disney theme park presents dire en
vironmental consequences fo r the 
su rrounding countryside and nearby 
hisroric sites, most of all the solemn 
Manassas Battlefield. H otels and 
fast-food joints will inevitably spread 
roward the Blue Ridge Mountains, 
transforming a rural area inro a strip 
development as tawdry as nearby 
Tyson's Corner. To support a drasti
cally increased density, the Disney 
development wi ll cost taxpayers as 

much as $2 billion ro build the nec
essary infrastructure. 

While supporters of the theme 
park applaud its potential ro attract 
jobs and boost the local economy, 
they should take another look at 
Disney's record. EuroDisney's 
promised economic boom, for exam
ple, proved ro be a pipe dream: Three 
of the five hotels are now up for 
sale-and French citizens paid fo r 
the highway ro get there. 

Environmentalists, preservation
ists, and residents opposed ro the 
theme park face a rough chal lenge in 
convincing Disney to relocate its 
proposed development. Robert Den
nis, President of the Piedmont Envi
ronmental Council , sums up the 
protest: "Does it make sense ro 
transfer responsibility for significant 
restructuring of the National Capital 
Reg ion ro a huge, private firm lo
cated a continent away ?"-D.K.D. 
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Opinion 

Educating 
Bureaucracy 
Architects must help transform 
institutional administrators 
into advocates for good design. 

The scene is familiar to every practicing archi
tect who has worked for institutional bu
reaucracies or sought design approvals from 

government agencies. You' re presenting your 
scheme, lyrically explaining its compelling attrib
utes of commodity, firmness , and delight. Certain 
concepts, more esthetic than functional or techni
cal, hang critically in balance. Money, as always, is 
an issue. You focus on several of the people listen
ing, noticing facial expressions and body language. 

The glazed looks tell the story-skepticism, 
disbelief, bewilderment. "What's this architect 
talking about? Why is this design appropriate? Do 
we really need this'" You imagine these questions 
lurking in the minds of your audience as you con
tinue your efforts to persuade. Chances are, many 
listening can't be persuaded. They are preoccupied 
with their own views of reality: budgets, schedules, 
procedures, and institutional politics. Their inter
ests are limited to getting the job done with mini
mum hassle; complying with rules and regulations; 
and, above all, making no mistakes for which they 
might be criticized or held accountable. 

Such scenes are repeated daily somewhere in 
the United States. They characterize countless bu
reaucracies staffed by officials who, in one way or 
another, exercise enormous control over the design 
quality of much of what is built in America. These 
organizations can be of any size and can serve any 
purpose. But most ubiquitous are the thousands of 
municipal , county, state, and federal government 
agencies that have authority over project design, or 
actually build projects themselves. 

For architects who continually interact with 
such bureaucracies, the frustrations that arise are 
not due to organizational charts or rules and regu
lations. Rather, rhe primary obstacles to achieving 
exemplary design are the attitudes and values of 
specific individuals within these organizations. Or
ganization officials typically have little or no aware
ness of architectural history, design principles and 
methodologies, urban design theory, or contempo
rary norms of architectural practice. Few officials 
within bureaucracies are visionaries. Few compre
hend or appreciate the holistic nature of architec
ture or the aspirations of its best practitioners. 
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Institutional bureaucracies governing 
much of what is constructed in America tend 
t0 be staffed and led by engineers, not archi
tects. Indeed, many of these engineers are re
tired military officers. Not surprisingly, this 
situation has produced a value system shared 
by many organizations-procedure intensive, 
risk averse, anti-experimental-in which lin
ear, not lateral, thinking pervades . Often, the 
most important organizational goal, other 
than meeting budgetary and scheduling tar
gets and obeying regulations, is avoiding 
controversy. Creating architecture that tran
scends functional, technical, and economic 
exigencies normally is not on the institurional 
or governmental agenda. 

If they are not engineers, design and con
struction decision-makers tend to be business 
administrat0rs, lawyers, accountants, or fi
nancial managers who, with few exceptions, 
have had limited exposure tO the realm of ar
chitecture. Yet many architects are both ac
complished technologists and business 
managers. Architects study engineering, bur 
engineers do not study architecture. Archi
tects must learn about marketing, account
ing, finance, organizational management, 
and law tO be successful practitioners, but 
their professional counterparts learn little 
about architecture. So why are the positions 
of power and authority within institutions 
not pursued and held more often by individu
als with an architectural education? 

Nontraditional roles 
Not surprisingly, we have ourselves tO blame. 
Architects-and those who educate future 
professionals-have failed t0 recognize ade
quately the vital importance of proactively 
fostering an enlightened, institutional clien
tele. We all begin our careers in architecture 
aspiring tO be design practitioners, owners of 
successful firms, recipients of awards and re
spectable compensation, admired by both 
clients and the public. But rarely are we rold 
that the odds of fulfilling these aspirations are 
relatively low, or that an individual architect 
might influence design outcomes more signif
icantly if he or she were in a position of lead
ership within a regulatory agency or real 
estate development organization. Although 
the profession periodically credits the design 
contributions of architects who fulfill nontra
ditional roles, much more atrention is paid to 

architectural designers. 
This oversight is even more evident in 

our architectural schools. The culture of aca
demic architecture is still dominated by the 
worshipful nurturing of design egos. The 

contributions ro design by others are rou
tinely overlooked. Ironically, at a time when 
the highly competitive marketplace suggests 
that we have a surplus of architectural practi
tioners and architectural students, we con
tinue to resist even slight modifications ro the 
culture of architectural education. Why not 
inform students about the opportunities po
tentially awaiting them as design advocates 
within governmental and corporate institu
tions? Why not more energetically encourage 
some of these students tO pursue further spe
cialized education and careers in manage
ment, leading tO positions of control in 
government and corporate America? Tell 
these architectural students the truth: They 
may earn more money and realize more pro
fessional satisfaction by procuring and guid
ing design than by actually carrying it out. 

Architectural advocates 
How can we transform administrarors and 
executives who are not architects into knowl
edgeable architectural advocates? This task is 
much more difficult, but one that should be 
undertaken more rigorously, not just by peri
odically issuing AlA brochures about the 
value and scope of architectural services, but 
rather by direct and continuing education. 
Better communication must be established 
with managers and executives-and their nu
merous associations focused on various as
pects of building and real estate-who think 
of architecture only as a commodity. 

We, as industry professionals, need to 
generate and promote more interesting 
courses on architecture and urban design tai
lored specifically for the overseers of design 
and construction. Such continuing education 
should focus on the fundamentals of architec
ture: its hisrorical and intellectual roots; its 
cultural and artistic significance; its effect on 
individuals and society; and the process by 
which it is accomplished. These courses 
should not only convey information, but also 
impart values and develop critical thinking. 
Regularors, administrators, and procurers of 
design need to care more about our built en
vironment and its consequences, about more 
than simply negotiating bargain-basement 
fees or keeping change orders to a minimum. 
If we can get architects interested in manage
ment, surely we can get managers interested 
in architecture.-Roger K. Lewis 

Roger K. Lewis, FAJA, is a practicing architect 
and a professor of architecture at the University of 
Maryland. He writes a weekly column, "Shaping 
the City," for The Washingron Post. 
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RAFAEL 
MONEO 
This issue profiles works by 
an architect who deftly links 
tradition with innovation. 

BELOW: Moneo's skerch of enrrance 
drum ro Arocha Railway Srnrion in 
Madrid, complered in 1992. 

ARCHITECTURE 

A rchitect Jose Rafael Moneo is recog
nized on both sides of the Atlantic as 
a master of his profession, largely be

cause he has not only performed as an ex
tremely gifted designer, bur also because he 
has been a committed teacher and a very eru
dite critic of the culture at large. Like Jose 
Lluis Sert , who preceded him as Chairman of 
the Graduate School of Design (GSD) at Har
vard, Moneo has emerged as the most repre
sentative Spanish architect of his generation. 
For Moneo, as with most of his Spanish col
leagues, tectonic authenticity remains the es
sential catalyst of architectural quality, in 
that it guarantees the physical and cultural 
durability of the work. "Architecture in prin
ciple should be durable," explains the 56-
year-old architen. "Materials should provide 
for the building 's Jong life. " 

Moneo was trained at what is still one of 
the fin est schools in Europe, the architectural 
department of the Technical University of 
Madrid. The tectonic rigor of his work de
rives in considerable measure from the excep
tional calibre of his teachers, Xavier Saenz de 
Oiza and Alejandro de la Sora. From them, 
Moneo inherited a respect for the expressive 
potential of construction, assuring his work 
its particular distinction. Equally significant 
for Moneo's development is his subsequent 
work for the Danish architectJ¢rn Utzon , at 
the time when Utzon was beginning to refine 
his design for the Sydney Opera House. 

Moneo 's first independent work after re
turning to Madrid in 1990 was a factory that 

he built at Zaragoza. With its giant, rein
forced concrete roof frames and blank rhyth
mical masses set against the sky, this factory 
testifies not only to the influence of U tzon, 
but also to a propensity that would remain 
with Moneo throughout his career: his ability 
to treat each commission as an integrated 
structure and mass-form . This quality is very 
evident in a building that is Moneo's most 
distinguished work to date, the Museum of 
Roman Art at Merida, which is effectively a 
large brick warehouse dedicated to the con
servation of Roman antiquities. 

Merida is a subtle building that demands 
to be read at many levels , and in this concep
tual layering resides its cultural significance. 
The design is predicated on an ace of audacity 
toward the excavation upon which the build
ing rests , namely, the architect's decision to 
allow its loadbearing piers to take new mean
ing in the midst of the Roman foundations. 
One may readily imagine how such an irrev
erence was greeted by the archaeological es
tablishment, although this intervention has 
enlivened the entire site through an interplay 
between the Roman ptoportioned brick 
cladding of the new concrete piers and the 
presence of the actual Roman ruins . This pur
pose-made cladding not only functions as a 
finish over the structural frames of the ware
house, but also serves as a loadbearing enclo
sure for the repository, enabling the overall 
volume to be read as a 19th-century brick 
warehouse, comparable in rerms of the early 
Modern movement to such works as Hans 
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RIGHT: Museum of Roman Art (1986) at 
Merida is faced in thin Roman bricks. 
FAR RIGHT: New brick-clad arches com
plement Roman archaeological excava
tion within Merida museum. 
BOTTOM: Moneo's sketch of Wellesley's 
Davis Museum and Cultural Center 
(1993) portrays top-lit gallery block 
(left) and central staircase. 

Poelzig's chemical facrory in Luban (19 12). 
Such a reference, however slighc, is hardly an 
accident, since Moneo has kepc his distance 
from che legacy of che avant-garde, favoring 
inscead che Modern Northern European brick 
tradicion in all ics expressive power. 

Inasmuch as he incerprers every commis
sion according tO its ropographic situation, 
Moneo has been faichful ro the Tendenza pre
cept of "building the sice." Ar the same rime, 
he remains committed ro the evolution of a 
particular building type as an inscicucion, ro 
be developed in derail for a given location at 
a particular rime. In this regard, both his 
Arocha Railway Station, Madrid (1992) and 
his Seville Airport (1992) make categoric 
statements nor only about their respective 
sires and programs, bur also about their oper
ational character at this moment of hisrory. 

Of the two, Arocha proved ro be the more 
difficult proposition, programmatically and 
topographically (pages 62-69, this issue). 
Among the difficulties facing the develop
ment of the new terminal were the existing 
tracks and station, both situated well below 
the level of the surrounding streets . Moneo's 
reinterpretation of this unsatisfactory condi
tion was ro conceive of the new terminus as a 
clustering of megaforms converging about 
the nexus of the old station. Arocha can thus 
be seen as a kind of inverted Acropolis com
prising a vast hypostyle hall, receiving long
distance trains; a parking level roofed with 
rather awkward, Soanesque canopies; a sub
terranean commuter station; and a new ar-
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rival and departure threshold , crowned by a 
cylindrical entry hall leading to the com
muter terminal below. 

Moneo opted for an opposite strategy in 
the Seville Airport. Within a single struccure, 
he unified diverse functions that are normally 
kept apart, namely, the parking and the con
course . Moreover, where Moneo treated the 
train station as a semisubterranean structure, 
he handled the airport as if it were a free
standing public building in the tradi tional 
civic manner. In this sense, the Seville Air
port is the more cri tical work of the two. "Ex
perience has taught us that an airport cannot 
be compared to an airplane, whether in terms 
of materials or form," Moneo asserts . "The 
perfection and lightness of flying machines 
have very little in common with che complex 
functional mechanisms behind airports." 

Inspired by Le Corbusier's computer cen
ter project for Olivetti at Rho-Milan (1963), 
Moneo's airport incorporates the auto route 
into its distribution system, while presenting 
an all but Classical front to the runway itself. 
Syntactically, this design cums on a number 
of hisrorical references, including a peristyle 
and a double-vaulted internal arcade. This 
Andalusian conjunction of Oriental and Occi
dental tropes-a vault within and a peristyle 
without-is faced externally in concrete 
block and capped by hipped roofs thac seem 
to imply that the terminal is some kind of an 
agrarian factory. In contrast ro the Arocha, 
where a mushroom-columned roof in welded 
steel evokes the hypostyle hall of Frank Lloyd 

Wrig ht's J ohnson Administration Building 
(1939), the point of departure for the airport 
eschews any overt reference to modernity. 
This distancing, bordering at rimes on his
toricism, has g iven Moneo the reputation of 
being a late Modern eclectic, as willing ro 
build in one manner as another. And while 
Moneo has often varied the appearance of his 
work according to its context, as in the case 
of the Prevision Espanola Building in Seville 
(1987), such a judgment overlooks the latent 
cri tical character of his work, even when it 
drifts toward pastiche, as in his Collegio de 
Arquitectos in Tarragona (1992). 

Moneo is at his best where the site pre
sents itself as particularly propitious, or 
where it has been possible ro build up the 
earthwork in such a way as to make it into 
the parti fo r the building as a whole, as in his 
proposal for the Kursaal Culcural Center 
(pages 48-51, this issue), a work that 
promises ro be the most minimalist monu
ment of his career. Inspired once again by the 
Scandinavian ropographic tradition, Moneo 
renders the two m ain auditoriums as twin 
crystalline prisms, subtly inclined at different 
angles coward the sea. As in the Sydney 
Opera H ouse, the Kursaal's ancillary vol
umes, parking, entry lobbies, and exhibition 
spaces are all housed beneath a shallow civic 
podium, upon which the audiroria "rocks" 
stand dramatically poised. 

Equally Nordic in inspiration , but taking 
its cue from Alvar Aalto's late "geological 
compositions," Moneo's Mir6 Foundation in 



Palma de Mallorca (pages 52-61) is a tour de 
force in crystalline, organic form. Consisting 
of an orthogonal administration block and a 
gallery wing with canted walls, gathered be
fore a garden court facing the sea, the build
ing is unified by a single repetitive element. 
Where the unity of Merida is guaranteed by 
the endless repetition of the same, narrow 
hipped roof, the integrity of the Mir6 Foun
dation derives from the horizontal brise soleil 
that is applied with equal thoroughness to 
both the gallery and the office building. This 
all-encompassing screen compensates for the 
exfoliated character of the gallery wing and 
effectively layers the structure into the site as 
a series of horizontal profiles. 

Over the past 20 years, starting with his 
Bankinter Building in Madrid (1976), Moneo 
has designed one urban set-piece after an
other-works that have tended to display an 
ever-increasing scale and complexity, culmi
nating in an extremely long, mixed-use block 
built along the Diagonal in Barcelona, a con
cert hall for Lucerne, an art museum for 
Stockholm, and a cinema complex for Venice 
(pages 48-51). The majority of these works 
date from the last decade, during Moneo's 
Chairmanship at Harvard. When one re
members that they were all worked on at the 
same time as the Seville Airport, Arocha Rail
way Station, and Thyssen-Bornemisza Mu
seum (pages 70-77), not to mention the 
Davis Museum and Cultural Center at 
Wellesley (pages 78-85), it is nothing short 
of miraculous that one relatively small studio 

with a peripatetic principal was able to gen
erate and control so much production. That 
the architect's control has fallen short at 
times should come as no surprise to anyone, 
least of all to Moneo himself. In fact, what is 
more remarkable is that so much was put in 
place exactly as it was intended to be. 

However, such a precarious balance can 
only be maintained with a good deal of toler
ance and mutual understanding, as much 
from the architect as for all the others in
volved. Thus, from time to time, lacunae 
arise not so much in the actual construction, 
which is usually impeccable, but at a concep
tual level, particularly where one spatial se
quence leads to the next. 

This is especially noticeable in Arocha, 
where there is a lack of adequate facilities for 
passengers of long-distance trains, or in the 
Seville Airport, where there is a formal and 
ideological disjunction between the self-con
scious peristyle of the building, presenting a 
monumental front to the apron, and the ma
chinism of the standard lightweight gang
ways, affording access to the planes . The 
otherwise deftly handled Davis Museum also 
presents a certain number of hiati. The main 
staircase, beautifully paneled in wood and 
subtly illuminated, leaves one uncomfortable 
about the amount of floor area it consumes at 
the expense of gallery space. The center is 
otherwise extremely successful in responding 
to the presence of Paul Rudolph's Jewett Arts 
Center, not to mention the Gothic Revival 
"acropolis" at Wellesley. 

LEFT: Sketch of Miro Foundation shows 
development of linear administration 
block and crystalline gallery wing. 
BOTTOM LEFT: Pyramidal roofs of Seville 
Airport ( 1992) recall agrarian facrory. 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Airport 's concourse is 
divided by a double-vaulted arcade. 

More than any other architect practicing 
today, Moneo remains all too painfully aware 
of the way in which architecture has been 
transformed by the phenomenon of speed 
and by what one might call our consumeristic 
amortization of the built environment. "A 
building used to be built to last forever, or at 
least , we certainly did not expect it to disap
pear. But today things have changed," Mo
neo wrote in an address to Harvard's GSD in 
1985. "Architecture has lost contact with its 
genuine supports, and immediateness is the 
natural consequence of this critical change 
suffered by the role of architecture in the 
world." By "immediateness," Moneo refers to 
fashionable media effects, the rule and role of 
the decorated shed in our late Modern age. 

Moneo belongs to a discernable culture of 
modernity in which tradition and innovation 
are reciprocally linked to each other, with all 
innovation stemming from tradition and all 
tradition depending upon radical reinterpreta
tion. It is on such grounds that Moneo has as
sumed his particular stand. Blown ever 
backward by the storm of progress, he focuses 
nonetheless on a critical reinterpretation of 
type and on the rendering of such fabric as 
well-constructed form. Where else, one may 
ask, should the architect-poet place himself in 
our destitute time?-Kenneth Frampton 

Kenneth Frampton is Ware Professor of Arch

itecture at Columbia University and author of 
Modern Architecture: A Critical History 
and Modern Architecture 1851to1945. 
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Project Portfolio 
Jose Rafael Moneo, Architect WORKS IN PROGRESS 
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DIAGONAL BLOCK - FIRST FLOOR PLAN 
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R afael Moneo's designs are concerned 
with physical presence achieved by 
playing up mass and materiality and 

by articulating a studied response ro site and 
surroundings. Hence, they command their 
sites in a way very different from the timid 
contexrualism many other architects pursue. 
Instead of forming an extens ion of and transi
tion between the buildings around them, in a 
way analogous ro the dissolves in movies , 
Moneo 's buildings make their own strong 
statements so as ro enter inro dialogue with , 
rather than be dominated by, their particular 
settings. They thus intensify the sense of 
what is special about a site, while also ce
menting it firmly inro place, often by sug
gesting connect ions with buildings and other 
features some distance away. 

These themes in Moneo 's work are d is
played in a series of recent competition-win
ning designs. In 19'86, Moneo won the 
commission for the D iagonal Block, now 
nearing completion on Barcelona's Avenida 
Diagonal, the thoroughfare that slices at an 
angle across the city's 19th-century grid de
signed by Ildefonso Cerda. Designed by Mo
neo in coll aboration with Manuel de 
Sola-Morales, the complex, which houses of
fices, a shopping center, and a hotel , is out
side the western limit of the famous grid. It 
add resses the imporrant avenue with an un
derstated , stepped facade clad in thin traver
tine, which creates an illusion of mass, as if 
the building were carved from solid stone, a 
sti ll island in the babble of its surroundings. 

KURSAAL CULTURAL CENTER - EAST-WEST SECTION 

On Spain's northern coast, Moneo's Kur
saal Cultural Center for San Sebastian shows 
how even g lass boxes can be given great 
physical presence and make suggestive con
nections with their settings. The Kursaal's 
g lass boxes, which enclose a concert and con
ference hall, are to be constructed of double 
skins of glass block and so will seem as solid 
and substantial as vast blocks of ice. The 
blocks lean roward two mountain peaks , 
making an explicit connection with the sur
rounding terrain and imbu ing the whole 
composition with a dynamism. 

But the design achieves more than a con
nection with these two mountains. Set in 
front of the tighdy packed blocks of the city 
just where the U rumea River disgorges in to 
La Concha Bay, the building articulates the 
junction between river and bay, city and sea, 
and creates a connection with the mountains 
that enfold all of these. Rising from a podium 
that offers a panoramic view of sea and 
mountains, the huge glass volumes appear as 
rocks or ice blocks deposited by the river, 
their glacial solidity relating them ro both 
the sea in front and urban blocks behind. 

Moneo's Palazzo de! Cinema in Venice is 
designed to signal very similar messages and, 
again, to cement a connection between city 
and sea. A market for selling films as well as 
a multicinema complex for viewing them, the 
Palazzo de! Cinema is proposed for construc
tion on the Lido, a sandbar of beaches and 
hotels that separates the Adriatic from the 
Venetian lagoon: A major element of the 

FACING PAGE: Moneo's Diagonal Block, 
in Barcelona, is a design collaboration 
with M anuel de Sola-Morales. 
PLAN: SmaU shops are located between 
scores at both ends of building. 
BELOW: Model of Kursaal Cultural Cen
ter reveals ice-cube- like audicoria . 
CENTER: Twin audicoria lean away from 
one another, coward mounrain peaks. 
BOTTOM: Kursaal Cultural Cenrer pro
ject includes three audicoria. 
SECTION: Longitudinal view reveals au
dicoria and pedestrian ramp. 
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BELOW: Venice will be visible across rhe 
canal from the balcony-canopy ofMo
neo's Palazzo del Cinema. 
CENTER: Balcony-canopy is suspended 
from strucrural frames projecting 
above Palazzo's main roof. 
BOTTOM: Palazzo will conrain seven cin
emas of differing sizes. The two largest 
are placed back ro back, and the three 
smallest form a cluster. 
SITE PLAN: Palazzo will be located be
tween beaches of rhe Lido (left) and 
canals leading ro lagoon (cenrer). 
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building will be a huge canopy chat reaches 
coward the lagoon and Venice itself. Beneath 
it, vaporetti will drop off visirors, who will 
climb a broad ramp to an indoor piazza. 
Above this space, the canopy extends as an 
enormous balcony, a stage for film stars and 
fans against the cinematic backdrop of chis 
magical city. An efficient machine for view
ing and selling films, the building provides 
varied, yet fluidly connected, social spaces . 
Suited to spectacle, they acquire sense of oc
casion from the civic backdrop chat is intrin
sic co the architectural experience. 

Much less monumental, and suitably tact
ful in their dialogue with a more low-key set
ting, are Moneo's Museums of Modern Art 
and Architecture, on the island of Skeppshol
men in the Stockholm harbor. Tucked into a 
sloping site behind a long terrace building 
and an hisroric, T-shaped gymnasium , the 
museums comprise a series of compact, pyra
midal-roofed galleries. The architectural mu
seum occupies the old gymnasium, and the 
museum of modern art is accommodated 
within the clusters of galleries. The museums 
share a common entrance between gymna
sium and terrace , and a foyer that extends 
between them ro a resrauranr and terrace 
with views over ci ty and sea. 

As is typical of Moneo, each of these new 
designs is quire different from one another. 
Unli ke some architects whose schemes dis
play a consisten t sig nature style, Moneo lees 
each project be shaped by the particularities 
of place, program, and propriety. Yet because 

• 

PALAZZO DEL CINEMA - SITE PLAN 

these responses are mediated through one of 
the most cultivated sensibilities on the cur
rent architectural scene, they are also overlaid 
with allusions that give these works their 
characteristic depth and resonance. So if each 
of these new designs seems an unpredictable 
new beginning, it is also entirely consistent 
with the architect's past work. 

If these projects are different from chose 
that came before, it is because the more obvi
ous allusions are nor co hisroric architecture, 
but co that of this century. The Kursaal Cul
tural Center, for example, calls to mind the 
glass architecture of the Taut brothers and 
the Sydney Opera House by J¢rn Utzon, for 
whom Moneo once worked. Just as the Mir6 
Foundation projects a roofrop pond to make 
a connection to the now largely obscured sea, 
so the Palazzo de] Cinema extends forward its 
balcony-canopy to make che backdrop of 
Venice an integral part of its architecture. 
The independent , gallery roof monitors of 
Moneo's Scockholm museums update those 
of his Merida museum and recaJJ those de
signed by Arata Isozaki at the Museum of 
Contemporary Arc in Los Angeles and by 
Louis Kahn a t the Trencon Bath Houses. 
What is sign ificant in each case is that these 
references are not made with racked-on sym
bolism, but are an essential part of the fabric 
of the building. -Peter B11chanan 

Peter Buchanan is a free-lance writer based in 
London. His most recent book is Renzo Piano 
Building Workshop: Complete Works . 
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PLAN: Museums of Modern Art and 
Archi tecture in Srockholm occupy 
lanrern-ropped galleries behind exist
ing long te rrace building and existing 
T-shaped gymnas ium . 
BOTTOM: Model integra ted with site 
phoro shows how building will be 
tucked against existing structures and 
articulated as smaller units re diminish 
its effect on the surroundings . 
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Pilar and Joan Miro Foundation 
Palma de Mallorca, Spain 
Jose Rafael Moneo, Architect 

SITE PLAN: Foundation occupies former almond or
chard adjacent to Mir6's studio. 
FACING PAGE: Foundation consists of linear block 
housing administrative, meeting, and support func
tions; star-shaped volume with rooftop pool contain
ing main gallery space; and Mir6's studio from the 
1950s by Jose Lluis Sert (far right). 
FOLLOWING PAGES: Complex embraces a terraced 
sculpture garden where Mir6's three-dimensional 
works are exhibited. Concrete louvers screen pene
trating Mediterranean sun, which is filtered through 
thin sheets of alabaster before entering main gallery. 
Stone wall (right) forms facade of cafe/bar. 
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GARDEN FORTRESS 

Rafael Moneo seems to have sketched 
his first ideas for the Pilar and Joan 
Mir6 Foundation with a touch of 

rage. The building parti is the first due: the 
architect envisaged a long shaft attached to a 
jagged, fortresslike volume that withdraws 
behind a shallow moat. Any doubt ofMoneo's 
anger is erased by the architect himself. "The 
gallery's volume ignores its surroundings, or 
better, responds angrily to the neglect and 
disregard implicit in the constructions on the 
once-attractive hillside," he asserts. 

Unquestionably, the new Mir6 museum 
and study center on a hillside above Palma de 
Mallorca is as much a pointed commentary 
on profit-driven decimation of the landscape 
as it is a loving tribute to the artist whose 
work it celebrates. In the pi:ocess, the emo
tions sparked in Moneo by the commission 
have generated what seems, by far, to be the 
most expressive of this architect's works. 
Though characteristically restrained in con
struction and detail, its dynamic planning 
and site design concepts produce a structure 
of enormous vitality. 

Construction of the Mir6 Foundation was 
fueled by Pilar Juncosa, the artist's widow, 
who wanted to fulfill Joan Mir6's desire for a 
gallery to protect and preserve his work, 
while establishing a center where scholars 
and artists might pursue their work in the 
same cross-disciplinary manner as the late 
painter. The foundation's location-over
looking the Bay of Palma and the Mediter
ranean-was a natural choice, for the center 

rests just a few steps away from the house 
where Pilar and Joan Mir6 lived for more 
than 25 years until the artist's death in 1983. 

Occupying a portion of the site is Mir6's 
studio, designed by fellow Spaniard Jose Lluis 
Sert and completed in 1956. Moneo's intent 
was to incorporate the artist's studio into the 
site plan, while attempting to recover the lost 
presence of the sea-views now blocked by 
the area's overdevelopment. Moneo's strategy 
included transforming the roof of the art 
gallery into a suspended lake that returns to 
the site some sense of its former tranquility. 
He also placed a garden rich with native 
plants adjacent to the building. In time, the 
architect reasoned, the thriving garden will 
create a dense buffer against the site, estab
lishing an isolated environment that sepa
rates the Mir6 Foundation complex from its 
surroundings and allows visitors to focus on 
the sculptures exhibited there. 

The complexity of the building unfolds 
slowly to the visitor, who approaches on the 
street alongside a stone wall that largely ob
scures the Mir6 Foundation complex. A sim
ple concrete threshold frames a view of the 
austere north facade and a linear plaza that 
funnels visitors the breadth of the site. A turn 
through the portal leading to the museum's 
entrance elicits the first surprise: a view 
across the glimmering rooftop pool, which 
Moneo calls "a small and broken hanging 
Jake." Prismatic concrete skylights emerging 
from the sheet of water magnify the lyricism 
of this pool that meets the sky. 
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FACING PAGE, TOP LEFT: Simple opening in severe 
facade along enrry plaza leads to building entrance. 
FACING PAGE, TOP RIGHT: Projecting monitor filters 
daylight through alabaster screen into main gallery. 
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM LEFT: Sheltered entrance is con
tained within steel-framed curtain wall. Rust-colored 
stucco accenruates location of entrance. 
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM RIGHT: Pools separate gallery 
from garden in moatlike fashion, adding force to the 
fortress imagery of the building. Painted-tile mural 
was inspired by Mir6 sketch. 
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From this portal, one enters the small 
lobby and descends a concrete staircase, 
whose landing contains a bookshop. The 
route continues either to a temporary exhibits 
gallery or through a turnstile that guards the 
star-shaped main gallery. The first glimpse of 
the primary space is from a high vantage 
point-a moment of disorientation, rather 
than understanding, due to the gallery's fluid 
space and ambiguous floor plan. Moneo 
planned it that way, presenting a fragmented 
and inapprehensible spatial atmosphere true 
ro the spirit of Mir6's painting. The building 
is a composite of separate chambers that flow 
into each other, separated into discrete levels 
along connecting ramps and stairs, and bro
ken into sections by freestanding walls. 

Curiously, the fortresslike shape of the ex
terior visits no oppressiveness on the inte
rior--only idiosyncrasy. Glowing translucent 
walls of alabaster humanize the space with a 
warm light. The texture of stone floors is re
assuringly genuine; concrete walls are warm 
in tone; and the patterned alabaster adds a 
sensuality that overrides the regularized 
strata of the poured concrete walls. 

As a place for displaying art, the gallery 
maintains a proper neutrality in spite of its 
sculptural expressiveness. Focused display 
lighting makes up the difference where nat
ural light is lacking. Moneo's idea of pushing 
clear windows down to floor level, allowing 
only glimpses of the garden outside but not 
the surrounding townscape, is a stroke of di
vine inspiration, if not mortal genius. 

Offices and other primary spaces critical to 
the functioning of the complex as a resource 
for scholars are placed in the linear portion of 
the building. Outside the boxlike building, a 
covered porch made habitable in the Spanish 
summer by a brise soleil allows commanding 
views of the garden, the landscape, and the 
sea beyond. From this vantage point, one also 
enjoys a private view of the painted-tile 
mural by Maria Antonia Carrio, which fills 
one of the exterior walls-another tribute to 
the lively curiosity that led Joan Mir6 into 
experiments with many media. 

From the sculpture garden, the visitor is 
confronted with a series of dynamic facades 
that project and recede, more embracing and 
quieting than they are repelling with their 
sharp points-and all in great contrast to the 
stark facade that the visitor first encounters. 
By fleeing from repetition and parallelism, 
Moneo has created a figurative masterpiece in 
the Mir6 Foundation complex that befits its 
namesake. "In the painter's oeuvre," remarks 
the architect, "each painting is different, 
unique-as if each sought to capture an in
stant in time, one that would never be re
peated. The discontinuous, fragmented, and 
broken aspect of the found<ition's edifice re
sponds to such a way of understanding Mir6's 
work." Such characteristics spring forth in 
this remarkable building in a way that chal
lenges the sensibilities. As with the artist's 
work, the Mir6 Foundation engenders a re
sponse that is, at its least, enlightened and, at 
its best, epiphanical. -Vernon Mays 
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FACING PAGE: Concrete walls and stone floors g ive 
gallery a m onastic quality, warmed by the g low of 
natural Lg ht through alabaster windows. Glass at 
floor level allows restricted views of outside. 
TOP AND ABOVE: Concrete partitions subdivide gallery 
into a fluid sequence of spaces. 
PLANS: Visitors enter top level of building and de
scend from reception area to galleries. 
FOLLOWING PAGES: Srar-shaped envelope and interior 
partitions result in a dy nam ic interior of converging 
planes fo r exhibiting arr. Skylight penetrates rooftop 
pool; subdued lig ht al lows artwork to predominate. 

SECOND FLOOR PIAN 

FIRST FLOOR PIAN 

BASEMENT PIAN 

ENTRANCE 

2 RECEPTION 

3 OFFICE 

4 LIBRARY 

5 GALLERY 

6 BOOKSTORE 

7 LECTURE HALL 

8 AUDIOVISUAL ROOM 

9 MECHANICAUSTORAGE 
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Atocha Railway Station 
Madrid, Spain 
Jose Rafael Moneo, Architect 

GRAND TERMINUS 



The Acocha Railway Station is not one 
transpo rtat ion center but four. The 
urbaniscically most prominent is a 

lace-19th-century train shed. This unified, 
single-span steel structure now plays only a 
minor part in the Rafael Moneo-designed ex
pansion. Nevertheless, the presence of chis 
arched shed, now an indoor tropical garden, 
exerts a pcofound effect on the architecture of 
the rest of the complex. Behind it , the new 
commuter terminus is practically invisible, 
buried under a large parking Joe shaded by a 
tartan grid of shallow aluminum pendencive 
domes. Beyond chis structure co the ease, un
der the main road and directly accessible 
from the commuter station, is a subway sta
tion. Finally, directly behind the old train 
shed is the terminus for long-distance trains 
and supertrains. Archicecrnrally, chis station 
is the main event, though it serves far fewer 
passengers than its more modest neighbor. 
Two smaller structures complete the ensem
ble: a supremely elegant, rectangular brick 
clock cower, w hich dominates the main 
pedestrian plaza, and a colonnaded lantern, 
which marks the new center of che complex. 

The four stations are located at d ifferent 
levels, and all of chem are sunken below the 
su rrounding roads. One of the many beamies 
of Moneo's design is che way chat it manages 
co impose a powerful, formal simpli city on 
such a complicated section. The architect's 
basic strategy is co gather overlapping planes 
together in a compact, multistory concourse 
linking all the tracks. His master stroke, 
however, was co deny chis concourse any ex
ternal architectural expression apart from the 
simple form of a drum, which rises om of the 
rooftop access road like a gu iding beacon. 
Each of Moneo's new spacial elements is free 
co assume a simple, even monumental, form . 

The first of these elements is the vase 
sunken plaza chat has been cleared beside the 
old train shed. Honoring the old stat ion, now 
beautifully restored like some ancient temple 
d ug out of the ground, the new plaza is a de
liberately carved-out space, quite different in 
character from the leftover areas commonly 
fo und near large transport interchanges. 

The second new spacial component is the 
commuter platform hall, covered by a roof 
chat cleverly combines several functions. The 
shallow domes chat shade the rooftop park
ing garage are supported on squat brick piers 
chat consist of hollow shafts admitting light 
and air co the cracks below. They pierce a 
concrete slab supported by massive transverse 
beams, spann ing the five platforms and l 0 
cracks in two seeps via a central row of round 

columns. A formal, symmetrical system of 
raised walkways, pedestr ian bridges, stair
cases, and escalators efficiently conveys arriv
ing passengers co the concourse at the upper 
level. The whole sandwich of domes, parking 
spaces, ve ntil atio n shafts, beams, bridges, 
platforms, and cracks expresses a satisfying 
spacial and functional congruence. 

Acocha Station's real architectural excite
ment is contained in the long-d istance plat
form hall. Here, Moneo was faced with an 
awkward architectural problem: how co de
sign a new roof chat would not compete visu
ally with the arch of the old train shed. Many 
of the entrants co the design compet ition 
simply proposed a bigger arched hall so chat 
the new wou ld dominate the old. Moneo's 
answer is much more subtle. Rejecting che 
obvious solution of a si ngle span across all the 
cracks, he opted instead for a hypos cyle hall , 
with a grid of slender concrete columns, ris
ing from the center lines of the platforms, 
chat supports a lighted, flat canopy. 

Critics have noted the resemblance be
tween the nonhierarchical, uniformly repeti
tive elements in Moneo 's architecture and 
ancient Islamic buildings-the great mosque 
at Cordoba, for example. Here the compari
son seems especially ape. Bue there is another 
subtlety. The new railway cracks are slightly 
ang led in relation co the old train shed. le 
would have been easy co have resolved chis 
geometrical clash by inserting a capering bay 
between the cwo buildings. Instead , the ar
chitect has racked the whole column grid so 
chat it is rhomboidal, rather than rectilinear. 
Surprisingly, chis slight distortion is clearly 
visible in the finished structure and imparts it 
with a special dynamic quality. 

Curiously, che lantern drum chat is such a 
prominent feature of the exterior does not 
have the same effect inside. One is led co ex
pect a circul ar well penetrating che floors be
neath the drum and providing a focus for the 
space at every level. ln fact, the internal view 
of chis cylinder, and the delicate radial struc
ture of its shallow dome, are obscured by a 
T-shaped arrangement of ramps and escala
tors, plus a ticket office. 

Despite these few reservations, Madrid's 
Acocha Railway Station complex is an excel
lent example of the way a major transport in
terchange-which is basically an engineering 
inscallacion-can, by formal and spacial dex
terity and sheer o rganizational skill, be ele
vated co fine archicecrnre. -Colin Davies 

Colin Davies is a senior fectltrer in architect11raf 
history at the University of North London. 

FACING PAGE, TOP: Heart of Arocha 
complex is a mulrilevel concourse, 
marked by a cylindrical, drumlike 
brick-faced lanrern . 
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM: Vasr sunken 
plaza is dominared by elegant clock 
rower. Long volume at far end of plaza 
houses commuter station and rescau
ranrs. Resrored l888 scarion (right) 
abuts new long-distance terminal 
(cenrer), defined by slender columns 
and steel-framed umbrella roof. 
ABOVE: Simple geometric forms of en
trance cylinder and clock rower con
vert a modern rransporr ·mrerchange 
inro an urban monumenr. 
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ABOVE: Massive brick-clad piers form 
an open colonnade around Arocha 
Station's entrance cylinder. 
DRAWINGS: Isometric, sections, and plan 
show the main elements of Moneo's 
site composition: The commuter sra
tion (left center), the long-distance sra
tion (top center), and the resrored 
19th-century station (rop right). Sub
way station is located below ground, 
accessible from the commuter station. 
FACING PAGE: Entrance cylinder is 
topped by an elegant radial copper 
roof structure, partially concealed from 
the lower levels of the concourse by 
staircases and escalators. The steel ribs 
are supporred on a concrete structure. 
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SITE ISOMETRIC 

WEST-EAST SECTION 

CONCOURSE LEVEL PLAN 

1 LONG-DISTANCE TERMINAL 

2 COMMUTER TERMINAL 

3 EXISTING TRAIN SHED 

4 ROTUNDA 

5 SUNKEN PLAZA 

6 SUBWAY TERMINAL 
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FACING PAGE: Interior of 19th-century 
station has been converted into a trop
ical garden and restaurant court. 
ABOVE LEFT: Moneo's painted steel 
balustrade sympathizes with steel roof 
st ructure of old Sta tion. 
LEFT: Long esca lator ramps connect 
various leve ls of the concourse within 
the hall of the resrored station. 
ABOVE: Orig inal scarion, by Alberro de 
Palacio, is a portal frame structure 
with ornately framed g lass walls. 
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ABOVE: On norrh wall of long-d istance 
stat ion, Moneo eschewed a traditional 
glass curtain wall in favo r of ang led 
glass panels in a I ight steel frame. 
ABOVE RIGHT: North wall of long-dis
tance station reveals walkway across 
platforms. Domes cover parking area 
on cop of commuter sration . 
RIGHT: Wind loading on columns is re
duced by louvered glass wall. Ang led 
g lass panels, open ar rhe borrom, pro
tect the platfo rm from wind and rain, 
while allowing ai r ro circulate. 
FACING PAGE: Dense g rid of slender 
columns rises from the center of each 
long-distance platform co support a 
steel-framed umbrella roof. 
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Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum 
Madrid, Spain 
Jose Rafael Moneo, Architect 

SITE PLAN 

SITE PLAN: Thyssen-Bornemisza 
Museum faces busy Paseo de] Prado, 
but main entrance is sheltered by quiet 
garden to the north (right). 
FACING PAGE, TOP: Moneo rebuilt tiled 
roof of palace above retained facades to 
form a frame around new rooflights. 
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM: Early 19th-cen
tury entrance facade was designed by 
Antonio Lopez Aguado. 
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PALACE TREASURES 

The Villahermosa Palace in Madrid is a 
plain but beautiful three-story build
ing facing the broad promenade of 

the Paseo de! Prado. Its main facade features 
no formal accents whatsoever, simply a wall 
of smooth, red brickwork punctured by a 
regular grid of finely proportioned windows 
with simple granite surrounds. Solid, austere, 
and abstract, it might have been designed by 
an 18th-century Rafael Moneo. In fact, the 
history of the palace is rather obscure. The 
form of the original plan is unknown. The 
present facades date from the early 19th cen
tury, when the Spanish Neoclassical architect 
Antonio Lopez Aguado extended the build
ing and reorganized its interior about an east
west axis, with a pair of courtyards and a 
central grand staircase. Aguado's intention 
must have been to place the entrance in the 
middle of the main facade, but it was later 
moved to the north facade, facing a garden. 
By the time Moneo was commissioned to 
convert the palace into a gallery to house the 
art collection of the German industrialist 
Baron Heinrich Hans August von Thyssen
Bornemisza, who now lives in Madrid, the re
lationship between the building's facades and 
interior had been destroyed completely by its 
remodeling into a bank. 

Moneo's instinct was to restore the rela
tionship between the outside and inside of 
the building, and the architect set up a new 
longitudinal axis to make sense of the exist
ing north entrance. The garden, Moneo rea
soned, would provide a perfect transitional 
space between the busy street and the quiet, 
contemplative spaces of the new gallery. His 
basic compositional method, therefore, was to 
work inward from the facades, placing the 
main galleries around the perimeter, with 
room divisions corresponding to the rhythm 
of the windows. But what, then, would oc
cupy the center of the building? 

Many architects would have opted for the 
obvious solution and created a full-height, 
top-lit atrium, which would unify all the 
spaces and contain the main staircase. Moneo 

did, in fact, insert a top-lit space at the heart 
of the building, but the architect insists that 
it is not an atrium, nor even a covered court
yard, and certainly not a patio, despite the 
tropical plants that have been placed in it 
against his will. This space is not surrounded 
by open galleries (in either sense); it is two, 
not three, stories high; and it does not con
tain the main staircase. Rather, it is a long 
and relatively narrow room or hall, with its 
own identity and integrity-a place of still
ness, rather than movement, that the Spanish 
call a zaguan. Views in the zaguan from the 
first floor are restricted to two locations. Even 
the small, windowless galleries against the 
party wall on the building's west side are 
only allowed to borrow a little light at high 
level. Otherwise, the walls of the zaguan are 
finished in vast plain areas of pink plaster, 
without any embellishment. 

Visitors pass straight into this high room, 
which has a perfectly square section, from the 
low entrance lobby, which has a perfectly 
square plan. The experience (despite the 
tropical plants) is like the cleansing of the vi
sual palette in preparation for the richness of 
the museum's collection. Visitors are encour
aged to enter a plain rectangular opening in 
the thick, right-hand wall of the zaguan by 
the simple device of an angled slice taken off 
the far jamb. On the other side of the wall, 
they find the main staircase and elevators, 
which take them to the top floor to begin a 
spiral descent around the perimeter of the 
building. The collection of paintings, ranging 
from Italian primitive to Modern masters, is 
arranged chronologically. 

The circuit of the top floor leads to a long, 
broad promenade extending along almost the 
whole length of the main facade. The east
facing windows are screened by louvered 
shutters to keep out the sunlight that might 
damage the paintings, but here and there a 
half-shutter is left ajar to permit a glimpse of 
the outside world. This hallway is a circula
tion route, but definitely not a corridor. Lih 
almost all the other spaces in the building, 



Moneo has designed this promenade as a 
room, with a regular, symmetrical rhythm of 
windows on one side and plain, full-height 
openings to the main galleries on the other. 

The main galleries located to the west of 
rhe promenade are top-lit by lanterns above 
pyramidal ceilings. Their form could hardly 
be more traditional. Moneo acknowledges 
that they are simply a reinterpretation of the 
lighting in the first public arr gallery, John 
Soane's Dulwich Gallery (1814). And yet, in 
their derails, these skylights are modern. 

One reason for rhe existence of the prome
nade on the museum 's top floor is rhe deci
sion to rebuild rhe tiled roof above rhe 
existing facades, forming a kind of picture 
frame for the banks of lantern lights over the 
third-floor galleries. On the second floor , 
where there is no opportunity for top light
ing , the plan reverts to a simpler, enfilade 
arrangement so that each gallery has the ben
efit of a pair of existing side windows. On 
this level, at roughly the halfway point in the 
tour of the building, a generous searing area 
is provided, direcrly over the entrance lobby 
and open to the long, narrow zag11dn. 

Having completed the museum tour, one 
emerges from rhe first-floor galleries into the 
entrance lobby, where the usual ancillary fa
cilities are available, including a bookshop 
and, in the basement (accessible by a separate 
staircase), a cafe. At this level, a long corridor 
leads to a small lecture theater with a raked 
floor at the south end of the building, and 
the place of the zagudn is taken by a gallery 
for temporary exhibitions. 

Looking back from the peaceful garden to 

the main entrance, framed by plain granite 
pilasters and crowned by a modest pediment, 
it is clear that, far from constraining Moneo's 
design, the remains of the old palace have 
provided both the inspiration and the neces
sary controlling discipline. Bur then Moneo's 
architecture is, in any case, rooted in tradi
tion. If rhe architect had been offered a 
cleared sire, rhe resulting building would nor 
have been very different. -Colin Davies 
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TOP: M arble floor oflobby is simply 
patterned in squares and triangles . 
ABOVE: Second-floor gallery, with rest
ing area on left , overlooks cenrral hall . 
THESE PAGES: Top-lit cenrral space is a 
place of stillness , rather than move
ment. Enrrance ro main staircase is at 
far end of right-hand wall. 
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PLANS: Moneo reorganized interior 
according to rhythmic discipline of re
tained facades and north-south axis set 
up by the existing main entrance. 
RIGHT: Worm's-eye section/isometric 
reveals contrasting forms of the 
rooflights over top-floor galleries (left) 
and zaguan (right). Seemingly solid 
and massive, the internal walls and 
floors are steel-framed. 
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TOP: Gallery at south end or rop floor 
features clerestory incorporated into 
reconstructed, riled roof. 
ABOVE: Second-floor gallery is term i-
n a red by a pair of existing windows. 
THESE PAGES: Top-floor gallery at north 
end of the building integrates windows 
from retained facade (lefr), co establish 
a regular rhythm for the interior. 
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Davis Museum and Cultural Center 
Wellesley College 
Wellesley, Massachusetts 
Jose Rafael Moneo, Architect 

.... 
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MPUS CULTURE 

The recently completed $ 11 .7 million 
Davis Museum and Cultu ral Center 
a t W ell esley College m arks Rafael 

M oneo's Am eri can d ebut . M oneo was se
lected from a field of 183 applicants fo r the 
commission, which called fo r des ig ning new 
quarters fo r the co ll ege's disting ui shed art 
coll ecri on of m ore than 5 ,000 objects. The 
search committee was most impressed with 
M oneo's hig h regard fo r the stru crnre that 
the new facility was to join , Paul Rudolph 's 
J ewett Arts Center. "It was one of the build
ings I admired early in m y career, one of the 
first Modern buildings to strike m y eye," M o
neo recalls. "M y goal was to enh ance the 
Rudolph build ing ." Completed in 1958 , the 
J ewett , while Modern in structure and func
tional arrangement, possesses a genuine sense 
of place. Th rough Rudolph 's manipulat ion of 
scale, massing, and materials, it belongs to 
the Coll egiate G othic qu adrang le it faces. 

W ellesley's art collection, spanning W est
ern art from ancient Greece to the present, 
and including Oriental works as well as 
Afr ican art , had long outgrown its space in 
the J ewett , leading the college to co nstruct a 
separate museum . Because the artworks are 
continually under study by the art historians 
and artists, w hose offi ces and studios are lo
cated in the older facility, the college wanted 
the new strucrnre co be closely in tegrated 
w ith the 1958 center. Un fo rtuna tely fo r 
Rudolph's building and fo r Moneo's, the onl y 
avail able si te, an area used for parking, was 
too small to allow the new museum 's exten-

s1ve spa ti al req uiremen ts (approx imately 
6 1,000 gross sq uare fee t ) to be assembled 
into a scale respecting the J ewett. 

Little could be done ro enh ance the J ewett 
under these constraints, so Moneo posi t ioned 
and des ig ned the new structure in a way that 
minim izes its in ter ru p t ion of the J ewett 's 
western facade . H e completed what he per
ce ived as Rudo lp h 's un fu lfi ll ed in tentions 
with regard to th e art center's magnificent 
outdoo r stai r, lead ing upward and eas tward 
to W elles ley's q uadrang le. T he foot of t he 
stair was intended to open upon a te rraced 
landscape that instead became a parking lot. 
By creatin g a co ncre te plaza in the fo re
ground of hi s m useum, Moneo has give n 
Rud olp h's sta ir a new, if rat her plai n and 
Spartan, destination and made the new plaza 
as large as practical to ampli fy the d istance 
between the musew11 and the J ewett. 

In respo nse to th e rightness of t he site, 
Moneo assembled his new galleries in a rec
tang ular, skyli t, brick box extend ing five sto
ries above the plaza. Because of its heig ht and 
bulk, it has been placed at the northwest cor
ner of the site so as not to crowd the J ewett's 
library wi ng ro the southeast, a segment of 
Ru dolp h's building that Moneo calls "gor
geous." The gall ery block is fla nked ro the 
east by a three-srory adm in istration wing 
with a bridge to the J ewett ; to the south lies 
anorher small wing contain ing a special exhi
bition gallery, an aud itor ium , and a cafe that 
opens upon the new p laza. Passi ng under t his 
wing is a meager stair, placed on axis with 



Rudolph 's counte rpa rt , cha r leads ro the 
lower campus. Both new w ings are kept low, 
thereby reducing interrup tion of the view of 
the J ewett Arts Center. 

Moneo has not enhanced Rudolp h's mas
terpiece; instead , by the very nature of his as
signment, he has d iminished ir. Bur th roug h 
his effort , important segments of Rudolph's 
western facade are left ro be enjoyed fro m the 
new plaza, and this paved open space is a 
needed urban amenity in a p redominantl y 
parklike camp us. The J ewerr 's beauty of pro
portion , de rail , and mate rial is so sing ul a r 
that it makes the new museum , and particu
larly the plaza itself, appear unstud ied and 
commonplace. On the one hand , the hand
some, varicolored, warersttuck brick walls of 
rhe J ewett a re la id in Flemish bond. The 
wall's of M oneo's museum, on the ocher 
hand, are veneered in ord inary brick, unifo rm 
in colo r, and la id in com mo n bond. Since 
brickwork of the quality of the J ewett is no 
longer poss ible wi thin rod ay 's construcr ion 
budge ts, invid ious compari so n co uld have 
bee n avoided if Moneo had selected a mater
ial other than brick fo r the museum. 

The interior of the build ing, in contrast ro 
the exterior, is a complete success. Moneo has 
designed the gallery wing as a skylir cube in 
which the viewer is ro feel surrounded com
p letely by the art. The museum 's generously 
proportioned gallery spaces, uniformly 17 feet 
high , are simpl y fi nished in d rywall painted 
white and m odestly enhanced by maple case
work and stair paneling. 

M oneo asy mm etricall y placed a scisso r 
staircase within the cube, creating on each 
floor a larger space co the west and a sm aller 
space co the eas t. Framed openjngs on each 
landing offer ample views of the collections at 
each level, simplifying the choices of which 
art co choose co see. Because it is narrow and , 
except at the landings, enclosed , the staircase 
fo rms a volume tha t rig htly confines the visi
cor, thereby increasing by contrast the sense 
of amplitude within the gallery space. The 
collection 's curarors reversed the chronolog i
cal sequence of the installation beg inning 
with M odern art a t the first level and going 
backward in time ro ancient a rt at the top. 
This curaco rial tolfr de theatre is all the more 
effective given the visibility from the stair of 
seve ral chronological periods at once. 

"Fo r anyo ne who enters the building ," 
Moneo believes, "the act of going ro the cop 
is like a process of almost continuous purifi
cation. The lig ht com es dow n from the sky
lig ht, almost from heaven you could say. The 
building becomes p rog ressively m ore open. 
Ar the cop, an epiphanic moment , your con
tac t with the art should at las t become clear. " 
The D avis Museum 's interior may not offer 
the visicor an epiphany every rime. N everthe
less, because of the m astery with which the 
architect has arranged and scaled the inter
penetrating spaces, the effect is uplifting, in
spiring , eve n joyo us . Even thoug h Moneo 
failed co enhance the J ewett, no one can say 
th at he fa iled co enhance the W ellesley Col
lege art coll ection . - Mildred F. Schmertz 

SITE PLAN: T he D avis Museum and 
Cultu ral Center is located to the 
northwest of the Paul Rudolph
designed J ewett Arts Cente r. 
FACING PAGE, TOP: The D av is Museum 
(left) pa rt ially conceals western eleva
tion of the J ewett (cente r), a Modernist 
build ing successful in its contextual re
lationship to the Collegiate Gothic 
quadrang le beyond (right). 
ABOVE LEFT: Northern facade of the 
D av is gal lery (rig ht) overwhelms the 
more modulated proport ions of the 
J ewett Arts Center (left) . 
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ABOVE RIGHT: The srair between the 
museum's five-srory brick gallery and 
its southern wing connects the new 
plaza with the lower campus. 
FACING PAGE, TOP: The five-srory gallery 
block, flanked by two lower wings, 
surrounds a new plaza. 
THESE PAGES, BOTTbM: In contrast tO 

the Jewett's Flemish bond brickwork 
and richly textured concrete, the mu
seum's brickwork and concrete faci ng 
are low cost. The administrat ion wing 
of the museum is connected ro the 
Jewett by an ungainly bridge. 
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PLANS: Gallery block is flanked by ad
ministration wing and volume housing 
special exhibition ga ll ery, theater, and 
cafe. Collection begins wirh Modern 
art on the first floor and ascends to an
cient art at the top. 
FACING PAGE, TOP AND BOTTOM: The 
principal sources o( daylighr are sky
lights that crown the museum's top 
story . Light washes through open 
parapet-rimmed bays on the rop rwo 
floors, illuminating rhree levels. Day
light is supplemenred with fluorescent 
lighting and incandescenr spots. . 
ABOVE LEFT: The 5-foot-wide stair is 
paneled in maple. Shallow risers and 
broad treads ease passage upward. 
Landings offer views of collections. 
LEFT AND FOLLOWING PAGES: The sky
lights consist of north-facing double
paned cleresrory windows. Timed 
coatings allow the transmission of 60 
percenr of vis ible lig ht and screen out 
ultraviolet and other harmful rays. 
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3 AUDITORIUM 
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Technology & 

Practice 

93 Info 

99 Permanent Fonnwork 

103 Preparing a Presentation 

107 Increasing Profits 

115 Extracting 2D From 3D 

T
his month 's Technology & Practice section highlights the innovative ways 

in which architects are streamlining construction techniques, revamping 

documentation and presentation methods, and restructuring business 

strategies to boost their bottom line. 

Formwork, a wasteful by-product of poured-in-place concrete, is now becoming 

a permanent part of new construction. New systems that incorporate stay-in

place, polystyrene blocks provide built-in thermal and acoustical insulation, while 

eliminating the costly disposal of formwork. 

Innovative computer software now allows architects to generate 3D models 

from which 2D projections can be extracted. These complex models contain 

more comprehensive building data than the simple details and elevations of 2D 

drawings. They may one day replace conventional documents with isometric 

working drawings for more accurately constructed buildings. 

Architects are also revamping their delivery of projects and in-house practices 

to increase profits. A practice article outlines how firms of all sizes can sharpen 

their pencils, reconfigure their fee structures, and employ the latest computer 

software packages to achieve profitability. 

Face-to-face presentations to potential clients obviously play a key role in se

curing commissions. Winning the job requires thorough research of a client 's 

project, staff, and organizational goals before rehearsing for the interview. 

As articles on these topics point out, some of the most basic aspects of build

ing technology and professional practice are being thoroughly revised. These far

reaching changes underscore architects' ability to successfully transform time

honored methods into more efficient tools for meeting new challenges. 
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In the never~ending battle 
between design 

and responsibility, 
we announce a decisive 

victory for design 
And responsibility. 

Introducing Aquafleck,® 
the first water-based multi-color 

finish you can spec wHh a 
clear conscience. 

You want the beauty of your work to live forever. But 

you don't want your clients to suffer for your design. 

Now there's Aquafleck. a revolutionary new water-based 

acrylic latex multi-color without the noxious fumes of current 

solvent-based multi-colors. And Aquafleck offers you just as 

great a palette. You can specify it anywhere you'd li ke the 

beauty of a multi-color. without 

headaches now -or down the road. 

Any place. 
Since no site has to be 

shut down for application. you 

can specify Aqua fleck for any 

project that calls for a multi

color look. Even homes. 

Aquafleck beats all VOC/VOS 

requirements. so no board 

will rule you can't use it . And it's so safe , no one 

even has to wear a mask to apply it. 

Any color. 
Aquafleck can do anything current alkyd or 

solvent-based multi-color finishes can do. Virtually any 

color choice is possible . That's why we say Aquafleck 

is a decisive victory for design . 

Any time. 
Aquafleck will look as good five years from now 

as it does today Because application and clean-up are 

so simple. it's easier to get jobs done on time. And one 

more reason for the ages-Aquafleck generates no 

hazardous waste. A definite victory for responsibility. 

With Aquafleck, the only challenge left is deciding 

which color combination is best. For more information 

and overnight delivery of free samples. call California 

Products at 1-800-533-5788 Ext. 15. 

California Products 
CORPORATION 
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T&P Info 

A temporary installation 
of tensile technology reveals 

low-cost versatility. 

TENT INTERIOR: Spotlighting is diffused through polyester membrane to project softer light on runway models. 

Tents Showcase New 
York Fashion Shows 

Transient architecture played a 
defining role in the New York fash
ion industry's spring fashion shows 
held last Ocrober beneath two huge 
fabric rems, designed by FTL Archi
recrs and erected in Bryant Park, 
adjacent to rhe New York Public Li
brary in midrown Manhattan. 

The larger of the two 30-foor-high 
tents, the Gertrude Pavilion, seared 
l,000 people, measured LOO feet 
across, and cost $24,000 to erect. 
The smaller Josephine Pavilion 
across the lawn seared 600 people, 
was 80 feet wide, and cost $13,500 . 
FTL Principal Todd Dalland, who 
designed the rents, estimates the 
cost per square foot at about $5, or 
about l 5 percent more than the 
older rem varieties. "These new 
rems take tensile-structure rechnol-

ogy down ro the application of a 
rental structure," Dalland asserts . 

Dalland describes the vinyl-lami
nated polyester structures as an ad
vanced version of traditional red
and-whire carnival rems. The newer 
structures are approximately of the 
same weight and mass as their no
madic forerunners, but now require 
60 percent fewer supporting poles, 
because the tents' double-curvature 
forms are engineered to serve as 
loadbearing members. 

Their peaked roofs are designed to 
counter wind uplift and suction with 
the aid of Tensyl, an analytica l, 
form-finding software created by the 
eng ineering firm Buro Happold, 
which is engaged in a joint venture 
with FTL. The computer software 
first accepts the determined coordi
nates of anchorages and enclosures 
and then optimizes the three-dimen
sional form according to probable 

wind and snow loads. Heavy rain 
caused the Gertrude PaviJjon to leak 
the first day of the fashion shows, bur 
otherwise the interior was kept agree
able. Generators along 40rh Street 
pumped hear through fabric ducts to 
18-inch-diameter vents arrached to 
the tent walls. Circulation routes be
rween rhe rents and the New York 
Public Library builrung were kept dry 
beneath walkways covered with fabric 
identical to the rent membrane. 

The event's organizers remain en
thusiastic about bringing back t'ne 
rents for the fall preview fashion 
shows this spring . "We're trying to 
stretch the concept and work on 
fine-tuning for the coming year," 
notes Fern Mallis, executive director 
of the Council of Fashion Designers 
of America. Dalland attributes the 
structures' success to their utter sim
plicity, utility, and lighrweighr con
srruction.-8.M. 
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Just a couple of words about the quality of our doors. 

Lif etillle Warranty 

The length of a door warranty says a lot about the quality of the door and the responsibility 
of the company behind it. And, the Kawneer Limited Lifetime Warranty on welded door 
corners says it all. No other doors offer the same warranty because no other doors are made 
like Kawneer. The Dual Moment corner construction is designed to resist door 
flex which can loosen mechanical fasteners and destroy the door. Then, corners are ~ 
permanently joined with SIGMA deep penetration welds and SIGMA fillet welds 
to provide the strongest door corner joinery anywhere. It's good for a lifetime. 
The Lifetime Warranty on door corners. Another Kawneer mark of responsibility. IJ 

Ask your Kawneer dealer, or write or call: Kawneer Company, Dept. C, 
Technology Park/ Atlanta, 555 Guthridge Court, Norcross, GA 30092 

The Mark of Responsibility 

Recyclahlc Arch1tectur,il Aluminum Products Circle 116 on information card 
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Geodesic principles are 
translated into flexible, 
temporary housing. 

DOMES: Fiberglass panels form wacenighc sheU. W indows aUow cross-ventilation. 

Domes House 
LA's Homeless 

Buckminster Fuller's utilitarian vi
sion for his geodes ic dome is being 
exploited anew near downtown Los 
Angeles, where 24 homeless men 
and women recently moved into 
temporary scruccures inspired by 
Fuller's famous model. The tiny 
community of 18 domes is called 
] usticeville and was established by 
local activist Ted Hayes- not co 
provide permanent housing ro the 
streetbound, bur rather, Hayes con
tends, co offer them a means coward 
self-sufficiency. The domes, called 
Omnispheres, were designed by ar
chitect Craig Chamberlain, president 
of American Temporary Housing 
Corporation in Sale Lake City. 
Chamberlain developed Omnisphere 
prorotypes in rhe lace 1970s, while 
working with Fuller. 

The Omnisphere's geometry is a 
disguised derivative of Fuller's geo
desic domes. "The panels ace still ba
sically pentagons and hexagons," 
Chamberlain explains. "You can't 
see chem, bur they're rhere. " Bur 
where Fuller's domes relied on or
thogonal frames for support, Cham
berlain 's model employs a spherical 
geometry. The precise shape of rhe 
domes emulates a bubble or an 
eggshell, producing uniform tens ion 
when unstressed, and uniform com
pression when loaded. 

The srrucrures measure either 14 
feet in diameter and 8 feet high, or 
20 feet across and 12 feet high . 
Their armor is constructed of 1 /s
inch-thick molded fiberglass that 
achieves an R 2 insulation faccor. 
The domes ' outer surface is coated 
with a thin layer of polyester gel co 
resist ultraviolet radiation. Each clo
sure comprises 21 panels, which are 

DOME INTERIOR: Subdivided living unit . 

concave except for the placement of 
windows and doors. 

Five flat-edged sections form the 
circular base acop a concrete plat
form. The remaining members are 
held cogether with rustproof nylon 
nuts, bolts, and gaskets co overlap 
the base in a downward direction : 
Wacer runs off; rhe interior stays 
dry; and the scrucrure breathes 
through the shell's interstitial spaces. 
Modest amounts of electricity are 
generated by uncommonly flexible 
solar panels affixed with silicone to 
the domes' outer surface . 

In the laboracory, the dome with
stands dynamic wind loads of 80 
miles per hour and static loads of 20 
pounds per square foot (psf). Cham
berlain claims that prorotypes con
structed in Alaska survive winds up 
co 160 miles per hour and bear 16 
feet of snow at a combined pressure 
of 200 psf.-8.M. 
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ENERGY 

"All must participate in the creation of an 

ecologically sustainable future for the planet, 

but the 'integrating professions' - architects 

and engineers, planners and designers - are 

particularly critical, because we are responsible 

for the shape of the world we construct." 

- WORLD CONGRESS OF ARCHITECTS 

Announcing the 1994 Call for Entries for 

Architecture ' Energy: Building Excellence in 

the Northwest. 

An awards program recognizing design 

excellence in buildings utilizing energy 

efficient technology. Open to non-residential 

buildings in Idaho, Montana, Oregon and 

Washington. To request an entry packet 

contact: Otina Manary, AJA Portland, 315 SW 

Fourth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204 or call 

503 223-8757. 

~9DD~YJU~ 9AIA 
The Architecture• Energy Awards 1s sponsored m part by Bonneville Power Admm1strat1on and administered by the Amencan Institute of Architects/Portland Chapter 



T&P Technology 

Permanent 
Formwork 
A new system for erecting 
concrete stays in place and 

incorporates insulation. 

ABOVE RIGHT: Sreel ries bridge intersri
rial space of permanent polystyrene 
formwork, which is joined and aligned 
by interlocking reerh. 

F
ormwork is a necessary bur wasteful as
pect of concrete construction. Ar the 
end of a project, it is discarded, leaving 

the concrete ro remain as a pern1anent struc
ture. However, concrete and formwork no 
longer need be s.eparare entities, as stay-in
place, insulated formwork is erected on in
creasing numbers of building sites. With this 
newly imported technology, formwork be
comes part of a permanent structure. 

Structural considerations 
Stay-in-place formwalls were first developed 
in Europe, where some systems have been in 
use for 20 years. The various systems in the 
United States are conceptually similar: An as
semblage of interlocking, lightweight, poly
styrene panels or blocks is arranged on sire in 
two parallel running bonds. These blocks, the 
most common of which measure 10 by 10 by 
40 inches, offer great insulation value but lit
tle strength; however, the polystyrene wall 
created from stacking the blocks assumes 
structural strength once concrete and steel 
are placed within it. Steel ties bridge the in
terstitial space, and interlocking teeth keep 
the formwork in line and plumb. 

Stay-in-place forms still employ a tradi
tional system of reinforcing, specified by the 
architect and engineer. A section through a 
stay-in-place poured wall and floor slab re
veals the basic elements: A key and steel re
bars tie wall and slab cogether. The result is a 
wall constructed of a polystyrene surface and 
a loadbearing concrete core. The two systems 

are linked by the thinnest measure of con
crete (about 1/64 of an inch), which perme
ates the surface of the polystyrene. The 
stay-in-place wall has a greater compressive 
strength than conventionally formed walls, is 
thermally and acoustically insulated, and 
achieves a four-hour fire rating. Most stay-in
place systems are erected in nonresidential 
buildings as foundations, where they save 
time and labor over conventionally poured 
walls. The blocks are lightweight and can be 
cut with a handsaw. The forms require only a 
minimal level of skill ro assemble and, once a 
crew is trained, are erected quickly. In some 
systems, if rhe formwall breaks or is improp
erly cut, it can be glued or taped back co
gerher before the pour. 

Rick Emsiek, a principal of McLarand, 
Vasquez & Partners in Costa Mesa, Califor
nia, incorporated a stay-in-place system for 
the firm's 1994 New American Home, which 
will be spotlighted during the National Asso
ciation of Home Builders' show rhis month in 
Las Vegas. The system selected by Emsiek is 
fabricated in part from recycled polystyrene 
--old hamburger containers, coffee cups, and 
even discarded concrete forms. 

System advantages 
The great advantage of stay-in-place poured 
walls is their compressive strength, which 
manufacturers claim is 50 percent greater 
than traditionally poured walls of equal 
thickness. Because the insulated wall cavity 
controls hydration, water leaves the concrete 
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TOP: Insulated wall caviry modulates 
concrete's dehydration and thermal 
changes, diminishing risk of ruptures. 
ABOVE: Formwalls require minimal skill 
ro assemble. Damaged porrions can be 
repaired before concrete pour. 
RIGHT: Secrion through a typical wall 
consrrucred of sray-in-place form work 
reveals steel ries and arrachmenrs. 
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at a slower rate, diminishing the risk of seri
ous cracks developing. Moreover, the insula
tion inhibits both thermal expansion and 
contraction, further reducing fracturing. 

When timber was plentiful and inexpen
sive, frame construction was the traditional 
choice of most builders for above-grade walls 
of residential buildings. Today, stay-in-place 
formwalls may prove to be a more cost-effec
tive alternative. According to Tacoma archi
tect William Parretta of the firm Austin/Cina 
Architects, the rising cost of lumber was 
enough to convince him to try the stay-in
place forms for above-grade walls. Parretta 
estimates the forms saved between $6,000 
and $8,000 on an addition to the First 
Lutheran Church in Port Orchard, Washing
ton. The permanent form saved more than 
lumber costs alone. "The walls gave us ther
mal and acoustic insulation," Parretta ex
plains, "cutting the noise from a nearby road 
considerably." Parretta also credits the ther
mal insulation with reducing the size of his 
rooftop mechanical system, because "the 
walls gave us an R 22." The thicker stay-in
place forms were selected for all the perime
ter walls except a small, cantilevered alcove. 

Openings and curves 
In most permanent form systems, openings 
in the building envelope are simply cut out of 
the blocks before the pour. The openings are 
then framed in lumber for a door or window. 

Emsiek chose concrete after schematics 
were completed, determining where stay-in
place formwalls would make sense by exam
ining the plan. "The product did not limit 
the design in any way," he contends. The ar
chitect did not limit the stay-in-place forms 
ro foundation walls, but incorporated them 
into curved walls in the bedrooms, living 
room, and bathroom. The blocks are bend
able, making curved walls easy to construct. 

Most manufacturers of formwalls recom
mend that below-grade walls be finished 
with an exterior moisture barrier, since water 
degrades the insulating property of the poly
styrene. If water penetrates the concrete, it 
can cause corrosion. Exterior walls must be 
finished, or water will degrade the poly
styrene and, ultimately, the concrete. Both 
Emsiek and Parretta finished their buildings 
in stucco. Wood shingles or brick also make 
excellent exterior cladding. Brick can be ap
plied to the surface of the formwall using a 
thinset mortar. Shingles and tongue-and
groove board are applied to the furring strips 
provided by the manufacturer. Interior walls 
are finished in gypsum board or stucco, and 

most stay-in-place manufacturers provide 
metal furring strips for sheetrock. Channels 
for plumbing and electrical wiring can be 
routed into the polystyrene, and conduit and 
electrical boxes are easily recessed. 

Potential complications 
There is no effective way ro check for errors 
in a stay-in-place wall, because removing 
pieces of the formwall is impractical. While 
the concrete may only barely permeate the 
polystyrene form, separating the two materi
als often requires the help of a sandblaster. 
Any mistakes of the pour are usually revealed 
when the formwork is removed. 

The chief disadvantages of stay-in-place 
formwork are misalignment and problems re
sulting from the consistency of the concrete 
mixture. "If you don't have the forms prop
erly braced when you put the concrete in, 
you're going to have difficulty getting a 
straight, true wall ," explains Alan Sparkman, 
president ofDoubleStar Incorporated , a man
ufacturer of stay-in-place formwork. 

The other potential problem is under- or 
overshooting the slump of the concrete mix
ture. Sparkman places the ideal slump for 
stay-in-place formwork at about 4 or 5 
inches. Ruptures or blowouts can occur as the 
concrete cures, l;iut such problems usually 
stem from mixtures that are too dry or too 
wet. The foam will pop out from between 
two metal fasteners. "You will lose concrete, 
but you won't lose nearly as much as in con
ventional pours," asserts Sparkman. 

While timber frame construction remains 
a strong tradition in the United States, Dan 
Mistick, residential program manager of the 
Portland Cement Association , is heartened by 
his experience with builders who are trying 
stay-in-place formwork for the first time. 
"Once contractors discover it really is easier 
to use, they are converted, along with electri
cians and plumbers, too." 

Ultimately, the acceptance of stay-in
place formwork will be hastened by the price 
of lumber, which rose 3 7 percent last year. 
As traditional timber frame construction be
comes less economical, builders and archi
tects will likely switch to stay-in-place forms. 
And as there is no shortage of used poly
styrene, the cost of stay-in-place formwork 
should remain stable. As more architects 
learn about the material, manufacturers ex
pect its application in commercial and resi
dential projects to grow.-Barry Abrams 

Barry Abrams is a landscape architect and writer 
based in New York City. 

TOP: Openings in formwall are cut be
fore concrete pour and are then framed 
to create doors and windows. 
ABOVE: Interior formwalls can be fin
ished in gypsum board, srucco, or 
sheetrock fastened ro furring. 
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D 0 0 RS THAT HIT YOU 

ON THE WAY IN 
WHEN DESIGNING A BUILDING , YOU HAVE A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY. AN OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE YOUR VISION WITH EVERY 

PERSON WHO WALKS THROUGH THE DOOR. THIS OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS LOUDER WHEN THE DOORS YOU CHOOSE ARE FROM 

WEYERHAEUSER. THE WEYERHAEUSER ARCHITECTURAL DOOR DIVISION PRJDES ITSELF ON MAKING THE FINEST SOLID WOOD 

DOORS IN THE WORLD. UNRJVALED VENEERS, EXPERTLY MATCHED COLORS AND STAlNS, INFINITE 

SPECJF!CAT!ON OPTIONS AND STATE-OF-THE-ART CONSTRUCTION METHODS MAKE 

WEYERHAEUSER DOORS IDEAL FOR ANY COMMERCIAL, EDUCATIONAL OR HEALTHCARE PROJECT. 

SO WHENEVER THE JOB CALLS FOR IMMEDIATE IMPACT, CALL WEYERHAEUSER. (800)869-DOOR. 

WEYERHAEUSER ARC HITECTURAL DOOR DIVlSION SALES CENTER 1401 EAST 4TH ST., MARSHFIELD, WI 54449-7780. 
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T &P Practice 

Preparing a 
Presentation 
To win a client, architects 
must practice the three Rs: 
research, rehearse, and relax. 

The client made the decision as soon as 
the design team entered the confer
ence room. The sight of each team 

member wearing identical blue blazers, blue 
shirts, and gray pants immediately convinced 
the selection pai:iel that this wasn't the ream 
for their project-even before rhe members 
of the ream introduced themselves. 

Such a reaction is natural, as presentations 
are an intuitive process: The client's selection 
is ultimately based on subjective factors. 
When hearing presentations, clients look for 
the right chemistry with a particular design 
ream. The issue of qualifications has already 
been settled; those who make the short list 
are presumed capable of doing a good job. At 
the interview stage, the client 's main ques
tion is: Which ream feels besr for us ) This is 
rhe client 's chance to get to know each of the 
teams, see how they could work together, 
and rhen decide with which one he or she 
feels mosr comfortable. 

Building a relationship 
For rhe archirecr, the ultimate purpose of the 
presentation should be to show the humanity 
of the project team, says Adam Gross, design 
principal of Ayers Saint Gross of Baltimore. 
"We want to show rhe panel whar our values 
are, how we work and communicate, and 
what it will be like to work with us. " 

The architect's challenge is ro create a 
bond of trust and reliance with the client by 
showing an understanding of his or her point 
of view. This ability is demonstrated by thor-

oughly comprehending what the client 
wants, expects, and values. Then the archi
tect can communicate clearly how ro satisfy 
those demands and desires. 

The first step in building a client relation
ship is learning about the client's project, 
people, and organization. Clients look for 
signs of effective research; rhe teams thar do 
the best homework usually are the ones who 
win rhe job, asserts Jeff Gingold, president of 
PMLA, an architectural project management 
consultant in Los Angeles. 

First, learn abour rhe project. Norhing re
assures a client more than the feeling that an 
architect knows more about the project than 
he or she does; and nothing turns off a client 
more rhan rhe sense that the designer is 
speaking from less-than-complete knowledge. 
Learn what's being builr, why, and where
and what it says abour the organization. 

Next, learn about rhe client 's selection 
panel and process: Who is on the panel? 
Whar are their responsibilities? What type of 
people are rhey) What is likely to inreresr 
and concern them) Who will make rhe final 
decision, and how will it be made) Finally, 
learn about the organization's vision, plans, 
expectations, and values. Study the chal
lenges of irs industry or specialization. 

Such intelligence comes from many 
sources, for instance, consultants who have 
worked with this client, suppliers, bankers, 
real estate developers and brokers, and even 
competitors. Talk to accountants and attor
neys who have done business with the client. 
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An obvious but often overlooked source of 
knowledge are people inside the prospect's 
organization. Also, trade associations and 
journals should be checked ro learn about 
major issues facing the industry. Annual re
ports and newspaper and magazine articles 
can supply the talk of the client's trade. Show 
clients thar you know their vocabulary. 

Information on rhe comperirion also is 
helpful, suggests Jay Sleiter, principal of 
BWBR Architects in St. Paul, Minnesota. 
Sleirer uses his knowledge of comperirors ro 
determine how best to portray his firm in 
light of the competition's perceived strengths 
and weaknesses. Use this information care
fully, he cautions, as you don't want to be 
seen only as reacting to the competition. 

Trear rhe homework on rhe client like de
tective work, recommends Michael Welch, a 
trained architect who is president of Hardball 
Marketing in Los Angeles. Before a presenta
tion for an interior architecture project in
volving complex computer installations, 
Welch first talked with the prospect 's mar
keting director and data processing manager 
to learn about their growth plans and equip
ment requirements. In a phone conversation 
with the supplier of the firm 's computers, he 
discovered that the additional volume of data 
could be handled by upgrading rhe prospect's 
existing system rather than purchasing new 
equipment. Welch used rhis information in 
his presentation to show how the prospect 
could both save money and get a better de
sign. Welch's two hours of research time paid 
off. His firm gor the job. 

Chemistry and charisma 
Welch's strategy helped spark favorable feel
ings between him and the client during the 
presentation-that chemistry plays a key 
role. Because the presentation is the primary 
way to assess the strengths of the team, the 
client wants to see and hear from those who 
will be doing the work, especially the project 
manager. This aspect of the interview is so 
important, asserts Bill Simms, senior vice 
president of Walt Disney Imagineering in 
Florida, that members of Disney's selection 
panels often interview design team members 
one-on-one to gain a better sense of a firm's 
individual strengths and capabilities. 

Also important is the way the design ream 
members interrelate in the presentation. 
Richard Benedict, manager of architectural 
services for Corning Incorporated of Corning, 
New York, describes two project presenta
tions. The first ream was led by a principal 
who clearly was a strong, charismatic leader; 



the second was led by a senior partner acting 
as team leader who was co-equal with his 
team members. Team two was selected be
cause rhe panel felt the team concept res
onated more closely with Corning's values. 

Develop strategies to connect the firm's 
ideas to those of the client, who wants to 
know what's in it for them, maintains presen
tation consultant Susan Thompson of 
SpeechPower in Seattle. The presentation 
team should ask itself that question from the 
client's viewpoint to understand what value 
and benefits the client can expect from the 
firm . This exercise also focuses your message 
on points of greatest interest to the client . 

Commonality between architect and the 
client is an asset. For example, Neil Frankel, 
senior vice president of Perkins & Will in 
New York City, will underscore similarities 
between his firm and the client: whether they 
have offices in the same city, whether they 
both starred in the Midwest, and so on. 

Capitalize, too, on the appeal of your firm. 
David Hoffman of law Kingdon, an archi
tectural firm in Wichita, Kansas, reinforces 
positive perceptions that the client may carry 
toward his firm . For example, if law King
don is perceived as rhe local firm, he empha
sizes the advantages of architects who are 
familiar with and committed to the commu
nity; if the firm is seen as an outsider, he fo
cuses on the value of its expertise. 

Tailor your material 
This advance scoping strategy calls for a 
play-by-play plan by which you'll run the 
presentation. This script should identify the 
key messages the firm will deliver and should 
define the part that each member of the pre
sentation team plays. It also should indicate 
what each person says and when, while leav
ing enough room for spontaneity . 

In developing the presentation and script, 
consider the audience's capacity to absorb in
formation . According to Frankel, the atten
tion span for a presentation solely of slides is 
15-20 minutes ; using a variety of media such 
as slides, charts, and models can hold people's 
attention for about an hour. 

The presentation should be appropriate to 
the circumstances of the decision, adds 
Frankel. For urgent decisions that will be 
made within a day or two, the presentation 
should focus only on a few key issues, be 
more direct and less subtle, and use visual 
material that requires the audience to do less 
work. If rhe decision will be made over a 
longer rime, the presenter should expand on 
background and supportive information. 

Rehearsing the presentation is important. 
At least three practice sessions should be con
ducted. During the first session, the design 
team reviews information on the client, sets 
presentation goals, and determines the ap
proach. Then the group defines each presen
ter's role. In the second session, the strategy 
is tested , and people assume their roles. The 
third session is a full dress rehearsal. This ses
sion is videotaped, and everyone has a chance 
to review and critique performances. 

Practice will reinforce a good attitude and 
allow the team to relax, which will help cre
ate the chemistry to woo the client. An impe
rious attitude is a sure road to rejection, and 
you 'll likely lose the job if you act overconfi
dent. Respect the client 's time and attention. 
Trear every interview as an opportunity to 
develop your relationship. Listen with the in
tent of understanding when interacting with 
the client. Don't dismiss the client's ideas; 
address them thoughtfully before offering al
ternatives. Don' t talk about problems and 
constraints; speak of opportunities, solutions, 
and possibilities. Convey knowledge and ex
perience in a way that signals interest and en
thusiasm toward the client 's needs. 

Be courteous 
Most of all, successful presentations depend 
on common sense and courtesy. Sometimes 
these valuable qualities are lacking. For the 
presentation by a well-known design firm for 
a $92 million data center being built by 
Southern California Edison Company, the 
CEO sat in on the selection process. It was 
bad enough that the lead partner's presenta
tion was monotonous and boring, but when 
the architect fell asleep right after he was fin
ished, the firm 's fate was sealed. 

Preparing an outstanding presentation re
quires time, effort, and energy. Successful 
firms are selective and search out the oppor
tunities that are best matched to their 
strengths and interests and then take the 
time to do them properly. Th.is approach 
pays off: Frankel of Perkins & Will reports a 
62 percent success rate from presentations 
last year due to the firm's selection strategy. 

Even when a firm is choosy about compet
ing for work, one variable remains that can
not be controlled: the client's personality. 
But if p resentations are undersrood as an in
terpersonal communications process, steps 
can be taken that will .improve the chances of 
winning the commission.-Norman Kader/an 

Norman Kader/an is a management consultant 
and free-lance writer based in Los Angeles. 

Develop strategies to 

connect your ideas to the 

client's. Formulate a play• 

by·play plan for the presen· 

talion; keep in mind the 

audience's capacity to 

absorb information. Match 

the material to the cir· 

cumstances of the decision: 

If urgent, go for impact; if 

longer, expand information. 
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Over The Past25Years,Our Engineering~ertise 
Has Helped Fill Some Pretty Tall Orders. 

As early as 1962, and continuing through our days 
as Howmet, if an architect came to us with a problem, we 
would always rise to the occasion. 

Today, that attitude has given Vistawall quite a his
tory of engineering successful lowrise and monumental 
curtain wall and window wall projects. And of helping 
architects, like you, to bring their most imaginative ideas 
to life. By listening, then by working together to develop a 
system that takes your creativity to new heights. 

We welcome the opportunity to discuss your current 
design needs with you. just call Vistawall to 
set up a one-on-one discussion, or a lunch
time presentation for your entire office. You'll 
discover that when it comes to engineering, 
we're pretty tall on experience. 
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T &P Practice 

Increasing 
Profits 
Making money requires the 
right fee, internal controls, 
and thinking like a client. 

M
any architects are neither trained 
nor experienced in business prac
tices and passively accept that un

profirability is the nature of the profession. 
Increased competition among the growing 
number of archi.tects-and among related 
professionals such as engineers, design/build 
outfits, and contracrors-has led some archi
tects ro slash their fees, absorb the cost of 
quality design, and allow internal controls on 
projects ro deteriorate. 

Such a lack of business savvy has led 
clients to regard architectural services as a 
commodity for which it is easy to find substi
tutes. "Architecture isn 't regarded as being as 
critical as law or medicine," observes Robert 
Gutman, visiting professor of architecture at 
Princeron University and author of Architec
tural Practice: A Critical View. "Unless you're 
doing a monumental building where design 
considerations are important," Gutman adds, 
"a lot of the work architects do can be done 
by other professions." 

Profits on the rise 
The blurred boundaries between architecture 
and related disciplines have kept profits tee
tering in many firms because the value of ar
chitectural expertise has become unclear. Bur 
smart firms have grasped that their prof
itability is tied directly to the value of their 
service and that the ability to provide rop
flight service relies on practice advantages 
made possible by healthy profits. This real
ization has prompted some firms that have 

been experiencing unsatisfactory earnings ro 
reclaim lost ground with their clients while 
strengthening their bottom lines. For many 
of these newly profit-conscious firms , profit 
margins are on the rise. 

A recent profitability survey of 141 archi
tecture and engineering firms by Chicago
based Birnberg & Associates/The Profit 
Center suggests a slight rebound in profits 
for the fiscal year that ended in late 1992. 
Additionally, an economic survey conducted 
by the AJA last November found that 48 per
cent of the 300 architecture firms polled na
tionwide reported that their gross revenues 
had increased. Revenues held steady in 26 
percent of firms surveyed and declined in an
other 26 percent of firms. 

According ro the AJA, most firms report
ing increased revenues were firms with 50 or 
more architects; however, the percentage of 
firms of four or fewer architects reporting in
creased billings was above the national aver
age. Midsized firms indicated increases below 
that average. AlA's findings discourage paral
lels between firm size and profitability while 
reinforcing the idea that performance is con
nected to a firm's critical mass of employees. 

The Birnberg study reports an increase in 
profits of 1.1 percent on gross revenues, to 
6. 7 percent. Average profits on net receipts 
increased ro 8.5 percent, from 7 .0 percent re
ported the previous year. Related vital signs 
improved as well in the Birnberg survey . 
Overhead rares dropped, and indirect costs 
such as rent and utilities dropped from 15 3 
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percent of direct labor dollars to 149 percent. 
Firms' average net multiplier rose ro 2.79, 
from 2.70 the year before, meaning that for 
each dollar of direct labor, the average firm 
earned $2.79. The average collection period 
for fees dropped by l day-ro 68 days. In 
1988, the typical collection period lasted 77 
days. Ir rook longer to collect the money, but 
architects made more: Profits on gross rev
enues in 1988 were 8.1 percent; profits on 
net receipts totaled 9.0 percent. 

If revenues and profits really are improv
ing after a five-year slump, it is because prin
cipals have grown weary of running on slim 
margins or, provisionally, on losses. When 
profits are low, a firm cannot reinvest in its 
practice-in new equipment; larger space; 
and competitive salaries, bonuses, and bene
fits for talented staff. The firm can 't afford to 

take educated risks, such as entering design 
competitions or accepting a lower fee ro gain 
experience in a new building type. And with
out a profit, a firm can' t control its direction; 
it can't consider strategic acquisitions, take 
equity in a venture project, or finance its own 
transition. Without profit, an architecture 
firm remains stuck in a holding pattern. 

Recognizing these problems, principals of 
some architecture firms have aggressively re
constructed their means of practice and ser
vice to put profitability back at the center of 
their goals. They have reasserted control over 
project scope, overhauled project tracking 
methods, and adapted fee structures to maxi
mize potential earnings. Some principals have 
learned ro create their own revenue opportu
nities cacher than react ro whac the marker 
offers. Mose imporrandy, architects are tak
ing control of project negotiations with 
clients by focusing on value rather than cost. 

Value-based budgets 
"If che client really understood what the 
value of the service is, the cost would come 
along as easily as anything else ," contends 
Scott Simpson, president of Flad & Associ
ates, based in Madison, Wisconsin. What 
clients dislike most, Simpson points out, is 
overpaying for service. Thus, after listening 
carefully ro the requirements of a proposed 
project, Simpson asks the client one question: 
How much money do we need in this con
tract for us co do a good job for you' The an
swer indicates the client's level of expectation 
for the job. Once Simpson knows what cali
bre of project the client demands, he main
tains, completing the math is easy. 

The resulting project budget always allots 
a profit for Flad. lf, for example, the diem 



envisions a $10,000 job, but only offers 
$8,000 for the work, Simpson chooses from 
three options: "Number one is to say, 'Thank 
you very much. I'd love ro work for you, but 
I can't.' Number two is ro take the project 
and absorb the $2,000 difference and call it a 
marketing cost. Number three-and this is 
the really interesting choice-is that I rein
vent my methods of service or delivery ro 
bring in the job for $7 ,000, get $8,000, and 
that's where my profit comes from." 

To ensure a profit, architects should al
ways negotiate from the client's point of 
view, contends Simpson. "That gives you the 
power ro say ro your client, 'I don't care what 
you pay me. I only care that I have enough 
money in the budget ro do a good job for 
you," he says. This appeal keeps the client fo
cused on ordering high-quality architecture, 
and "this adversarial question about the fee 
goes entirely out the window." 

Practitioners anxious about securing work 
may think project negotiations are too fragile 
to withstand their own commitment to mak
ing a profit. They fear that clients will think 
it ignoble to insist on a margin for them
selves. But Simpson argues that clients prefer 
profit-minded professionals because clients 
themselves are business-oriented. "Clients 
have to make money. They've got staff; 
they've got overhead; and they want ro deal 
with somebody who can speak with them in 
their own language," he declares . "By coming 
across as not profit-motivated or financially 
unsophisticated, architects are giving exactly 
the wrong message ro their clients." 

Hourly fees 
Many architects dissatisfied with their earn
ings also find they must configure their fees 
to reflect the complexity of projects they' re 
designing . Many architects have begun to 
steer away from fixed fees toward more com
mensurate hourly contracts. 

"We got caught on fixed fees for res iden
tial work," recallsJuLe Eizenberg, principal 
of Koning Eizenberg Architecture in Santa 
Monica, California, "so we never made 
money on a residential project. " Now the 
firm charges hourly fees for residential pro
jects, with a fixed price for working draw
ings. That open-ended hourly fee structure 
helps the firm continue ro make money even 
as the client changes its mind, which is not 
possible under a fixed fee. "It also allows a 
client who's clear about what they want ro 
save some money," adds Eizenberg. 

Hourly fees should be constructed ro 
guarantee that the architect reaps a profit 

from the project. Amy Weinstein, principal 
of Weinstein Associates Architects in Wash
ingron, D.C., charges an hourly rate to about 
half of her clients, that is, whenever possible. 
Weinstein's profit margin is built into the 
hourly rate. "If you're able to bill every single 
hour that you worked on the project-be
cause it's not a set fee, and you don't go over 
budget-then you really don 't have ro worry 
about making a profit, because at the end of 
the year, what's left over is profit," Weinstein 
explains. "If you can get contracts on an 
hourly basis, as opposed to lump sum," she 
adds, "then you don't have to do all that 
year-end planning," or attempt impossible 
stretches with precious cash. 

Splitting the fee 
James Franklin, professional development 
specialist with the AJA in Washington, D.C. , 
urges architects ro issue a "memorandum of 
scope" when settling a contract with a client. 
The memorandum should furnish a compre
hensive list of what the client may wind up 
paying for, noting which work will be billed 
by the hour, as well as those parts of a project 
that will apply to any lump-sum payment. 
Commonly, Franklin notes, an hourly fee will 
be charged through a project 's schematic 
phase-often including construction admin
istration-with a lump sum for the remain
der of the work involved in the project. 

Hourly fees generally are the privilege of 
smaller firms. Some clients, such as govern
ment agencies, won't consider them at all, 
preferring a predetermined percentage of the 
construction costs as the fee. Charles Red
mon, managing principal of Cambridge 
Seven Associates in Cambridge, Massachu
setts, notes that his firm began an innovative 
approach to fees when designing the Na
tional Aquarium in Baltimore. "Baltimore 
had a very narrow view of what fees would 
cover and what they should be," explains 
Redmon. "They had fees for buildings and 
rhen fees for parking garages." 

Cambridge Seven 's solution was ro split 
the aquarium fee into three parts. After ex
plaining the complexity of the building, 
Cambridge Seven charged a basic fee for de
signing the aquarium shell. Then the firm 
charged a second fee for outfitting the build
ing with an aquarium infrastructure. The 
third fee was based on a contract for specialty 
items on the interior: exhibits, furnishings, 
and equipment. "Our approach to fees was to 
package them in a way that the client could 
understand-but also to justify a vote in city 
council," Redmon recollects. "When you 

Architects are taking control 

of proiect negotiations with 

clients by focusing on value 

rather than on cost. 
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added all the numbers, the fee was about five 
times what it would have been for the full 
buiJding at one fee. We didn't make five 
times as much money, but we did make 
enough so we could do the job and earn a 
fair profit, rather than lose our shirts." 

Creating opportunity 
In designing its signature aquariums, Cam
bridge Seven also spotted an opportunity for 
ancillary revenue. After its Baltimore project, 
the firm found itself providing a substantial 
amount of start-up consulting to other 
aquarium clients. "With an attraction being 
created out of thin air, there's no organiza
tion to manage it ," notes Redmon. "We did a 
couple of jobs where we gave advice and did 
a lot of coordination work, such as finding 
specialty exhibition materials and hiring 
management staff for the new facility. And 
then we said, 'Why don't we get paid for it?'" 

In 1990, Cambridge Seven founded an af
fiJiate company called International Design 
Associates for the Environment to provide 
the extramural aquarium work. "It's created 
a new kind of profit center for us," Redmon 
adds. "Aquariums make sense for us in terms 
of profitability because we're able to deliver a 
wider range of services than a traditional ar
chitect would." This strategy pushed Cam
bridge Seven's profitability close to 20 
percent of net earnings for two years in a row 
in the late 1980s, according to Redmon. 

Another firm that creates opportunities 
for work rather than wait for them is Thomas 
Harley Architects, in Indiana, Pennsylvania. 
Tom Harley, the firm's sole proprietor, keeps 
his firm profitable by "finding out about pro
jects before they happen." Harley spots in
dustrial buildings that are ready for 
rehabilitation , approaches the property 
owner, and asks whether he may buy an op
tion on the property. He funds the front-end 
costs of prospecting himself, such as feasibil
ity studies that may be required co build on 
the site. Harley also researches grant oppor
tunities or enterprise-zone incentives to de
velop the parcel. While many architects in 
his region are worried about a lack of work, 
Harley counts 195 projects in progress at his 
firm. He eschews the conventional request
for-proposal (RFP) system, on which many of 
his colleagues depend for new jobs. "It costs 
$2,000 to answer an RFP," Harley points out. 
"If I rook that and advanced it ro a devel
oper, I get a $1.5 million job, and we can 
keep our front-end costs down to $500." 

Harley shepherds a lot of small projects 
through his firm, but meets a multiplier 



between 2.5 and 3.0, which results in a profit 
margin of about 25 percent. This high prof
itability is due not only to Harley's initiative 
in finding work, but also to the precision he 
demands in his financial dealings with clients. 
While some architecture firms gamble on 
sending incomplete or incorrect bills to 
clients just ro ship them out, Harley will tol
erate only 100 percent accuracy in billing. "I 
will not issue a bill unless it 's right, " he as
serts. "If it's right, 1 get a check. If it's 
wrong, I get a phone call"-followed by the 
client 's delay in sending payment. Yet the ar
chitect still insists that bills go out quickly. It 
formerly took two weeks to bill a client for 
work. Now, equipped with a software system 
called MacArchitect, he has the project ac
counting and billing cycle down to two days. 
"We give clients the wrong impression when 
we don't get the bills out there for two or 
three weeks," Harley observes. 

Internal controls 
Siegel Diamond Architects, a small firm in 
Los Angeles, also has turned more serious 
about patrolling its ledger and hewing to 
time budgets, having recognized that project 
fees were evaporating during rhe design 
process. After seven years as a partnership, 
"we only recently got our books to where we 
know how we' re doing on a project," admits 
Katherine Diamond, design principal. "We 
got tired of losing money." 

Now, at the outset of a project, Siegel Di
amond budgets the hours available to com
plete each phase of the job, which depends on 
the fee and rhe project 's complexity. Once 
the work begins, rhe principals compare the 
time sheets against the time budgeted for 
each job. The system helps especially on 
smaller projects, Diamond maintains. "When 
you're working on a $ 1 million or $2 million 
project and you have too many people on it 
for rwo weeks and they' re not working pro
ductively, you can ear up a quarter of your 
schematic design fee." 

The improved tracking format prevents 
such crises, Diamond adds: 'Tm very aware 
of who's turning out work in the allocated 
time frame. We are also terribly open with 
all our staff about the nature of the conrracr, 
the fee , and rhe number of hours we have to 
do a job. The senior people help put together 
those time budgets, so they have ro buy into 
them as their responsibility." Such tighter 
controls have helped Siegel Diamond survive 
the currently depressed California market. 

Harry Weese Associates, a Chicago-based 
firm, also tracks the status of project budgets 

with a mind toward profitability, but it uses 
a sophisticated computer system. The track
ing allows architects to keep tabs on their 
progress by referring to a project mult iplier, a 
number that shows the amount of money 
generated by each hour of direct labor regis
tered on their time cards. 

"We' re trying ro show people that their 
individual job affects the total profit result," 
Principal George Vrechek explains, "and the 
multiples of time-card [hours} are the fewest 
numbers we can give architects to keep them 
focused on how we're doing ." To figure the 
firmwide multiplier, which has a target of 2.7 
(meaning that $2.70 is generated from each 
dollar's worth of work), Vrechek computes 
the average of all the projects in the firm in 
descending order, as well as all projects under 
the supervision of respective principals. 

Each month, Vrechek analyzes those same 
numbers to create a monthly profit-and-loss 
statement, which supplies enough intelli
gence in ample time to head off any fiscal 
emergency. "The multiplier you use and all 
the rest is not as important as getting timely, 
accurate information," Vrecheck advises. 
Sixty percent ro 7 0 percent of Harry Weese 
Associates ' work is based on a limited fee, 
either a lump sum or a finite hourly rate. "So 
we've got to be comparing the budget versus 
the marked-up actual [fee} all the time to 
stay within the limits," Vrechek remarks. 

Planning for profit 
Flad & Associates, while working to bolster 
the architecture firm 's value in the minds of 
clients, also has revamped its practice ro tie 
the performance of project teams ro the 
firm's profitability. Staff architects cannot bill 
their time without pinning the hours to a 
project number. Project numbers are issued 
by a dedicated computer, which also submits 
a draft budget with the project code. 

"We've made it very simple to understand 
how much money's available to do a job," 
says Scott Simpson, and the effort has proved 
successful. In 1992, Flad & Associates' profits 
srood at 6 percent of gross revenues and were 
projected at 8 percent for 1993. Simpson's 
goal for the architecture firm is 10 percent 
profitability by 1995. 

"Making a profit in this business is really 
pretty simple," Simpson declares. "Spend less 
than your fee. " Architects, Simpson advises, 
have to plan for profit the way they plan for 
employee salaries, overhead, or any other ex
pense. "Profit is not what's left over at the 
end of a job," Simpson avers. "Profit is a cost 
of doing business ."-Bradford McKee 

Principals of a number of 

architecture firms are now 

reasserting control over 

proiect scope, overhauling 

their tracking methods, 

and adapting flexible fee 

structures to maximize 

potential earning power. 
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T &P Computers 

Extracting 
2D From 3D 
Architects are developing 
working drawings from 
electronic 3D models. 

ABOVE: Meridian Hospital by Yost 
Grube Hall was srudied thoroughly in 
3D before construction. 
ABOVE RIGHT: Working drawings of 
Meridian Hospira! were developed 
from plan and elevation projections 
extracted from the 3D model. 
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The future of building technology may 
lie nor in the automation of tradi
tional practices, but in the reinvention 

of design communications. In contrast to 
drafting systems, which document a building 
as a disjointed s~ries of 2D drawings, newer 
CAD systems make the 3D model central, 
and 2D drawings of different views are sim
ply projected from this single model. Ideally, 
the model is part of a complex database con
taining everything known about the build
ing, such as specifications and construction 
scheduling. Although most popular software 
falls short of this ideal, architects are already 
raking advantage of existing technology to 
design in 3D and extract 2D drawings from 
3D models. This process improves coordina
tion between drawings and reduces time re
quired for drafting. Some architects are also 
replacing traditional plans and elevations 
with isometric working drawings to improve 
construction communications. 

In the 1970s and '80s, John Mcintosh, 
now a professor of architecture at Arizona 
State University, developed his doctoral dis
sertation at the U niversiry of Michigan on 
the idea of an integrated building database 
char would contain a geometric representa
tion plus the basis for quantitative analysis. 
"In an architectural office," he observes, "the 
automated drafting system is a metaphor 
that explains a new process in terms of an old 
one and eases the transition. Ultimately, the 
old metaphor must be discarded, as was the 
'horseless carriage,' if the impact of the new 

technology is to be fully understood. In
evitably, something completely different be
gins ro happen when a new medium is 
introduced into an institutionalized process, 
like the practice of architecture." 

Model as database 
One future scenario, according to Mcintosh, 
might include an electronic model chat 
evolves continuously throughout its life. It 
begins as a compilation of statistical data and 
spatial requirements and acquires geometric 
and building-product data during design. 
This information is transformed into a 
timetable for construction, then an as-built 
document for facility management, and fi
nally an archive for historians. Prototypical 
software created by Mcintosh and his col
leagues at Michigan demonstrated the ideas, 
but hardware and rime limitations prevailed. 
Only now, 15 years later, such integrated 
database features are beginning to appear in 
commercial software in the United States. 

When a 3D model forms the core of a 
building database, 2D drawings can theoreti
cally be extracted by the computer rather 
than drawn by a person. But this process is 
difficult unless the 2D and 3D software are 
specifically designed to mesh interchange
ably. For one thing , a real building is geo
metrically more complex than an extruded 
floor plan. Also, drawings are heavily laden 
with ambiguous graphic conventions that ar
chitects learn to understand from their con
text. Many such conventions were invented 
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TOP LEFT AND RIGHT: Architect) am es 
Lennon developed presentation draw
ings for a hospital in form-Z. Even 
Lennon 's floor plans are bird's-eye 
view renderings of a 3D model, show
ing shadows cast by the walls. 
BOTTOM LEFT AND RIGHT: ) ulie Marquez 
developed a school in ArchiCAD, 
working between plan and axonomet
ric. The school's floor plan is only one 
of many avai lable predefined views 
onto Marquez's 3D model. 
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to show complex geometries on paper, so 
lines in one view may have no significance in 
another. For example, the hinge location of a 
door might be indicated in elevat ion by 
dashed diagonal lines bur in plan, by an arc. 
Only in so-called "intelligent ''. software, 
which stores a variety of qualirative, quanti
tative, and graphical information, will the 
door's appearance change for each view. 

The AucoCAD-based application ArchT 
from Ketiv allows the architect to construct 
hiodels by assembling components such as 
walls, roofs, or windows, instead of compos
ing AutoCAD's lines , polygons, and arcs. Ac
cording to Ketiv's William Holt , "The CAD 
software must disting uish when to apply 3D 
or 2D symbology to the same object. There 
isn 't always a one-to-one correspondence, so 
extruding conventional 2D drawings doesn't 
always produce good 3D models." Similarly, 
orthographic views of a model do not neces
sarily create satisfactory 2D drawings. With 
ArchT, architects are able to draw a compo
nent once, then rely on the computer to store 
that information, organize it in relation to 
other data, and retrieve it for later modifica
tion and for representation . 

One Macintosh program chat supports 
this approach is ArchiCAD from Graphisoft, 
now also available for Windows platforms. 
Although the ArchiCAD user designs in plan 
view, the lines being drawn are really three
dimensionally defined objects, like walls and 
slabs . The architect can easily f1ip between 
plan and perspectives and ocher preset views. 

Longtime ArchiCAD user Julie Marquez, di
rector of interior design with Los Angeles
based M arquez Archicecrure, exploits the 
system's ability to move quickly between 
views to work interactively with clients on 
commercial space planning. Once the space 
has been planned in three dimensions, the 
model's 2D views form the basis of subse
quent construction documents. 

Working drawings in 30 
Evan H . Shu, a Boston-based archi tect, has 
been raking advantage of chis ability to work 
in both 3D and 2D to experiment with iso
metric and axonometric working drawings. 
H e believes these can offer as much informa
tion as, if not more than, conventional draw
ings . "They don't replace the plan ," he notes, 
"which may always be the core of working 
drawings, but they can replace some eleva
tions and derails. They are especially good for 
showing how a corner fits together." Shu 
concedes that this approach requires the con
tractor's cooperation and belief char dimen
sions can be taken off the drawings. "And it 
takes a commitment from the architect to 
work this way from the beginning," he adds. 
Shu works wi th D araCAD from Cadkey, but 
believes char a similar approach could be 
taken with any CAD software that supports 
simultaneous design in 2D and 3D. "Perhaps 
the best thing about working in a 3D mode 
from start to finish ," Shu concludes, "is that 
ir totally integrates the design process with 
the working drawing process." 



University of Cincinnati professor Anton 
Harfmann has also been experimenting with 
3D working drawings. Although he finds this 
successful in comm unicating construction 
processes ro students , drawbacks include the 
extra labor required to produce the drawings 
with software not specifically designed for 
that task. Ideally, he says, the model and 
each component should be linked ro a data
base that could be queried for dimensions 
and product information , so that changes to 

the model or database would result in auto
matic changes to the working drawings. 

Looking overseas for leadership 
In Japan, Europe, and Australia, where de
sign and construction are commonly exe
cuted by the same firm, software developers 
have been working on CAD integration. Thei r 
systems offer 3D modelers linked ro non
graphic databases, with 2D drawings ex
tracted as a by-product. Some also include 
"expert" systems, embodying sophisticated 
engineering calculations and evaluations . 

Perhaps the best known import is Sonata, 
now owned by Alias. Project Archirect/Model, 
ro be released by Intergraph in March, will 
combine the power of its model-based Euro
pean parent with the "designer-friendly" M i
croStat ion user interface. In competing with 
American CAD software, these Unix-based / 
systems may enjoy greater favor in the fu
ture , when competition forces the U .S. con
struction industry ro look abroad fo r methods 
for integrating design and construct ion. 

An early Sonata adopter was the architec
tural firm of Yost Grube H all (YGH) in Port
land , Oregon. N ow the firm relies more on 
JBM's Architecture & Engineering System 
(AES) fo r its modeling. The architects typi
cally build 3D n:iodels in AES; then, during or 
after design development, depending on the 
size and complexity of the project, they ex
port 2D projections ro AutoCAD for further 
work. The Meridian Hospital campus is one 
recent YGH project that involved many user 
groups, each interes ted in visualizing differ
en t aspects of the model. With AES, the ar
chitects created a variety of fly-throughs to 
explain the design. Information from the 
geometric model was projected to plan and 
elevation fo r the working drawings. 

YGH Principal Roger Yost predicts the en
tire profession will m ove toward modelers 
like Alias over the next decade. "These mod
elers have m ore intelligence than drafting 
systems, " Yost explains . "They can even no
tify you of code violations and interferences 
between mechanical and structural systems. 
This capability to count the pieces and coor
dinate the documents explains why modeling 
will eventually prevail. " 

Ultimately, like the construction robots 
now under development in J apan, future 
construction techniques will be linked di
rectly to the building's electronic database. 
And even the question of how 2D drawings 
are produced may eventually be forgotten, 
along with quaint debates about the horseless 
carriage.-BJ. Novitski 

ABOVE LEFT: Evan H. Shu, a Bosron
based archi tect, works in both 3D and 
2D with D ataCAD from Cadkey. His 
scaled isometric working drawing re
places a roof plan and two elevations. 
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Products 

Architectural precast concrete 
offers varied surface textures. 

TOP LEFT: San Francisco's Department 
of Publ.ic W orks and Bureau of Eng i
neering desig ned a barrier wall tO har
ness rhe power of the Pacific O cean 
and t0 p rotect the city's sewer sys tem 
beneath ir. The bold des ig n fea tures a 
radial vaulted seawall resembling an 
ocean wave. With the aid ofL.M . 
Scofield Company, the des ired g ray 
color was achieved using a color-condi
tioning adm ixture called Chromix, a 
water-reducing, set-controlling agent 
that offers pig ments in earth rnnes. 
The hori zontal ribbing is accomplished 
by applying L.M. Scofield's Lithotex 
Elas rnliners ro the pour. The formlin
ers mold the concrere surfaces for de
sired tex ture or sculpted effecrs. 
Circle 401 on infimnation card. 

TOP CENTER: M olded Fiber Gl ass Com
pany (MFG) specializes in replicaring 
rerra-cotta, cladding, and structural 
applications. The sing le-seam fiber
glass fo rm is ser in pl ace, the cement is 
poured , and rhe mold is stripped once 
the m ixture has cured . The Belvedere 

rnwer on the N iagara Mohawk build
ing in Buffalo, New York, was re
srnred in l 992 with MFG's urethane 
liquid molds. Fiberg lass was chosen tO 

simulate the orig inal terra-corra be
cause of its ability ro replicate the 
cladding and lower labor cos ts and 
maintenance requirements. 
Circle 402 011 information card. 

TOP RIGHT: Arch.itec rural precas r con
crete has many faces. The Precast/Pre
srressed Cement Institute helps archi
tects rn specify surfac ing rechniques, 
including retardation (rnp half) and 
lig ht or deep sandblasting (bottom 
half). Retardation will delay hardening 
time and increase the surface depth by 
increas ing the concentration of the 
texruri zing agent. Chemical rerarders 
are avail ab le fo r face-up o r face-down 
casting methods, as well as verti cal 
and hori zontal surfaces. Surface re
rarders may be applied by roller, 
brush, or spray. Sand blasring or abra
sive blasting is primarily applied to ex
pose shallow agg regare in rhe mix. 

Sandblasring produces a frosted effect , 
lig hrens rhe color, and subdues rhe 
lusrer of rhe agg rega te. The deprh 
achieved d uring sandblasring is af
fecred by rhe softness of the mix. 
Circle 403 on information card. 

ABOVE LEFT AND RIGHT: The San Fran
cisco Museum of Modern Art, de
signed by M ario Borra and expecred rn 
open tO the public in J anuary 1995, is 
clad in precas t concrete wirh ch in brick 
integ rall y cas r into rhe concrete. The 
rexture was achieved by applying elas
romeric fo rmliners from D enver-b ased 
Scott System . The company manufac
tures a brick gasket liner that consists 
of a urethane mar , allowing brick 
pockets rn hold thin brick o r riles in 
place . The liner is attached t0 a precas t 
fo rm ; then the bricks a re placed into 
the pockets and wet-casted into the 
face of the concrete panel. A fter cur
ing, the liner is peeled from the surface 
to reveal the completed precast panel 
with brick fac ing. 
Cit-de 404 011 infomzational card. 
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When you change a Sloan Royal® Flushometer 
into an Optima Plus~ 

some remarkable other changes take place. 
REDUCED ODOR -

makes the restroom visit a 
more pleasant visit. ~ 

Optima Plus® flushes ~ 
automatically after each 

use. So it will keep 
things cleaner, longer! 

IMPROVED HYGIENE -
so users will be more 

comfortable. Our Optima 
Plus is electronic and runs 

on four AA Duracell® 
batteries. That means no 
more hygiene problems. 

ELIMINATES CHEMICALS -
so you'll save money by not 

having to use them to "cover up". 
Optima Plus is the most efficient 

way to keep things sanitary. 

/ 

USER SATISFACTION -
people will appreciate the 
clean condition of the 
restroom. It also meets all 
A.D.A. requirements. 

- HIGH-TECH IMAGE
Optima Plus will help 
you project a positive 
image. Optima Plus 
looks sharp, and will say 
"we care" to guests (it's 
vandal resistant too!) 

WATER CONSERVATION -
electronics don't waste water. .. 
everything is controlled using 
infrared sensors. You'll help 
preserve our most precious 
resource. 

Sloan's Optima Plus® battery-operated Flushometers turn any restroom into an odorless, highly hygienic 
place. They can retrofit on all existing Sloan Royal® or most other diaphragm valves quickly and easily. 
And, Optima Plus eliminates the possibility of transferring disease because users don't have to touch the valve 
to activate it. Optima Plus "senses" the presence or absence of the user, and responds accordingly. For more 
information on how Optima Plus can change your restrooms for the better, call or write to the address below. 

Sloan Valve Company 
10500 Seymour Avenue 
Franklin Park, ll 60131 

708.671.4300 
FAX 708.671.6944 



Concrete stains 
Bomanite Corporation offers chemi
cal srains in eig ht standard colors 
(above) for concrete paving. The 
stains are produced by combining 
metallic sa.lrs wirb water and acid so
lutions. Tbe combined chemicals . 
etch new or existing concrete sur
faces wirb color. Bomanire stains are 
permanent and can be applied on in
terior and exterior concrete surfaces. 
Tbey can be admin istered ro porous 
rile, srucco, and marble, plus other 
concrete and masonry surfaces. 
Circle 405 on infonnation cai·d. 

Cement mixtures 
Cement distributor Holnam manu
facrures five types of cement ap
proved by the American Society for 
Testing and Materials (ASTM) and 
the Canadian Standards Association 
(CSA). Varied applications for Hol
nam's products include cast-in-place, 
precast, and prestressed concrete 
members, as well as masonry mor
tars and grouts. H olnam cement can 
also be mixed with aggregates ro 
fo rm concrete that resists harsh envi
ronmental elements such as frost , 
water, oil, and de-icing chemicals. 
Circle 406 on information card. 

Crack calculator 
Construction Technology Laborato
ries (CTL) offers a transparent and 
fl exible p lastic card for measuring 
the stress and decay of cladding, 
paving, and srrucrural materials . 
The waller-sized crack comparator 
can measure a crack width in both 
millimeters and inches. en is a 
srrucrural/arcbirecrural engineering 
and materials technology firm. 
Circle 407 on information card. 

Drinking fountains 
Haws Company, an international 
manufacturer of drinking fountains 
and electric water coolers, is keeping 
up with ADA regulations with its 
model 3150 pedestal-mounted 
drinking fountain (above). The foun
tain is constructed of reinforced con
crete and finished with an exposed 
aggregate. Haws' pedestal fountain 
features a dual-height water dis
penser ro accommodate wheelchair 
access. It also includes recessed, 
push-button valves with automatic 
stream reg ulation; concrete g uards 

over polished, chrome-plated water 
dispensers ; and waste strainers. The 
vandal-resistant fountain is available 
with optional rile insets. 
Circle 408 on information card. 

Precast flooring 
Wausau Tile specializes in precast 
concrete and terrazzo products and 
has manufactured precasr flooring 
for four decades. The company's ter
razzo flooring is avai lable in three 
styles . Micro style featu res aggregate 
chips measuring 3/16 incb and is 
avail ab le in 10 srock colors; Nep
tune style flooring incorporates 
mother-of-pearl and is available in 
five srock colors; Wausau's new Rus
tic flooring incorporates a polished, 
3/4-inch accent border wirb a lig hr
abrasive surface for slip resistance. 
An optional, raised circular design 
on the Micro style paving meers 
ADA requirements. Wausau also 
manufactures site furnishings; recre
ational equipment; and such precasr 
architectural specialties as column 
covers and interior curbings. 
Circle 409 on information card. 

Granite has long been perceived a one of the 
most beautiful and spectacular elements an 
architect or designer can employ. Often 
overlooked, however, is its remarkable cost-
efficiency. 

Minimal maintenance and repair expense mean 
granite simply cannot be beaten in the context 
of life cycle co&t over a typical 20-year span. 

Whether for new construction, modernization 
or renovation, Granite cladding wi ll add 
elegance and endurance to both the client's 
image and you r design. Affordably. 

If you are in.tere ted in th.e latest innovations 
in Granite construction technologies, call 
1-800-551-7502. 

• FAX 612 -685-8490 

Circle 134 on information card 
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DrawingBoard III 
24 x 36, 36 x 48 or 44 x 60 

From $2295 

9500 Series 
24 x 36, 36 x 48 or 44 x 60 

from $4223 

EstiMat 
Flexible Tablet 
30 x 36 or 36 x 48 

From $1995 

CalComp Large Format Digitizers. 
Big board buyers don't have to be big 
time spenders. Choose the CalComp 
digitizer that's just the right size for 
your application and budget. 

Each provides multiple output 
formats "or compatibility with major 
software programs and includes ADI® 
driver, Microsoft® Windows™ driver 
and mouse emulation. 

EstiMat™ 
EstiMat brings new meaning to the 
term "flexibility." This high resolution 
tablet has all the functionality of rigid 
tablets yet rolls up for easy storage or 
transport! Other features include: 
• Choice of 30 x 36 or 36 x 48 sizes 
• Up to 2,540 !pi resolution 

• Cordless cursors and pens with 
dynamic sensing including tilt, 
pressure and height 

DrawingBoard ill® 
It's the third generation of the 
DrawingBoard line with great new 
features . DrawingBoard III offers: 
• 24 x 36, 36 x 48 or 44 x 60 sizes 
• Up to 2,540 !pi resolution 
• Choice of corded and cordless 

cursors and pens with dynamic 
sensing capabilities including tilt, 
pressure and proximity 

• Lifetime limited warranty 
9500 Series 

The ultimate in resolution. Our 9500 
line is the most popular large-format, 

high-accuracy digitizer in the world . 
Here are the key specifications: 
• 24 x 36, 36 x 48 or 44 x 60 sizes 
• Resolutions up to 10,160 !pi 
• Accuracy as high as± 0.002 inches 
• Wide variety of cursors and pens 

So get a lot, but don 't pay a lot. 
For more information, call CalComp 
today: 1-800-932-1212 ext.807. 

\\edrawoo 
~imaginatioo:-

~Cs/Comp 
A Lockheed Company 

CalComp, P.O. Box 3250, Anaheim, CA 92803. © 1993 CalComp Inc. EstiMat, DrawingBoard and We draw on your imagination are trademarks of CalComp. 
FAX: 714-821-2714. From Outside the U.S. and Canada, call 714-821-2000. 



Concrete insulation system 
Thermomass concrete sandwich wall 
building system (above) is manufac
tured by Composite Technologies 
Corporation for constructing insu
lated concrete sandwich walls. This 
system is constructed and insulated 
in one application, retaining 99.7 
percent of the R-value of the insula
tion. It is secured in place with low
conducrive and chemically resistant 
fiber-composite connecror rods. 
Circle 410 on information card. 

Ground face masonry 
Trenwyth Industries based in York, 
Pennsylvania, manufactures spe
cialty masonry units . Trenwyth's 
Trendsrone Apollo units (above) fea
ture a ground face masonry that ex
poses the variegated colors of the 
natural aggregates within the 
blocks. The units are purported ro 
be of high quality and low cost. 
Circle 411 on information card. 

Structural connectors 
A 28-page guide ro structural con
necrors and accessories for tilt-up 
and precast panels is being offered 
through The Burke Group based in 
Converse, T exas. The connecrors at
tach tilt-up and precast concrete 
wall panels to building foundations 
or roofs, a nd from panel ro panel. 
Burke's connecrors are rated for ten
sion, shearing in hurricanes , and 
seismic conditions, as well as fo r 
dead and live loads . 
Circle 412 on information card. 

Concrete forming system 
Lite-Form, a manufacturer of con
crete forming systems, offers Quick 
Strip, a lightweight and more cost
effective forming system than wood 
or meral forms. Quick Strip is sup
plied as 4-foot-by-8-foot panels with 
2-inch-thick rigid insulation. Panel 
widths can be adjusted with nylon 
snap ties ro accommodate measure
ments from 4 inches ro 24 inches 
thick. The panels can be removed or 
left in place ro insulate the form. 
Circle 413 on information card. 

Acid etching 
Kem-0-Kleen, a division of Unique 
Industries, manufacrures a pressur
ized acid-injection m achine for pre
cast and prestressed concrete. Like 
sandblasting or chemical retardants, 
an acid wash exposes the concrete 
aggregate, removes dirt and stains, 
and blends finishes. Acid etching can 
duplicate the look of granite or lime
srone or have its own distinctive ap
pearance. The variety of finishes is 
achieved throug h the colors of the 
concrete, the composition of the ag
gregates and sand, and the degrees 
of exposure of the aggregates. Kem-
0-Kleen reports that the cost of acid 
etching is one-fourth the cost of 
sandblasting and that its machines 
provide exacting control of the.acid 
concentration, while using less acid 
in the process rhan conventional 
washes. The acid is applied at the 
same pressure of 2,500 ro 3,000 psi 
as the water and is controlled by a 
regulating device for derailing . 
Circle 414 on information card. 

Autoclaved cellular concrete 
North American Cellular Concrete 
offers concrete masonry blocks and 
precast panels of reinforced or pre-
s tressed auroclaved cellular (AC) 
concrete. The concrete is a light
weight, environmentally sensitive, 
and fire resistant strucrural building 
material constructed from 7 5 per
cent recycled fly ash, cement, lime, 
aluminum powder, and water. To 
create AC, first the mix is poured 
into molds ; then an aluminum pow
der generates microscopic hydrogen 
bubbles within the mix, which 
causes the mixture ro expand. The 
expansion forms cakelike materials 
that can be cut inro blocks, slabs, 
panels, or other desired shapes. A 
strengthening chemical reaction oc
curs when the pieces are pressurized 
with steam in an airtight chamber 
for 10 ro 12 hours. 
Circle 415 on infonnation card. 

Picture This! 
Your Photo, Your Fame, Your Prize Money. 

It's A Snap. 
The 1994 National AIA Architectural Photography Competition. 

Deadline for Entries: March 1, 1994. 
Capture on 35mm slide film a representation of the 
global variety of architecture and design excellence in 
our environment . That's the first step to gaining na
tional recognition and winning prize money for your 
award-winning photographic creativity. 

-
The 1994 National AIA Architectural Photography 
Competition is open only to individual AIA members, 
Interns, and Associate members of the AIA, and stu
dent members of the AIA, in good standing. Profes
sional protographers who are members of the AIA 
and/or any of its components are not eligible. Slides 
submitted by ineligible individuals will be returned. 
(See 10 below.) 

Wing Tip The 14 winning entries will be displayed at the 1994 
by Eduardo N. Lamus, AJA AIA Convention in Los Angeles; the photographs used 

in the AIA ARCHITECTURE 1996 Calendar will be 
selected from all of the entries. The Competition is organized by AIA St. Louis. 

$2,500 IN PRIZE MONEY 
The top entries will be awarded $2,500 in 
prizes at the 1994 AIA Convention; no entry 
can win more than one cash award. The sub
ject for the Louise Bethune Award must be 
located in the United States. 

First Place 
Second P lace 
Third Place 
Louise Bethune Award 

$1,000 
$ 700 
$ 300 
$ 500 

Check the Conditions of Entry below and then use the form to enter your slides; 
photocopy the form for additional submissions. Enter as often as you want. 
Each $20 entry fee entitles you to enter up to five slides. Hurry, there's not much 
time left. 

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 
I. Only 2"x 2" 

entered. 
35mm color slides may be IO. Great care will be taken with all slides sub

2. Entries must have been exposed by and be 
owned by the entrant. 

3. Images previously published and/or pend
ing publication or cash winning images in 
previous National AIA Photography Com
petitions are not eligible. 

4. Entry fee is $20.00. Entrants may submit up 
to five (5) slides for each $20.00 entry fee. 
Entrants may enter as many times as 
desired. 

5. The entry fee is non-refundable and must 
accompany the slides entered. 

6. The subject matter must have an architec
tural theme or must contain some element 
of the man-built environment. Photograph
ic interpretation of the subject matter is the 
issue, not the architecture. 

7. Slides that do not fit in a standard slide 
carousel will not be judged. Please do not 
send glass mounted slides. 

8. Entrants grant permission to the AJA to 
reproduce slides for exhibitions, AIA 
publications, and for promotional pur
poses. All reproductions will become the 
property of the AIA. 

9. The decision of the judges is final on all 
matters relating to the Competition. 

mitted, but no responsibility for loss or 
damage during transit or any phase of the 
Competition will be assumed by AIA 
St. Louis or the National AIA. 

11. Clearly mark each slide with the following: 
a. Entrant's name 
b. Slide title 
c. Slide identification (A, B, C, D, E) as 

listed on entry form 
12. Entries must be postmarked by March I, 

1994 and include: 
a. Completed Entry Form 
b. Entry Fee (check or money order) 

made payable to: AJA St. Louis 
Photography Competition 

c. Adequately sized self-addressed 
envelope with proper postage for 
return of slides (Do not use pre-dated 
postage from postage machines) 

13 . Mail entries to: 
AJA St. Louis 
911 Washington Ave., #225 
St. Louis, Missouri 63101-1203 

14. Submission of slides implies entrant's 
acceptance of all the above conditions. 

15. Void where prohibited by law. 
16. Questions? Call AJA St. Louis at 

314-231-4252. 

-------- ENTRY FORM 
Please print or type all information AIA Member No. -------------
0 Member D Intern D Associate D Student 

CHAPTER AFFILIATION CHAPTER PHONE 
( ) 

NAME HOME PHONE 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 
( ) 

FIRM OR SCHOOL PHONE (IF STUDENn 

ARC HITECTURAL SCHOOL (IF STUDENT) NAME OF DEAN 

Enclosed is $ for slides, and a return envelope with proper postage. 
- - - - - - - - - - SLIDES- - - - - - - - - -

Title City and State/Country Original or Duplicate 
A. ________ _ _ ___ _ 

B. --------------
C. _____________ _ 

D. ______ _______ _ 

E. _____________ _ 

Mail to: AIA St. Louis, 911 Washington Ave., #225, St. Louis, MO 63101-1203 ARCH 194 
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U.S. Robotics designs, manufactures, markets and supports 

high performance data communications systems and products for businesses worldwide. "U.S. Robotics' fantastic 

success story began with a corporµte culture that breeds innovation and creative solutions for their customers," says 

Joseph Valerio of Valerio• Associates, Chicago, Illinois. "They challenged us to give them an image in their new 

building that matched the way they do business. Their interior design requirements of lighting the space and aesthetic 

details demanded a customized solution of systems furnishings. Kimball was the only manufacturer, out of a broad 

field of competitors, to respond by engineering special perforated steel sectional panels to allow light to flow 

through the space and a customized square top cap to complement important architectural elements. Kimball 

listened to us and U.S. Robotics. They answered the needs with the right price and lead times . We are very pleased 

with the results." Cetra. Your connection to office design solutions. 

c E T R A G 0 E s E V E 

Circle 136 on information card 

R 

$KIMBALL 
1600 Royal Street Jasper. Indiana 47549 
1.800.482.1616 Canada 1.800.635 .5812 

y w H E R E 



Project Credits PILAR AND JOAN MIRO FOUNDATION 
PALMA DE MALLORCA, SPAIN 

ARCHITECT: Jose Rafael Moneo, Architect, 
Madrid, Spain-Rafael Moneo (princi
pal-in-charge); Luis Moreno Mansilla, 
Luis Rojo, Emilio Tunon (design collab
orators); Rafael Balaguer, Antonio Es
teva (site supervision) 
ENGINEERS: Mariano Moneo (structural); 
Gusravo Alvarez (mechanical/elecrrical) 
CONSULTANTS: J&G Asociados (technical) 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Agroman 
COST: $3 million 
PHOTOGRAPHER: Lluis Casals, except 
as noted 

ATOCHA RAILWAY STATION 
MADRID, SPAIN 

ARCHITECT: J ose Rafael Moneo, Archi
tect-Rafael Moneo (principal-in
charge); Jose Miguel Leon (design col
laborator/commuter sration); Emilio 
Tunon (design collaborator/commuter 
station, long-distance station, canopy 
restoration, old station rehabilitation); 
J avier Revillo (design collaborator/long
distance station, canopy restoration, old 
sration rehabiliration) ; Gabriel Ruz 
Cabera (design collaborator/canopy 

··~~h~~~~~:g 
• fast, easy, intuitive three-dimensional CAD • 30 direct 
manipulation • view-independent shadows • sketch in 
live 30 perspective • markup pencil & eraser • fit, flip, 
snap to objects • sun studies, walkthroughs • import/ 
export 20 and 30 DXF, PICT, etc. • includes 30 object 
libraries • u.nli.mited free technical support 

Artifice, Inc. 
503-345-7421 • 503-346-3623 fax • Box 1588 • Eugene, OR 97440 

Circle I 38 on information card 

restoration); Eduardo Belzunce (design 
collaborator/old sration rehabilitation) 
ENGINEERS: fNESCO (mechanical/com
muter sration); Euroesrudios (structural 
/commuter sration); Javier Manterola 
(strucrural/long-disrance station); EST

EYCO (structural/long-distance sration, 
old station rehabilitation); OTEP, Jesus 
Jimenez (strucrural/canopy restoration); 
TYPSA (mechanical/canopy restoration) 
CONSULTANTS: Addison (signage and fur
nishing/commuter and long-distance 
stations); Arruro Gomez (technical 
drawings/canopy restoration); Eupali
nos (tropical garden) 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS: Fomento de Obras 
y Construcciones (commuter station, 
old station rehabilitation) ; Lara UTE 

(long-distance station); Huarte, 
AZVISA (canopy restoration) 
COST: $47 million (commuter station); 
$65 million (long-distance station); 
$18 million (canopy restoration); 
$11 million (old station rehabilitation) 

THYSSEN-BORNEMISZA MUSEUM 
MADRID, SPAIN 

ARCHITECT: Jose Rafael Moneo, Archi
tect-Rafael Moneo (principal-in-

diarge); Luis Moreno Mansilla, Emilio 
Tunon, Belem Hermida (design collab
orators); Vidal Gutierrez de Sande 
(technical architect/site supervision) 
ENGINEERS: Ove Arup & Partners, EST

EYCO (structural); JG. Asociados, Ove 
Arup & Partners (mechanical/ light
ing/securiry) 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Entrecanales y 
Tavora 
COST: $130.3 million 
PHOTOGRAPHER: Jose Latova, except as 
noted 

DAVIS MUSEUM AND CULTURAL CENTER 
WELLESLEY, MASSACHUSETTS 

ARCHITECT: Jose Rafael Moneo, Archi
tect-Rafael Moneo (principal-in
charge); Victoria Kiechel (design col
laborator) 
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT: Payette Associates 
--Scott Payette (principal-in-charge) 
ENGINEERS: LeMessurier (structural); 
]. Altieri (mechanical/electrical) 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Richard White 
and Sons 
COST: $11 .7 million 
PHOTOGRAPHER: Steve Rosenthal, except 
as noted 

When Barriers Prohibit 
Wheelchair Traffic: 
~ 

We offer a wlde range of PORCH
LIFf Vertical Platform Llfts. Our 
nineteen models are the largest 

and most versatile line-up in the 
industiy We offer 5 different pro
duct groups with lifting heights up 
to 12 feet. They are the alternative 

to low-rise elevators and ramps. 

Look to the Accesmbility 
products from American 
StaiJ'.Glide. 

The ideal solution to barriers 
imposed by stairs, the CARRIER
LIFf Inclined Platform Lift carries 
a seated passenger or person in 
a wheelchair up or down straight 
run stairwa)'S or around corners 
between two or more levels of 
stairs. 

400 I E. I 38 ih Slreet • GrancMew, MO 64-030 
816-763-3100 

Depi. #AlA-0194 FAX 816-763-4467 • TOU FREE 1-800-925-3 100 

Circle 140 on information card 
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Last Chance 

Did you miss valuable 
information offered by 
advertisers in last month's 
issue of ARCHITECTURE) 

The manufacrurers lisred below were 
adverrisers in lasr monrh's issue. 
They are anxious ro provide you 
wirh rheir laresr producr informarion 
and lirerarure for your planning 
needs. To receive rhis informarion, 
circle rhe appropriare numbers on 
rhe self-addressed, posrage-paid re
sponse card. For product Literarure 
from adverrisers in chis issue, circle 
the appropriate numbers shown on 
rhe advertisemenrs. 

Advance Lifrs, Inc. 
Write fo r information on our 
Advance Superdock. Cit-de No. 2 I 

Andersen Corporation 
ln roday's designs, it's the brand 
char helps architects take value ro 
new heights. 

Armstrong World Industries 
Introducing Wood Framery
Acousrical ceilings beautifully 
framed. Circle No. 25 

Armstrong World Industries 
Send for derails on Imperial Texrure. 
Cide No. 13 

Artifice, Inc. 
Get more information on our lnru
irive 30 CAD. Circle No. 9 

Bonneville Power/ 
AlA Portland Chapter 
Send for derails on Architecrure + 
Energy competirion. Circle No. 93 

Bradley Corporation 
Get the full srory on our Express TM 

Lavarory System. Circle No. 43 

Calcomp, Inc. 
Send for more information on our 
large format digitizers. Cfrcle No. 45 

D o rma Group 
Our exit devices require less mainre
nance and provide greater value. 
Circle No. 37 

Dover Elevator Systems 
Call or write for more details on our 
Elevaror Systems. Circle No. 75 

DPIC Companies 
Ger the derails on our Limitation of 
Liabiliry Credit Program. Circle No. 65 

Follansbee Steel 
Find our more about TCS® and 
Terne roofing merals. Circle No. 61 

Forbo Indusrries 
Call or write for derails on our vinyl 
flooring. Circle No. 91 

Glen Raven Mills 
The beauty of Sunbrella shines 
through in every fabric we offer. 
Circle No. 27 

Hewi, Inc. 
Send for more information on our 
nylon railings. Circle No. 7 

Hewlett Packard 
Get details on our new Design] er 
200 monochrome inkjet plorrer. 
Circle No. 5 

Homasote Company 
Send for literature and samples of 
our Design Wall ™ Interior Panels. 
Circle No. 4 l 

Intergraph Corporation 
Send for more information on Micro
Sration. Circle No. 67 

WHAT IS THE NATIONAL BUILDING MUSEUM? ... The 

National 

Building 

Museum 

Is: ........ 
Name ____________________ ~ 

Address ____________________ _ 

City _________ State __ Zip code _____ _ 

Payment enclosed, ________________ _ 

Visa Mastercard 

Account number _________________ _ 

Exp1rat1on date __________________ _ 

Signature ___________________ _ 

I U ARCHITECTURE I JANUARY 1994 

programs where v1s1tors part1c1pate 1n hands·on workshops. hear experts 
discuss current issues 1n architecture and design. and see films 
on a variety of bu1ld1ng topics. 

exhibitions on the construction of the Brooklyn Bridge. the design of 
Washington. DC. and the materials used 1n bu1ld1ng. 

festivals where v1s1tors can be amazed at the skills of building artisans 
and try these crafts themselves. 

tours of construction sites. prominent bu1ld1ngs. and Washington. DC. 
neighborhoods. 

for everyone families. children. students. planners. designers. and builders. 

Become a member of the National Building Museum and help support the 
museum that celebrates bu1ld1ng. You·11 receive a 10 percent discount 1n our 
museum shop. discounts on tours. lectures. and s~mpos1a . a subscription to 
BLUEPRINTS. and 1nv1tat1ons to openings and special events. 

Make checks payabie to 1he National Building Museum Contributions are tax deductible 
to the extent allowed by law 

Student 
with proof of enrollment 
Contribu1or 
Family/Dual 

$25 

$35 
$55 

Sponsor 
Benefactor 
Patron 

$100 

$250 
$500 

Mail to: Membership, National Building Museum, 401 F Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 



Kawneer Company 
Send for derails on our Liferime W ar
ranty on door corners. Circle No. 53 

Kim Lighting 
Ger more information on our Micro
Flood T" lig hting rool. Circle No. 29 

Kimball Arrec 
Send fo r derails on Cerra® office fur
niture system. Circle No. 79 

LCN Closers 
Guard against rampering and van
dalism wirh LCN hig h-security 
closers. Circle No. 19 

Louisiana Pacific 
Call or wrire ro learn more abour rhe 
FiberBond advanrages. Circle No. 49 

Ludowici Celadon 
Ger rhe derails on our fired-clay 
roofing riles. Circle No. 4 7 

Monsanro Chemical 
We're changing rhe way you look ar 
rhe world of colored glass. 
Circle No. 83 

NAAMM 
Ger more information on our new 
Mera! Srairs Manual, 5rh edirion. 
Circle No. 15 

Natio nal G ypsum Co. 
Call or write for more information 
on our UL-Listed wallboard systems . 
Circle No. 89 

National Propane Gas Assn . 
See winning designs ar rhe l 994 
NAHB Show. Circle No. 11 

Nixalire of America 
Send fo r more information on 
Nixalire® superior bird conrrol. 
Circle No. 3 

Nucor Vulcrafr Div. 
Wirh our nonstandard joisrs, you 
expand your desig n possibilities. 
Circle No. 35 

Pearce Systems Ind. 
Ger more information on our space 
frame sysrem. Circle No. 63 

All AIA Members: 
Questions about your AIA 

membership or ARCHITECTURE 
subscription? Please call the AIA 

Membership Department at 
1-800-24 2-383 7. 

Please note: This number for AlA members only. 

Other Subscribers: 
Questions about your ARCHITECTURE 

subscription? 

In the U.S. call Customer Service at 
(800) 327-6969. 

Outside the U.S.call Customer Service at 
(614) 382-3322. 

Please note: These numbers are for subscribers not affiliated 
wi th AlA membership. AlA members must call the 

number listed above. 

Pella Corporation 
Ler our Commercial Division pro
vide innovative solutions for your 
windows challenges. Circle N o. 33 

Roberrson Company 
Ger derai ls on Formawall meral 
faced foam insulated panels. 
Circle No. 7 1 

Rohm & H aas 
Call or wrire for derails on Acrylic 
EIFS. Circle N o. 3 9 

Schlage Lock Co. 
Primus Flexible key conrrol made 
easy. Circle No. 5 l 

Sloan Valve Co. 
Send fo r more information on how 
Oprima Plus can change your rest
rooms fo r rhe berrer. Circle N o. 77 

Srone P roducts Corp. 

Suprudur Mfg. Corp. 
Find our more abour our Supra
Slare II roofing slare. Circle No. 59 

W&W Sales Lrd. 
Ger more info rmation on our Nylon 
Railing Systems in new and exciting 
colors. Circle No. 17 

Wausau Tile 
Send fo r derails on Terra Paving 
Products. Circle No. 87 

Weather Shield Mfg. Co. 
There's more ro see in a Weather 
Shield Window. Circle No. 5 7 

Wirecrafrers, Inc. 
Our woven wire parri rions are 
stronger, faste r ro insrall and require 
fewer parrs. Circle No. 23 

Send fo r our new brochure and color 
& rexrure g uide on Cultured Srone®. 
Circle N o. 55 

1/94 ASHRAE SHOW 5/94 AIA EXPO 
BOOTH N0.1509 BOOTH N0.1237 

New Orleans ALUMINUM Los Angeles 

ROUND REGISTERS 
Model RHV 

6" to 16" dia duct 

• 
A B C D E 

! H I I\ 

11111 
A Spo! Cooling/'Venhlatmg 
B Au Volume Comrol 
C Air 01rectl0fl Control 
D On-Ott Opera1ion 
E Air Shower !Of Part.clef 

Dust Control tor Indoor 
A11 0ual11y 

SPOT DIFFUSERS 
Model PK 

3• to 16' 
3 11/32' to 16 23/32' d1a duct opening 

APPLICATIONS: Spot Cooling and Normal Diffusion , Long Air Flow and Wide Angle 
adjustable double deflection control. Air Distribution and Ventilation for Interior and 
Exterior installation in Restaurants, Offices , Computer Rooms, Factories , Train & 
Subway Stations, Gyms, Shopping Centers , Retail Stores, Hospitals, Theaters , Driving 
Ranges , Stadiums, Studios. 

ALUMINUM VENT LOUVERS 

3· to 8" dia. 3• to a· dia . 4• and a· 
Louver Louver Hooded Louver SIS Dryer Vent 

APPLICATIONS: Fresh air Intake/exhaust outlet and ventilation for Interior 
and Exterior installation for Homes, Condominiums, Apartments, Warehouses, 
and Commercial Buildings . 

CUSTOM LOUVERS MADE TO ORDER TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS ALSO AVAILABLE 

~SEii-iC 

Circle 142 on information card 
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"To honor the past, we used a gable

ended pitched roof design for this city 

hall;' said architect John Weidt. "For the 

days ahead, a contemporary entry/wing 

was defined using a crisp, clean curtain 

wall design'.' 

And fenestration? They used the 
Andersen CADD-I®software program to 

explore options. ·~ndersen® windows were 

the logical choice;' said architect Jon 
Thorstenson. "Their wood interiors were 

historically correct and you don't have to 

maintain their vinyl exteriors:' 

Andersen® wood. Perma-Shield® vinyl. 

Andersen software. Solutions for architects 

who have to be in two times at one place. 

For the n ame of your Andersen 

representative, call 1-800-426-7691. 

Or write Andersen Commercial Group;" 

Box 12, Bayport, MN 55003. 

CHASKA PROJECT 

C ITY HALL. ARCHITECT: 

CHASKA, JON 

MINNESOTA. THORSTENSON. 

DESIGN HICKEY, 

ARCHITECT: THORSTENSON, 

JOHN WEIDT. GROVER, LTD. 

THEWEIDT EDINA, MN. 

GROUP. 

CHASKA, MN. 

ANDERSEN HELPS A PAIR OF ARCHITECT 

I NSIDE CORNER DETAIL 

STANDARD 

- OPTIONAL 



CAPTURE TWO DIFFERENT ERAS. 

I . WOODTRIM 

2. METAL STUDS/BLANKET INSULATION 

) _ GYP BOARD 

4 . W OOD BLOCKING 

5. ANDERSEN FLEXIFRAME•UN IT 

6 . ANDERSEN • EXTENSION JAMBS 

7. SEALANTfJOINT BACKING 

8. SHEATHING 

9 . 5~ PNTD STEEL COLUMN 

OUTSIDE CORN ER DETAIL 10. STEEL PLATE WELDED TO METAL STUDS Circle 148 on information card 
11 . METAL PANEL 

12 . INSULATION TYPICAL 

13 . STEEL PLATE W/ 'T' WELDED TO COLUMN 

'--1 14. STEEL PLATE WI SLOTTED HO LES WELDED TO 'T' 

TYPICAL MULLION DETAIL 
15 . THROUGH BOLT 

16 . METALPANEL/METALSTUDWALL 

SILL DETAIL 



T&P Neat File 

No excuses after this 
information exchange 

.t.DrWT'rC'r""T'ITDC' 1 11.1'1.IT T ADV 1nn A 

Sheet Metal Flashing 
CS! Section 07620 

Low-slope roofing 
In observing edge derails in low
slope roofs, I too often find inconsis
tencies between the architect 's 
intent and the built results. Much 
effort is given to assuring that the 
gravel stop and the continuous cleat 
are compatible and that the weight 
or gauge of the sheet metal is suffi
cient fo r the height of the fascia. 
However, if the gravel srop is not 
hooked securely over the cleat, the 
roof could easily blow off under high 
wind conditions in a storm. Standard 
procedure for roofers is to snap a 
chalk line along which the conven
tional cleat (without a horizontal 
flange) is fastened. If the blocking 
on top of the wall is not perfectly 
level, as can easily occur in the field, 
then the gravel stop and cleat will 
not align (illustrations at right) . 

To remedy this alignment prob
lem, we derail a continuous edge 
cleat for a sheet metal gravel 
stop/fascia to incorporate a horizon
tal flange that extends over the 
blocking at the roofs edge, which is 
also the top of the exterior wa!J. This 
flange ensures that the continuous 
edge cleat is always at the correct 
height for the fascia to lock properly 
over the cleat's drip edge, even if the 
top of the wall is uneven. 
john]. Hoffman, FA/A 

Hoffman Architects 
North Haven, Connectimt 

Stairs 
CSI Section 09004 

ADA compliance 
A Neat File published on exterior 
stairs (ARCHITECTURE, December 
1992, page 112) should be clarified 
for projects that fa!J within the 
guidelines of the complex Americans 
With Disabilities Act (ADA). Fore
most, p rojects that are required to 
comply with the ADA must provide 
at least one accessible route with in 
the boundary of the site from public 
cransporration stops, accessible park
ing spaces, and so forth to an acces
sible buildjng entrance, and then 
from that entrance to all accessible 
spaces and elements within the 
buildjng. Since neither accessible 
routes nor accessible means of egress 
include stairs, steps, or escalarors, 
this is an important design consider
ation chat affects ingress and egress 
routing in the overall design. The 

technical requirements regarding 
stairs, ADAAG Section 4 .9 , only ap
ply to chose stairs required to be "ac
cessible" by ADAAG Section 4.1, and 
not necessarily to all stairs, interior 
or exterior. A thorough understand
ing of the scoping provisions is re
quired ro properly address varying 
srair types on most projects. 

Much confusion has also arisen 
regarding acceprable stair nosing 
conditions on stairs requiring ADA 

compliance, particularly over the po
tential tripping hazard created by 
the horizontal projection of the 
tread. In consideration of persons 
climbing the stair--especially indi
viduals with limited or restricted 
gaits-the nosing dimension must 
be limited to a maximum of 11/2 
inches. The angle at the underside of 
the nosing was established at 60 de
grees minimum in the ADA guide
line to alleviate the nosing projection 
from catching on a person 's foot. 

This ADA guideline was not in
tended to address the angle of a 
sloping riser. ADA does not address 
riser heights per se. But, by using a 
maximum allowable riser height of 
7 inches (in accordance with most 
model codes), the angle of any slop
ing riser is dicrated solely by the al
lowable nosing projection and 
allowable riser height dimensions. 

Furthermore, performing a sim
ple calculation reveals that the angle 
of the sloping risers may decrease ro 
less than 78 degrees only when the 
riser height decreases to less than 7 
inches. In no case will the angle ap
proach 60 degrees unless the riser 
height becomes approximately 2 1 /2 
inches, which is unlikely. For typical 
riser heights of 7 inches, the sloping 
riser angle may range from 78 de
grees ro the 90 degree vertical, to 
comply with the 1 1/2-inch specified 
maximum nosing projection . 

I have absolute confidence in the 
accuracy of this interpretation of 
riser heights, having reviewed and 
confirmed the information through 
the Architectural Transportation 
Barriers and Compliance Board . 
Richard E. Campbell,jr. 
CRS Sirrine Engineers 
Greenville, South Carolina 

Architects are encouraged to contribute 
their practical mggestions about specifica
tions and detailing, including drawings, 
for publication. Send m bmissiom to: 
ARCHITECTURE 

1130 Connectim t A venue, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 2 0036 
or by fax (2 02 ) 828-0825 

FLASHING: Traditional detail. 

GRAVEL STOP: Cleat too low. 

GRAVEL STOP: Clear too high. 

NEW METHOD: Continuous clear. 



ALU·GRAf iX™ 

A.Ju • c-gra.t1xT111 
is the new . 

innovatio . 
n in coating£ 

1 rom Al t 1at astound umax £ . 
s even the experts. xtrus1ons 

When applied to aluminum extrusions the ALU•G r. ™ . 
' ra11x coating 

will magically duplicate the richness of wood-grain 

f anite or marble. 
or the elegance o gr decorative covers 
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11 11m1r ALUMAX EXTRUSIONS INC. 
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"Your Wood I Beam™is going to allow 
me unsupported spans up to 
how many feet?" 

G-P: Wood I Beam joists have more load-bearing and 
spanning capabilities than dimensional lumber, so you 
can design with up to 48' spans:".. 

YOU: ... without cluttering up open space wiLh support 
columns. IL 'd be ideal for a greaL room, a bonus room 
over a garage, a finished basement. 

G-P: Speaking of basements, Wood I Beams allow higher 
ceilings because you can pass utilities and duct work 
through the beams. 

YOU: What about floors? Does it help avoid squeaks? 

G-P: Absolutely. G-P Wood I Beams are built to resist the 
warping and twisting that create those squeaks. 

YOU: Will I be able to use Wood I Beams if I spec conven
tional lumber in the flooring sys Lem too? 

G-P: Yes-G-P Wood I Beams are compatible with standard 
dimensional lumber sizes. And you can get long lengths, 
even up to 60; for just about any design you can dream up. 

YOU: Of course, ! wouldn't know how to design with it 

after using dimensional 
lumber for 15 years ... 

G-P: We'll help with that, and we can do take-offs for you. 

YOU: Well, anything that expands my design options 
solves some big problems for me. 

G-P: So-no more questions? Come on, I'm just getting 
warmed up ... 

For more information about G-P Wood I Beam joists and 
headers, call 1-800-BUILD G-P (284-5347), Operator730. 
(Ask about G-P Lam® laminated veneer lumber; too.) Or 
check Sweets Section 06190/GEO. 

Solve it with G-P.SM 

• 
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